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INTRODUCTION 
The investigations described In the following account of Iowa 
mosquitoes were prompted by the increased preTalenoe of certain mosquito-
borne diseases in Iowa and the desirability of more complete knowledge 
regarding the species which occur within the state. These studies began 
in 1939 and have continued until the present date. General collecting 
has been done in all the counties and bimonthly records of breeding 
were made at about 100 stations in eastern, central and western sections 
of the state during the summers of 1940 and 1941. The general plsm of 
study consisted of 3 phases of investigation, (1) the collecting and 
rearing of larvae, (2) the collecting of biting adults and (3) the 
sampling of adult populations by means of mosquito traps. The data 
presented herein are based upon 647 larval collections and rearings, 
116 collections of adults taken while bitinjj, 31 miscellaneous collections 
and 783 trap catches. 
A total of 39 species were found to occur in Iowa during the course 
of this study. These are separated into 3 genera as follows: Aedes, 17; 
Anopheles, 4j Culex, 6; .'Janaonia, Ij Qrthopodomyla, 1; Psoropnora, 6; 
Theobaldia, 3; and Uranotaenia, 1. In this papor an attempt has been 
made to summarize the information obtained on these species. Keys and 
descriptive characters are given for each, together with biological data 
and a siimmary of distribution. Ecological relationships, especially 
regarding certain factors influencing mosquito breeding, larval habitats 
associations, are discussed. Also presented are population records based 
on trap ostohes from 10 lovra eitles In 1940 end the seesonnl record of 
females In conparlBon to rainfall and temperature. 
Reriew of Litereture 
Fifteen species of mosquitoes viere reported In scientific literature 
previous to these investigations. Dysr (1922) published single locolity 
records for ''edes triserjptus (Spy), Psorophora cillata (Fabr.), Culex 
tarsalls Coq., Culex territans elk. (* C. restupns Theob.), Culex 
testaceus Van der '.ulp (s c, apiCBlls fdnms), Culex sBlinprius Coq., and 
Bansonle perturbsns V'Slk.). He also listed Paorophora ssyi D. nnd K. 
(• F. ferox [Humb,]) from Algonquin (no date, li. J. Qunyle; since there 
Is no locnlity by 'uhls nnme In Iowa, this record mey be from Illinois. In 
addition to the first 3 above mentioned species Hendrickson (1930) re­
ported Theobaldie InornBta (".'ill.), Culex pip lens Linnaeus, ''edes fitehl 
(F. end Y.), Aedes flovescens (i/riiller), "edes nigromaculls (Ludlow), 
Aedes sylvestris (Theob.) vexcns [tleigen]) pnd fledes ? intrudens 
Dyer. TVie last-nnmed species WBS not tnken during this investigation. 
Based upon deto tr ken during the course of this study, 3 pppers have 
appeared containing infommtion on Iowa mosquitoes. ierring (1939) 
published distributionpl notes on 'nopheles guadriniaculptus Spy, "nopheles 
punotlperinis (Say) "nt' /'nopholes wplkeri Theobrld. howe (1941) reported 
further notes on these species pnd on Anopheles nipculipennls veigen 
(- A. oocidentplis D. pnd K. of this report). In n recent report Howe 
(1942) presented looolity and seasonal records for 35 species together 
with notes on their larval habitats and associations. 
liiq>ortanoe of Mosquitoes In Iowa 
Insects whioh hebituelly feed on the blood of mtin, doniestic pnlsuils 
pnd birds pre importflnt not only ns pests, but nlso ns potential vectors 
of disease* Few insects, if any, o«n oompRre with mosquitoes in the 
annoyence pnd discor,fort they cnuse rs pests pnd in the suffering end 
depth of man pnd nniiifflls for whioh they pre Inrgely responsible as vectors 
of disease* 
Mosquitoes as lasts 
The direct eoonondc losses resulting from the annoynnoe snd dis-
oomfort to livestock produced by i;he bites of mosquitoes snd the pain pnd 
irritation caused by their bites upon humrn beings are items wVich are 
difficult to evaluate in terms of dollars pnd cents. If such an evaluation 
were made it would undoubtedly meet with considerable criticisni from many 
sources, some clniming the nuisance evaluation ps being too low and 
others clpiming that it was too high, isrhpps a deeper appreciation of 
the importpnoe of mosquitoes as pests is obtained v/hen we stop to reflect 
whet life would be like without them, ""hpt increased measure of 9njoy:T.eDt 
would bo roplizeri by the sportsmen, the golfers, the nipnj' people who 
spend their leisure sumirer hours working in gTdens, ohptting on their 
porohes or picnicking in the woods? "hat would be the amount of saving 
realised if there were no need of screening our porches and no need of 
purchasing repellent materials and spr-^ys used for protection against 
mosquitoes? In the answers to these and simil-r questions may be found 
on eraluetion of the iinportance of moaqultoes as pests* Populptlon 
studies on the mosquitoes oocurring in IQ lanre cities during the sumn^er 
months of 1940 indicated that in 7 out of the 10 cities, pest mosquitoes 
ooourred in sufficient numbers to cpuse considerable annoyance over periods 
of from 30 to 73 deys. Becords for the sum-er of 1941 indicate thft 
similar, nnd in some locnlities higher, populations occurred. During 
years of normnl precipitation, at least 1 and more often 2 broods of 
pest jnosquitoes occur in many sections of low during the suuaner months. 
These pests cruse f-nnoyrnce to ->an "nd animals over periods totaling 
from about 2u to 50 days annually. 
Mosquitoes as Vectors of Disease 
From the years marking the close of the ninteenth century until the 
present time extensive investigations have been carried on in all parte 
of the w^orld dealing with the relationships of mosquitoes to many 
diseases of man snd aninials. Tremendous amounts ol datr hpve been 
recorded incriminating these insects with the spread of such diseases as 
malaria, fiiariasis, yellow fever, dengue fever, equine encephalonyelitis, 
fowl-pox and others. It is beyond the scope of this prper to describe 
even in a general v/ay the part played by mosquitoes in the dissendnation 
of these disenses. In Iowa, sevorpl species of mosquitoes are import'^nt 
as voctors of certain diseases which are known to occur within the state. 
This ppper would be inconiplete without some emphasis in regard to those 
species which appear to be most importr-nt as disease vectors. 
Malaria* 
Aooordiag to a recant publiotttion by Faust (1941) conaorvfltive 
evldenoe indioates thet malaria is indigenous in 36 stntea* Icme ia in­
cluded among these stfltea pnd geogrephioplly lies on the northern edge 
of the indigenous r<rea» Many -lov/rns show considernble surprise to lenm 
that "Ci is disense PCtufHy ejiists within their st^te. Keoorda of the Iowa 
Stpte Depprtrr^nt of Health, however, show thst « few Cftses of mfllaria 
have been reported esoh year. In recent years n significent increase in 
the reported number of cases has occurred, as indicated by -che yearly 
record since 1933. 
Year Cases reported 
1933 2 
1934 4 
1935 24 
1936 12 
1937 12 
1938 13 
1939 62 
1940 60 
1941 29 
In most of the above reported emoes diagnosis was bnsed on the 
finding of the malarial plrsmodium in blood smears. ^11 cpses were of 
the tertinn type opused by Plasmodium vivBX (Grpssi nnd Feletti). Most 
of the cpses occurred in scattered locplities in the counties bordering 
the iiisaiseippi hivor pnd in counties lying along tho IOWP and Cedpr 
Rivers PS fer v/est es fiershell County end fs fpr north as Frnnklin end 
Butler Counties. Probably the anost prominent local outbreak of mrlcria 
which has occurred in lowe during recent years wes reported by Entringer 
(1941) at Dubuque. According to this writer 48 cases were reported to 
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th® Health Department of Dubuque from June 13, 1939 to September 14, 1940} 
30 oases occurred in 1939 and 18 in 1940. An analysis of case histories 
showed that all the patients, except one, were residents of Dubuque or 
lived within 5 miles of the city. Also that none of these patients had 
left the Dubuque area during the weeks previous to their contraction of 
the disease. 
Since the normal method by which malaria is transmitted to human 
beings is through bites of infected Anopheles mosquitoes, the importance 
of those mosquitoes to the welfare of the people of Iowa is readily 
recot.nized. In this regard tho writer believes that the possible relation­
ship of all 4 of tho Anopheles species (_A. oocidentalis, A. punctipennis, 
A. walkeri and A. quadrimaculatus) known to occur in the state should not 
be disregarded, however, it is unlikely th-^t the first 3 above mentioned 
species play an important role in tho transmission of malaria in Iowa and 
that the occurrence and distribution of malaria infections among humans 
within the state is dependent upon A. quadrimaculatus as the principal 
vector. 
Equine encephalomya1itis. 
About 125 years ago a fatal disease of horses occurred near 
Borna, Germany. This disease was termed "h-'ad disease" because of 
certain symptoms usually appearing in the head of infected horses. About 
15 years later it had spread throughout iurope and Great Britian and 
about 1847 it was reported in America. At the pres^^nt time this disease 
appears to bs enzootic in many states but in past years epizootics have 
occurred at various times which have attracted considerable attention 
beoRuae of the high mortality rate nmong infected enimcls* The history 
of the disease, referred to by veterinarians as "cerebrospinal meningitis", 
"floma disepse", "non-purulent encephalitis", "Forage Poisoning", "Kansas-
Jiebraslta horse plague", "botulism", etc., has been ©xcollently reviewed 
by Meyer et al. (19S1}. ftccording to those v/oricers sporadic outbreaks 
have occurred in vrious parts of the United States at intervals since 
the year 1847. Thousands of horses were lost in Texas during outbreaks 
in 1082 and 1897, in North Carolina in 1902 and in Louisiana in 1906 and 
1907. irobably the first ..idely distributed epizootic occurred in 1912 
when c^ses v/ere reported from 16 strtes including ICTOT, the disease 
being most severe in Kansas and Nebraska. More recent outbreaks were 
reported in 1918 and 1919 from Colorado, Delaware, Kevada and South 
Dakota. Other outbreaks vere reported froT 'ashington in 1923 to 1928, 
from California during 1930 end 1931, from Colorado, Nebraska and South 
Dakota in 1932 and by 1933 the disease had spread in epizootic propor­
tions throughout the western strtes and in certain eastern strtes centering 
around Maryland, Virginia rnd Delaware, irevious to the work of lleyer, 
Hering and Howitt (1931) in California, the causative agent was unknown. 
These authors estrblished the causative pgent to be a filtrable virus 
different in mrny respects to that causing "Borne disease" in ,'urope. 
The most recent outbreak of this disease in Iowa occurred in 1937. 
According to the reports of the Iowa Department of Agriculture (Iowa 
Year Books of Agriculture 1937 to 1941) 36,000 cases were reported in 
1937, 9000 of which were fatal. This represonted a moroidity of 6 percent 
and a mortality of 1 percent of the total horse and mule population. 
The outbreak started in the western part of the state during the latter 
purt of Jun® wnd spread throughout tha entire northern portions reaching 
« penk in r.epterJwr. In 1938 the dise»ee vva even more severe| 66,092 
oases were reported of which 11,754 were fstuX, These c-ses were more 
or less generally distributed throujr^out the 3t«te •»nd occurred msinly 
during the suiiirsor nonths from July to Ootober. In 1 -^39 there v;ere very 
few or SOS reported, probwbly due to p iTge sople veocirintion progrRrn 
w ich bcgen irs IjiiTm In ihis progrwci records sho»y thft 37,000 horses 
were VBCciBBted in 1937, 128,114 in 1936 niid 360,000 in 1939* In 1940 
only t> few hundred o^ees of the disepse were reported vr ich indiopted 
thut posfiibly there was ar insnunity estf'blishod through the veocin«tiaa 
progrem of I9i57 to li<39« By 1941, however, t; is imnuriity hpd ppp^rently 
worn off to sor.o extent* This is indicated by the incrofsed number of 
esses jreported for 1941 which nuinbered 6,963 with s aiortwlity of 1,187* 
If we «:!8uae " J e sverege cost of vpccinebion to be $3»00 wr hcpd pnd 
average vsluo oi horses rnd -iiules «<t i75»Q0 per besd, the totrl losses 
to loww fpr.-ners bcsed upon the "bove figures, cmy be conservflfcively placed 
at ^3,190,000 for t?!e yerrs 1937 to 1941* Thia does not include the costs 
of vaccinptions W; ich were saode in liir40 and 1941, c or does it plecc pny 
value on the , ork-'ime of the aniir.fila lost during the i>eriods of r,iori)idity 
of the 108,056 anixorls iajiown tc Ji^v® been affected, 
Ihe episootiology of oquino encepirinloKyelitis, espooially in the 
light of the ccrtain findings reported by i eyor, ilaring and ilowitt (1931), 
Kecords end Vawter (1933), nnd others, strongly suggested the possibility 
of insect transmission. orking along this line f'^lser (1933) proved 
experimentally thnt the disease could be transmtted from infected guinea 
pigs to nori3u»l guinea pigs pnd also vo horses fay •che ii^osquito ^edes aegypti. 
Following Reiser's work, Merrill, Laoaillnde and Ton Broeek (1934), 
llBdsen end ivnowlton (1936), l^adsen, Knowlton pnd Rowe (193^, Simrriona, 
Kejnaolds snd Cornell (1936), Aelser (1937), Devia (1940), nnd othera 
reported auoceasful trRnsmiaaions with nt lepat 10 species of /^edea» Alao 
HanEtion et el. (1941) were auoceasful in isolating both the woatera and 
St. Louia strains of the virus of this disease from wild Culex tprselis. 
'^mong the species of moaquitoea wi.ich were shown by xhe sbove in-
veatigctoro to be pble to trpnamit the virus of equine encephnlomyelitis 
are ftedes nigrornwculis, ^edes vexens, Aedes dorsnlis, Culejc turaplia end 
Aedes triseriftua fll of which occur in ICWB. The first 4 species ere 
com on lovfp pests find occur in considerable numbers during the summer 
months in nil pprts of the stpte. /^edea triseriptus is soiuewhet leas 
comiiion nnd o^^curs mpinly in the southern ^nd southepstern sections of 
Iowa. No ettempts were rrisde during these investigptions to determine the 
relptionships of these mosquito species to the prevslence of equine en­
cephalomyelitis in lowB. iiowever, the weight of the experiirantpl evidence 
inoriminating these species with the spread of this disense in other 
parts of the Iftiited Stetes seeiaa to justify the conclusion ihnt they ere 
of significant ixuportf^nce in the spread of encephplomyelitia among horses 
in Iowa. 
Equine encephalonyelitis infections in men. 
Ihe importsnoe of moaquitoea es vectors of the virus of equine 
onoepheloinyelitis beosjno pprpmount when it was fliscovered thet human 
beings pre PISO susceptible to infection v/ith this diaepse. Dturing en 
outbreek of equine encephnlonyelitis in horses which occurred in J'aasa-
ohusetts in 1938, severcl people, mostly children, died of e previously 
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unreoogulsed type of enoef^nlltis. From the brain tissue of s number 
of these victima was isolrted tho virus of tho eBfltern strnin of equine 
enoephfllomyelitis as reported by Fothergill et p1. (19i58) md 'Webster 
nnd '"/right (1958), A report of the outbreak of this disense in horses 
and nn snrlysis of tho human cases was presented by Feemster (1938). 
Further detrils regarding the human cases and a discussion of the vectors 
concerned was pubiiahed by Gei.ting (1941), Thirty-four positive human 
cases were reported of which Zb cases or 74 percent were frtal. Children 
under 10 years of age constituted 70 percent of the cases. In the dis­
cussion of tho vectors apparently involved. Getting (1941) reported 
that the epidemiological and entomological data collected supported 
laboratory evidence that the diae?^se was transmitted by mosquitoes. Six 
species of Aedes, previously known to be vectors in laboratory trans­
missions, were collected in the epidemic area, 'mong these were Aedes 
vexans and Aedes triseriatus which are comnion Iowa pests. In the opinion 
of Getting (1941), "edes vexans was probably the most important voctor 
In this outbreak; this species is the most abundant pnd most widely 
distributed nosquito in Iowa. 
Almost simultaneously with the reports of cses of human sncephalo-
jiyelitis in iassachusetts, Howitt (1938) reported the recovery of the 
western strain of this disease from ohe brain tisr,ue of a 20-month old 
boy in California. Brain suspensions were tested on monkeys, guinea 
pigs, rabbits, rats and Swiss mice and all the injected animals developed 
characteristic symptoms. Ftirther oonfirr;ftions of the identity of the 
virus were obtained by neutralization and cross immunity tests. 
According to liowitt^ numerous oases of human infection with this disease 
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oooorrwd in th# Saa Jooquin Vflloy of Cullforniai ••na» fro® 56 percent 
of the reoovered c»!8e« tested, neutrslieed the virus of the St, L«ui« 
strein* 
Hesrtworm of dog»« 
The ittoaqjito-boriMi pprpsite, Dirofilgris imirAtis Leidy, -prhieh ceusea 
considerable suffering nnd deeth of dogs in vprious p^rte of the world 1« 
beooirdng nxtro ^nd Eiore provmlent in ihe United Ktntes. It eoiKTiOnly occur# 
in T:he aoutheni strtos find pcoording to jrown (1937) the incidence of 
infection runa es high "s 80 }>eroent in SO1.0 «roo8 noar tJavnnneh, Georgia* 
The oon^-on pr»«cti08 emone sportsmen ot sending or taking their hunting 
dogs to tho so 'thern states for trpining h»^s probably been r mp^lor fpctor 
in the Si reftd of heartworm a;riong dogs in certrin northern at'^tes. Thua 
/'ugustine (I9it8) reported trie p r^-site to be indigenous in er-sbem 
Massachusetts ^nd Ivelson and Morris (1933) report it to be present in a 
considerable nuuiiier of dogs in -New Jersey. Infestations in Iowa dogs, 
at the pro sent tiso, p^jpear to be lindted to those wiiioh hpve been 
trained or usod for hunting in the southom states* 
The parasite, Dirofilaria ijaraitis, is s noiuatode wortn rfsther closely 
relfted to thrt w'aioa cuses filariasis or elephantiasis ol hunwn beinga. 
The inrtuTO worms, soiaetiiEes reaching a lt:ngth of 9 to 16 IrK^es, live in 
the he^-rt "nd j ul.nonary vein oi dogs causing serious stopp' ges both in 
the flow of blood and the action of the heart 'nd its vnlves* Outward 
signs of infection saions dogs olten appear too late for rpprupriate 
treatfi^nts. This is especially true if the dogs rre not watched carefully, 
'ctive dogs may «3ho»' s! ortnesa of breath, a tendency to tire eaaily 
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or a oough* In some Instences there moy be disturbsnee of vision, 
convulsions ''nd extreme emsclption. Upon repented infection death ususlly 
ensues* In the life cycle of this filTlcl v/orm it is pppprent thft 
complete development necessitrtes pn interinedi«'te host, iromlnent Pinong 
these pre mosquitoes oi' the genorr 'nophsles, Aedes end Culex, which are 
discussed below. hen a mosquito bites en infected dog the microfilaria, 
which pre usunlly present in Ifirge nu^Tibers in the blood, nre drpwn up into 
the atonifich of the mosquito. These young v/orina then moke their way to 
Kelpighinn tubules where they complRte their developirjent in nbout 15 to 
25 days. Upon reaching the infective stpge they then mnke their way throu^ 
the body cnvlty of the mosquito to the labium. Their entronoe into the 
primary host (dog) occurs when it Is bitten by rn infected mosquito. 
Regarding species of mosquitoes involved in the trsnsmission of this 
parpslte to dogs, iiu (1931) treced the dovelopment of the worms to their 
Infective stpge in /'nopheles punetlpennis, 'edes ccnndensls, Aedes 
sollicitrns, fiedes taenlorhynchus, Gulex territsns pnd Culex sellnprlus. 
He also found the vfonns. In the infective stage, in the Inbln of i'edes 
vexans, Culex pipiens "nd ^edes regypti. Keports by Yen (19o8), dealing 
with the susceptibility of certein "r.;innesotn mosquitoes to infection 
with DlrofilTia iimnltls, showed thrt Anopheles mpculipennis (probably 
occidentrlis oi tnis report), 'nopheles punetlpennis and Aedes vexans 
were most susceptible to infection. Aedes stimulens, Aedes cinereus and 
Aedes canadensis were somewhet less susceptible end Culex territans, 
Culex tfirsflis pnd Culex pipiens the le'st susceptible to infection. 
Working in Tiassachusetts, Phillips (1959) observed the infective stnge 
of this worm In Anopheles qUBdrimPOulatus, Anophelea punetlpennis. 
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Aedes ex crucians, /ledes oinereus, Aedes triseriwtua pnd CuleJc terrltgna 
eolleoted around the kennels of infected dogs. Host of the above 
mentioned mosquitoes fre commonly found in IOWP end are sufficiently 
numerous to senre ns suitnble vectors of ^his filprial worm, should it 
become estpblishcd vrithin the stf^te* 
Kowl-pox, 
Although this virus disease of poulti^ is not usually fatal, it 
may cause considerable economic losses due to reduced productivity in 
infected flocks, "."hile the disease may be spread by -che contnct between 
dise^'sed snd healthy birds, it msy also bo spread by mosquitoes. Kligler, 
Liuchenfuss end Kivers (1929) obtcined positive trnnsraiasions witli ^ed&a 
aegypti end Culex pipiens» iatheson, Burnett and Brody (1931) showed that 
Aedes vexans could remcin infective from 2 to 27 dsys after feeding on 
lesions on the coaibs of infected birds. Brody (1936) infected henlthy 
chickens by the bitos of A. vexana. A, stimulpns snd A. aegypti. All of 
the above Hiosquito species, except '. aegypti, occur in Iowa, those of 
A, vexpns rnd C. pipions being very common. It is entirely probable that 
these mosquitoes may act as vectors of fowl-pox in Iowa. 
Tularpemia. 
This extremely infectious disease, caused by Pssteurella tulnrensis 
(KcCoy nnd Chapin), is apprrently becoming more prevalent in Iowa each 
year. It has long been known in certain western enzootic areas as a 
severe rodent diserse commonly celled "rabbit fever". Because of "Che 
extremely inl'ectious n'^ture of tulBraeiaia, it may be acquired by human 
beings upon the handling of infected animals or by the bites of several 
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blood-sucking nrthropods, principally ticks. For sererBl years mosquitoes 
hBTe been suspected of being sble to trnnsmit this disense under certain 
conditions, ffter investigpting those possibilities, Philip, Dflvis snd 
Perker (1932) reported upon certnin importpnt relftionships between 
mosquitoes and the ceusntive rgent of this disepse. 
In the experimental -cransmission studies inpde by these investigators, 
8 species of mosquitoes were used; among them were Aedes vexens, .^edes 
dorsf lis, fedes stimulpna, ^ edes cpnadensis nnd Culex x;ersplls wfiich are 
ell coia only found in Iowa. Occasional positive cases of mechanical 
tr^-nsniission were obtnined ^nd it was found thpt viable bacteria remained 
in the female mosquitoes for a period of 25 days. Infection also occurred, 
in a few instnnces, following the crushing of infected mosquitoes or the 
rubbing of the excren.ent from infected mosquitoes on the skin of guinea 
pigs. In general the results of the tests appeared quite variable and 
suggest •chrt in nsture only infrequent transmissions of tularaemia to human 
beings by mosquitoes occur. 
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liETHODS 
Methods of oolleoting and preserving mosquito Ipirrse end directions 
for the c«re snd prepprstion of adult specimens for study may be found in 
most of the lerge treatises on mosquitoes* The inethods used in these 
investigptions were similar to those which hpve been presented by Hownrd, 
Dyer and Knrb (1912), Metheson (1929) fnd King, Bradley and McNeel (1939). 
The det>< obtained in these studies are based upon the collection and 
rearing of Iprvae, the collection of adult femples while they were biting 
and adult cetohes secuired by inepns of light traps. Since the seasonal 
occurrence of the species varies considerably, much time was spent in 
field investigations throughout the whole breeding season. TJie location 
of breeding ^rers was greatly facilitated by the use of state pnd county 
maps and those issued by the U. S. Geological Survey. 
comiiion water dipper with an extension handle was used to collect 
the larvae. Sometimes a wide-mouthed pipette similar to an eye dropper 
was used to transfer larvae from the dipper to rearing jars. Such a 
pipette was very useful for romoving predaceous insect larvae, ^t each 
collecting st'^tion generous sample s of larvae were preserved in vials 
containing 80; alcohol. Larvae to be reared were placed in pint rearing 
jars which had been half filled v/ith water from the breeding pool; usually 
a leaf or small quantity of debris from the pool was also added. The 
mouths of the jars were covered with pieces of cheesecloth held in place 
by rub:;er bands and both vials end rearing 'jars were labeled with a 
collection number. description of the liabitet from v/hich each 
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oollection wns tnken vms recorded on s sepprete hubitet sheet bearing the 
oolleotion number* siunple of this sheet is shown on figure 1* 'Mien the 
identlflORtlons of larvae rnd adults wore completed they were entered 
upon this sheet ss a permanent record. 
^11 reprlng work was done in n screened Insectary. Upon emergence 
the adults ware carefully trrnsferred from the rearing jprs to test tubes 
where they were alloived to remein until they were perfectly formed and 
herdened. They were then killed, pinned, labeled and stored away in 
trpya for study. For mounting the pdult speciriens, both ppper points 
end minuten nadelns on cork blocks were used. Adults were collected 
while biting '.vith small chloroform or cyanide killing tubes equipped with 
paper funnels. 
In the trrp studies light traps of the vertical-suction type were 
used, figures 2 end 3. These traps were developed by the New Jersey 
Agricultural Experiment Stetion as described by 115ulhem (1934). Each 
trap consists of P vertical tube of gplvanised iron 12 inches long pnd 
9 inches in dia-;£ter. To the aides of this tube pre fnstened 3 lengths 
of strap iron in such a mrnner PS to support the cone-shnped hood and 
serve as legs for the trap. Inside of the vortical tube, near the top, 
is mounted pn 8-inoh electric fen with the blades pointing downward. 
Below the fan is P screen funnel v/ith a ;pson JPR lid soldered to the 
end. The cyanide killing bottle is screwed into this lid when the trap 
is in oporption. The light socket holding a 25-wett bulb is mounted on a 
sponge rubber ppd under the hood. The light and the fan are wired so that 
both aro turned on simultaneously hen the lead-in cord is connected to 
the current. The upper end of the vertical tube is covered with quarter 
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ICWA MOSQUITOES 
Number Loofillty: 
Date: 
Distonoe to nearest townt 
Yegetetlve region 
Preirie; level farm land—•p(>8ture~woodlot. 
Woods: heavy forest area—bottoms woods* 
Breeding habitat 
Latoa margin—pond mprgin~pool~pothole—marsh—bog—stream— 
low swale—river flood basin—artificial receptaole—treehole— 
leaves of Sarrpoenia. 
Others— 
Bottom: rocky—leafy—DPre—mucky. 
Shaded—unshpded. 
Floating plents: 
t'arginal plants: 
W ater: s ta gnant —running—circulpting—clear—turbid. 
Source of water: 
Other aqup-tic animals: 
Character of habitat 
Permanent—intermittent—temporpry 
Size 
Notes 
Depth' 
Notes 
Stage oi' development 
Abundance t 
Identifications 
Larvae: Reared adults: 
Figure 1. A sample of the type of hpbitpt sheet used for making field 
notes on the larval collections* 
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Figure 2* A mosquito trap 
V 
Figure 3. A trap situated in a 
garden at Muscatine, Iowa 
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inoh raash hwrdw«re cloth to prwrat Ittrgfi ioMcts from entoring tho tmp* 
Th« tr^pa were pnlnted to prevent rusting* 
The tr^ps wore turned on in t^e erening ^i»d off in the Tnoming, eeeh 
tr«p-night represejitini^ sn op«rption time of wppro*ini?tely 12 hours. 
rightly o«toheB were kept in ittdividuel ppper bcaes Ifbeled v.ith tho 
proper dete siid loof>lity« Lhoy were picked up et rogul«-r intorv«»l8, 
tnken to the loborntor^' pnd the niosquitoos sorted out «nd plfloed in ampller 
boxes for fuoigstion* Identifiortions tnd counts were subsequently mede 
with the Bid of m disseotlnc rrdcroscope. 
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GENERAL BIOIOGT 
Lif« Cycle 
In the life oyole of « mosquito there ere 4 atnges—the egg, the 
Inrrae or wiggler, the pupe or tumbler nnd the edult or imego. The 
Inrrae end pupse are alwRys etquftic »nd most of them are free swimming. 
Under npturel oonditiona most ^losquitoes complete their life cycle from 
egg to adult in n short time—1 to 2 weeks. In other species such ss 
the single-brooded Aedes this developmental period, appnrently due to 
certain requirements of the eggs, extends orer a period of 10 months or 
so* 
The eggs are small oylindrioal bodies rounded and sometimes slightly 
tapered at the ends. The females of some species glue the eggs together 
in boat-shaped masnes while others deposit them singly. Certain species 
deposit the eggs on the water surfaces of ponds, marshes, treeholes and 
artificial recoptacles of vrious kinds; others plnce them on the damp 
soil of depressions end low areps. The incubrtion period vpries from 2 
to 3 dpys in ^nopheles md Culex to several months in certain 'edes. In 
the latter genus the eggs of certain species seem to require a period of 
drying and soinetinies exposure to cold before they will hatch. 
In the Ipnrel development the integument is shed 4 tinies. Kach 
instpr is progresaively larger than the preceding one pnd in the last 
or fourth-stfge larvae the hairs pnd spines pre fully developed. The 
time spent in this strge vries somewhpt with the species and with other 
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factors suoh as temperature, food, etc. Generally it lasts from about 4 
to 10 days. Althoui^h tracheal gills are prrasent on the anal se^^^ments of 
the larvae, they must, in most speoies, come to the surface to obtain air. 
Beln^ heavier them water this is accomplished by rapid wiggling jerks of 
the body. 
The pupal period is usually quite short, lasting only 2 or 3 days. 
During this time feeding does not occur, but unlike the pupae of many 
insects those of mosquitoes are active. They are lighter than water 
and usually rest at the surface. Upon bein,; disturbed they force their 
way to the bottom by quick flipping movements of the abdomen and wlien 
these movements cease the pupae rise again to the surface. Young pupae 
are brown or greenish-brown in color; older ones are nearly black and the 
adult structures are plainly visible through the body wall. The process 
of the emergence of the aiult from the pupal skin is accomplished in a 
short period of time. 
Habits of the Adults 
Although mosquitoes have been investigated for many years by numerous 
workers the adult habits of relatively few species are well known. This 
is particularly true of the species not concerned with the transmission 
of disease. However, numerous publications dealing with these insects, 
containing notes on the various species, enable ono to make certain 
generalizations regarding the adult habits of mosquitoes as a group. 
Food habits. 
Mosquitoes have gained must of their reputation by the blood-sucking 
habits of the adults, although this habit is almost universal among ths 
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Cullolnae, the takliig of blood 1B not necessRiry for the mpintennnoe of 
adult life nor Is It neoessery in nil species for the production of eggs* 
The msles ere not known to suck blood, in fact their mouthpRrts nre not 
fidfipted for piercing. They feed principrlly on the nectpr of flowers nnd 
upon plflnt Juices. Among the femnles of the various si>ecles there seems 
to be some degree of preference in the choice of host nnimnls. ^t the 
present time the knowledge regarding theso preferences is extreiaely 
limited. CertBin species, however, pre either not knowm to feed on humnn 
beings or they uite on such rrre occasions thst they ere considered \m-
importp.nt. In IOWP Uranot>»enir snpphirin", Qrthopodonyip SLBN, Culea: 
apicalis, Theobp Idip, inornr^tr, Theobn Idie inpptiens and Theobnldie morsi-
tens pre relrtively unimportpnt «*s posts of man. The hosts upon which 
these species feed are not well knomi. The females of most lovva species, 
however, rre anown to feed actively on the blood of rapn and domestic 
pnimnls. The extent to tthioh they feed upon wild animpls is unknown but 
there is reason to believe it to be quite extensive. / large number of 
determinations were made by King and Bull (1923) in Louisianp on the blood 
feeding habits of certain Anopheles. The ens lysis of the blood from 
engorged females of Anopheles qupdrimecul''tus caught inside dwellings, 
showed th^t 38 percent fed on man v^hile only 2 percent of those caught in 
out buildings etc, oontnined human blood. An average of about 4 percent 
of all the feKi^les of this species examined oontrined human blood while 
36 percent contained the blood of cam, 33 percent iih^t of horses, 16 
percent that of pigs, 8 percent that of dogs end 3 percent that of other 
animpla. A few feniales of toopheles punctipennis were PISO examined but 
none were foimd to contain human blood. 
m 2i — 
Longgvity* 
The length of life of an adult mosquito Is very herd to determine 
under field conditions. It is genernlly believed thpt the life span is 
shortest during the hot dry summer months "nd considerpbly longer in the 
fpll. In lowB, broods of ^edes vexens which emerge in June reinein pctive 
for .tiuch shorter j^eriods thnn do broods v/hich emerge ebout the first of 
Septe.Tiber. Certpin of the enrly spring ^edes which normnlly pppenr 
in April end Usy hnve been tpken in June pnd July md soraetimes in 
August which suggests thr-t the ndults mpy live for considerpble periods, 
"dults of Culex, /^nopheles nnd Theobfildia nor-^lly spend 'che winter in 
hibernption thus prolonging i:heir life over a period of severftl months. 
Under Ipborrtory conditions adults hpve been kept rlive for considerpble 
periods; those of the yellov/ fever mosquito hpve lived PS long PS 5 
months. Femnles of 'edes dorsalis rnd Culex tprsnlis were Jcept slive in 
humid jprs, on a diet of sugpr-^vpter, es long ss 62 and 60 drys respectively 
by Knowlton and r.owe (1936). Both field end laborptoiry studies show thrt 
the mples live shoiter periods then do the feinples. 
Hibernption. 
Hibemntion of the IOWP species was not studied thoroughly in these 
investigptions. It is known howevor thpt the ^nopheles pnd Gulex over­
winter es fertilized femrles in such places PS caves, cellars, culverts, 
under debris end in dwellings and out buildings of all sorts. The northern 
species of Theobald in and probpbly Uranoteenia also hibemete as pdult 
females. Those of T. inornpta wei^ observed on many occasions in houses 
and out buildings during the winter months. Most of the Iowa species, 
those belonging to Aedes and Psorophora, hibernate in the eg stege end 
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our single KBnaonia species spends the winter ns lanrne ettnohed to the 
roots of equftie plents. No ini orniBtion WPS obtnlned on Orthopodomyia 
albfl but biologic"! notes by Unker (1936) suggest hibemBtion in the Iflrvel 
stflge* This agrees with informntion on the Dritish species of this genus 
reported by Warshell (1938). 
Kating. 
The males of mosquitoes usually emerge b short time before the feznales, 
and meting occurs eerly in the adult life. The mr.ting hnbits of compara­
tively few species hPTB been obseirved and the reports on these do not 
alwpys agree. Severpl of the more common species have definite syrnnning 
hpbits pt .Tirting time. In the evening swfinna of mples have been observed 
hovering back and forth in both open and wooded areps. Single females 
dart into these swarms, become attpohed to a male and -chen usually fly 
away or drop to the ground. There pppears to be considerable variation 
aiirong different species on the size rnd height of the swarms, and the 
flight movements of individupls within them, iipny species pprticulprly 
those of Aedes pre diflicult to re^r under caged conditions presumably 
because of the interference with these swerndng hpbits. It is doubtful, 
however, that the swpx*ming hpbit is important in the mpting process of 
ell species. Some are known to mate wuile resting on the leaves of 
plants pnd certain species breed readily within the confines of small 
oages or other containers. 
Egg-laying habits. 
The male mosquito is apperently ready to mate with the female as 
soon as the rot<-tion of its terminal abdominal segments, is con^leted. 
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probably in about 24 hours after emergence* This mating is usually ac-
complishfld within 3 days after the emorgence of the females. After mating, 
the females, in most cases, seek a blood meal which stimulates the pro­
duction of eggs. In the case of certain species reported by Marshall 
(1938) ovioosition occurred from about 4 to 9 days following the blood 
meal. Famales of Culex, Theobaldia, ?Jansonia and Uranotaenla glue the 
eggs together in a boat-shaped niass w ile resting on tho water surface or 
on floating debris. Females of Aedes, i'sorophora. Anopheles and Ortho-
podomyia oviposit single eggs, those of the first 2 genera being placed 
on the surface of the soil or near the water's edge on low wet areas; 
tr ose of Anopheles are placed on the surface of the water of ponds and 
marshes and those of Orthopodomyia near the edge of the water contained 
in treeholes. Eggs are usually laid in batches, the females of most species 
being able to produce more than one batch if blood meals are obtained. 
The number of eggs produced by one female appaars to vary wltn the species, 
with the size of the mosquito and the amount of blood ingested. 
Flight. 
A knowledge of the flight range of the mosquito species concerned 
in any control program is essential to effeotive and economical control. 
For this reason considerable work has been done in an effort to determine 
the extent of flii;;ht of certain species. Two methods of obtaining this 
information have been used. One employs the coll cting of stained adults 
and the other is the collection of adults known to be originating from 
a definite type of breeding area. Boyd (1930), Russell and Santiago 
(1934), Gater (1935) and others generally agree that the imopheles rarely 
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migreta mora then 2 milas* They AISO agrea that human populations 
removed from the breeding areas of these species a distance of 1 mile 
are coiriprrftiTely safe from attack. The species of Culex, in most cases, 
are generally thought to have flight rrnges siniilBr to the 'nopheles. 
In the Aedes, isorophora and f.Tanaonia I..itchell (1907), reporting on the 
work of J. B, Smith, i acCreary and "teams (1937), Clark (1937) and others, 
have shown that several species belonging to these genera migrate dis-
tanoes of 5 to 20 milos or more. Among these species were ftedes vexans, 
Mansonia perturbans and ?3orophora coluitibiae Tirtiich are coinTT;on pests in 
loira. The distance and direction of flight of these migratory species 
are conciitioned by several environirsnta 1 factors influencing the activity 
of the adults at the time of flight. Some of these will be described in 
a following section. 
Snemles. 
Consider<'ble literature has bean written on the enemies of mosquitoes. 
Hinman (1934) prepared a summary on the literature of predators of 
mosquitoes and Boyd (1930) and Howard, Dyar and Knab (1912) discussed 
both parasites and predators. Among those listed were fungi of the 
genera Kntomophthora pnd Lmpusa, protozoa belonging to Nosema, Crithidla 
and Herpetomonas, treniptodes of the genus Lecithodendricum and nematodes 
of Agamomennis and others. Larvae of hydrachnid mites are comnionly 
found attached to the bodies of the adults but so far as is knovm no 
insects have beon reared from any of the stages, 'mong the predators, 
birds, bats, toads, frogs, lizzards, spiders and insects have all been 
reported feeding upon mosquitoes. Trdbably most important among these 
predators are the bats and the birds, especially those of the nighthawk 
family Caprimulgidae. 
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Habits of the Larvae 
The larrae of Anophellni and Culiclnl may be easily reoognised in 
the field by their habits. T-iose of Anopheles rest parallel to the 
•iirface while feeding and are usually found among the plants and debris 
floating on the surface of permanent ponds and laarshes. The larvae of 
Culioini hang head downward from tVis surface, obtaining air by means 
of long airtubea. They may move backward and forward under the water 
•weeping food particles into their mouths by moans of lon^, mouth brushes 
or they may feed upon organisms on the 1^aves of submerged plants or 
on the bottom. Larvae of the Aedes, for instance A., vexans, when present 
in large numbers cluster together in conspicuous dense masses some­
times 4 feet or more in diajneter near the surface of the breeding pool. 
The larvae of Uranotaenia, when observed in a breeding pool, resemble 
•omewhat those of Anopheles, their bodies being submerged but held 
more or less parallel to the surface. 
Food studios by Bradley (lfe32) and Boyd and Foot (1928) indicate 
them Anopheles larvae appear to make no selection as to food material; 
they eat all sorts of plankton sufficiently small to be ingested. 
Flaiiellates, diatomfis, green algae, ciliates, blue-grsen algae, amoeboid 
protosoa, etc., were found to be utilized as food. Protozoa of the genera 
Kuglena, Chlamydomonas, Xrachelomonas and I'hacus were the principal 
flagellates invested. Other reports by Theobald (1901), iioward, Dyar and 
Knab (1912), include water crustaoea (paphnla and Cyclops), plant debris, 
insect fragments, and the larvae of other aquatic insects as food of 
mosquito larvae. Certain predatory species, for instance Psorophora Clliat*, 
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feed sxtenslvely on the loTTae of other mosquitoes. 
Uosquito larvae, like all forms of animal life, are preyed upon by 
large numbers of parasitic and predaceous plants and animals* Field and 
rearint; studies of many investigators have shovm that the larvae of 
dameslflies, dragonflies and water beetles, espscially of the family 
Dytiscidae, feed extensively on mosquito larvae. Aquatic Hemiptera, 
especially of the genera Nepa, Ranatra, Naucoris, Motonecta and Corixa, 
have been reported to destroy large numbers. Several aquitio plants 
are known to destroy the larvae, probably the most renowned among them 
being members of the genus Utricularia. Probably the most important 
enemies of the larvae are the small insectivorous fish of the family 
Poecilidae. These minnows feed in shallow water actively seeking their 
prey among the vegetation and debris. The species Gambusia aff'inis 
undoubtedly plays an important roll in the control of mosquitoes under 
certain situations. iVhile these and other parasitic and predaceous 
forms undoubtedly destroy countless numbers of larvae, they may con­
stantly be foimd, with the exception of fish, in pools, ponds, etc., 
which also produce large numbers of mosquitoes. It seoms probable then 
that the roll they play in nature is mainly one which results in a 
natural balance. 
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SYSTEMATIC TREATMENT 
In thtt preparation of the keys and descriptiona which follow, th« 
writer has made free use of the descriptive chcrpcters pnd keys which have 
been previously presented by other students of mosquitoes. The list of 
synonyms of the genera pnd species in most instBnoes is so lengthy 
thft they hpvo been omitted. For this information the reader is referred 
to well knomi publications by Dypr (1928), iv'ptheson (1929), IJdwprds 
(1932) King, pnd Drpdley (1937) and King, Bradley and McKeel (1939). 
The systematic arrengon«nt of the various cfitegories follows that pre­
sented by Edwards in his catalog of 1932. 
The Systematio Arrangement and Comparative Abundanoe 
of Iowa Mosquitoea 
Subfamily CULICINAE. 
Tribe ANOPHELINl Dyar and Shannon, 
Genus Anopheles Meigen. 
Subgenus Anopheles liteigen* 
Anopheles oocidentplia Dyar and Knab.. vary rare. 
Anopheles punctipennis (Say) abundant. 
Anopheles quadrimBculptus Say..... fairly common. 
Anopheles walkt^ri Theobald fairly ooinpion. 
Tribe CULICIIJI Dyer. 
Genus Uranotaenis Lynch Arribalz^ge. 
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Oroup Urffnotaenla. 
Urnnotaanle sapphlrlna (08ten«^fiokBn).. abundant. 
Ctonus Theobaldls NeTau-Lenmlra. 
Subgentis Theobpldle 8. str. 
llieobBldia impptiQxiB (Walker) rare• 
Theobaldla inornwta (V'illlston) abundant. 
Subgenue Culicella Felt. 
Theobeldia morsitang (Theobald).. rare. 
Genua Orthopodonyla Theobald. 
Qroup Bancroftia. 
Orthopodonyip alba Baker..... very rare. 
Oenus Uansonla Blanchard. 
Subgenus Coqulllettidla Dyar. 
Mfinsonia perturbnna (,'alk»r)...... .fairly c?onnaon. 
Oenus Paorophora Kobineau-Deevoidy. 
Subgenus Paorophora Kobineau-Desvoidy. 
Paorophora ciliata (Fabrioiug) common. 
Subgenus Janthinoaoma Lynch Arribalefega. 
Paorophora horrida (Dyer end Knab) fairly common. 
Paorophora feroac (Hxuriboldt) fairly rare. 
Psorophora vpripee (Coquillett) very rpre. 
Subgenus Grabhamia Theobeld. 
Paorophora columbiae (Dyer and Knab) rare 
Genua Aedes Meigan. 
Subgenus Oohlerotatus I^ch Arribalzaga. 
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Group taenlorhynohus. 
^'edes nlgromaculls (Ludloir).. 
Group ennulipes. 
^edes fitchi (Felt sxid Young) fairly rare. 
Aedas flBvescenB (Niuller) fairly common. 
^edes repprius T/ysr end Knab very rare. 
Aedes stimulBna (V'elker).. common* 
Group dorsa lis. 
Aedea oampestris Dyar and Knab fnirly rare* 
^edes oanadeMia (Theobald) common* 
Aedes dorsalis (l.leigen) common* 
Group acapulpria. 
Aedes dupreei (Coquillett). very rare* 
Aedes trj-ylttetua ( Coqui llett) abundant * 
Group communis. 
Aedes ffurifer (Coquillett) ....* rare* 
/edea impiger (."'slker) rare. 
Aedea spenceri (Theobn Id)..... rare * 
Aedes sticticus (Tveigen) common* 
Subgenus Finlaye Theobald. 
Aedes triserictua (Say) fairly common* 
Subgenus Aedimorphus Thoobnld. 
Aedes veacans (igen) abuxidant* 
Subgenus Aedes I^igen. 
Aedes cinereus i^leigen fairly common. 
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Oenus Culex Linnaeus. 
Subgenus l^eoeulex Dyer. 
Group npicplls. 
Culeat gpioalis Adamg oommon. 
Subgenus Culex Linnceus* 
Group piplene* 
Culex tarsalis Coquillett sbundsnt* 
Culex ijestuans Theobf^ld oommon. 
Culex sallnpriua Coquillett.............. common. 
Culex pipiens Llnnraus common. 
Subgenus itolenoconion Theobrld. 
Culex errBtious (Dyar wnd Knnb) .. fairly oommon. 
External Structures Used In Identification 
Brief explanations of the more important structural charnoters used 
in the identification of mosquitoes are presented here. For detailed 
morphological accounts the render is referred to the publications of 
Theobald (1901-1910), Howard, Dyar and Knab (1912-1917) and Matheson (1929). 
The Adult 
In describing mosquitoes considerable use is made of the scales v/hioh 
are present on the body of the adult. These scales may be of various 
shapes, sizes and colors and are sometimes arranged in intricate patterns. 
Several types of hpirs nnd bristles pre also present which furnish good 
descriptive oherpcters. 
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H»«d (Figures 4 nnd 5). 
Vertex; This is a smflll V-*ahaped rrea on the top of the heed ebove 
Junction oi' the compound eyes* 
Occiput; The rrea on the top of the head above end behind the eyes 
is CP lied the occiput, 
Mapei This is the posterior surfsee of the head. It is the nrea 
nearest the neck. 
Cheeks; The cheeks ere on the side of the head below the occiput 
end behind the compound eyes. 
Frons; The pres on the front of the heed between the oompound eyes 
and the entonnee is the frons. 
Clypeus: The clypeus lies below the antennae and above the bese of 
the proboscis. 
Antennae; Each antenna consists of 15 segments. The first is very 
SIRS 11} the second is short end globose nnd enoh of ^he remaining 13 (the 
flflgellum) is slender and cylindrical. The flcgellpr segments besr whorls 
of hairs w ich ere long rnd dense in the mnles giving the antennae a 
bushy appeprrnce. 
Maacillary pr>Ipi; The 3 to 5-segnented pplpi ere oitunted each side 
of the proboscis belo*/ the clypeus. In both the meles and the femrles of 
Anopheles they ere ebout es long as the proboscis. This is usually time 
also of -nhe mnles in the Culiciitl but the pnlpi of the females of this 
tribe ere usunlly rauch shorter then tho proboscis. 
Proboscis: The mouthperts, collectively known es the proboscis, ere 
fitted for piercing end sucking in the fem^'le. Under noimal conditions of 
rest the piercing organs and those forming the food cenel (maxillae. 
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Figure 4. Head of a male mosquito, dorsal view: a, antenna; cl, clypeus; 
e, eye; f, frons; Ira, labellum; mx. p, maxillary palpus; n, 
nape; oc, occiput; p, proboscis; vx, vertex. 
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Figure 5. Head of a female mosquito; a, antenna; ch, cheek; cl,—clypeus; 
e, eye; hy, hypopharynx; lb, labium; 1. ep, labrum-epipharynx; 
mn, mandibles; mx, maxillae; mx, p, maxillary palpus. 
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mandibles, hypoph«rynx nnd l«br\xm^piph(iryxa) nre enolosed in the shesth-
like Inbium pnd are not visible. 
Thorax (Figurea 6 and 7). 
The thornx is disbinctly wedge-shflped iwhen viewed from the side} it 
is chcrpcterized by a grent development of the n»8othor«c» 
^^Bonobum; The Moonotmr. constitutes nlmost the whole dorse 1 surfece 
of the rhornx anterior to the soutel.liun when viewed from above. 
Scutellim; This is « short, tongue-like structure posterior to the 
inoBOnotum. In A-nophelea the hind raprgin is evenly rounded and in the 
Culicini it is trilobed. 
Fostnotum; The region behind and below The scutellusa is the post-
notum. It is gonornlly smooth and without hpirs or acp.les. 
Pronotal lobes; Vhen viewed fron above, these loDes ore below and 
to each side of che inesonotum just behind the heed. 
Pleurpl bristles: The hpirs or bristles of the pleurae rre important 
charncters used in identifiootion. The more important groups are the 
anterior pronotal, posterior pronotal, propleural, spirecular, post-
spireculnr, prepler, stemopleurnl, upper mesepimeral pnd "che lower 
mBsepiraeral, The loontions of these groups are given in figure 7. 
Legs (Figure 8), 
The logs long, slender rnd covered with hairs and scales. The 
presence or absence of bands of w}iite sceles on the aegaients, especially 
those of the •carsi, are used to seprrnte certain species. 
livings (Figure 10) 
The wings are long and slender end Viave fringe along the posterior 
margin. The venation is characteristic. The names of the veins and 
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A 
Figure 6. Dorsum of thorax. A, Culicine; B, Anopheline; abd, abdomen 
h, halter; hd, head; m, mesonotum; psn, postnotum; sc, 
scutellum; w, base of wing. 
psp 
sc ppn 
dpn 
u me 
Ime 
Figure 7, Pleural bristles of adult: abd, abdomen; apn, anterior 
pronotals; c, ooxa; e, eye; h, halter; hd, head; Ime, lower 
» 
 
mesepimeral; m, mesonotum; pa, prealer; ppl, propleural; 
ppn, posterior pronotal; psp, postspiracular; sc, scitallum; 
sp, spiracular; stp, sternopleurals; ume, upper meaepimerals 
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\ 
B 
Figure 8. Legs of mosquitoes showing Figure 9, Abdomens of mosquitoes, 
different types of bandings. A, Aedes vexans; 
B, Culex pipiens. 
C05fCL 
Figure 10, The wing of a mosquito; a.c.v., anterior cross vein; a.f., 
ajial fold; c-a.f., oubito-anal fold; p.c.v., posterior cross 
vein; 1, first longitudinal vein; 2, second longitudinal 
vein; 3, third longitudinal vein; 4, fourth lon,-itudinal 
vein; 5, fifth longitudinal vf^in; 6, sixth longitudinal vein. 
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oells commonly employed by dipterlsts end their equivalents in the 
Comatock-lieeclhfim system (in parentheses} sre PS follows: 
Veins 
coste (costfi) 
axillary (subcoste) 
first longitudinal (Kj^) 
second longitudinal (Rg and Rg) 
third longitudinal (R4 - §) 
fourth longitudinal . g pnd M g) 
fifth longitud ina1 (Cuj «nd Cug) 
sixth longitudinol (2A) 
anterior orossvein (r-m orossTein) 
Cells 
subcostal (so) 
first mprginal (JP^) 
second mflrginal (rg) 
submarginal (rg) 
first posterior (rg) 
second posterior (n^) 
third posterior (mj) 
fourth posterior (cuj^) 
anal cell (cug) 
axillary cell (2a) posterior orossvein (m-cu crossvein) 
Abdomen (Figure 9), 
The abdomen is rpther slender pnd elongate, consisting of ten 
segments. In Culicini the segments are usually covered with scales trhich 
often fonu bonded or spotted patterns; in ftnopheles the scnles are absent# 
In the femeles of Culex, i/iPnsonifi, etc., -che apex of the flbdonien is bliintj 
in those of Aedes end Paorophora the npicnl segments pre gradually tppered 
to a point and the cerci of the tenth segment are plfiinly visible. The 
abdomen of the male is generslly longer end more slender thpn thpt of the 
fei:iple. The segmonta beyond the seventh are modified to a considerable 
extent and those beyond the eighth are collectively known cs the terminplia 
(hypopygium) or genital segments. 
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tenainolift (FlgureB 11 i>x)d IS). 
A short tine sft«r th« innle soaqulto einers0s fron its pup«l 
the •Ighthf ninth, pjod tenth aoj^monts revolve through pn arc of 100®. 
In this mpnnor the dorasl surfBOaa of these ••graents oome to lie on the 
lower eide ventrfll aurfflces coi.'» to lie on the upper aide. In 
desoribing theso 8urf«oee, their correct nsorphologicp 1 position ia used* 
The tenninf^lif^ typierlly includes the ninth and tenth aegaenta end their 
•••ocieted atructures. 
Kinth aeasantt This segmmit sppenrs «a v o<si^let«, selerotiKed ringi 
the tergite, uaurlly with two prominent dorsal lobes, lies on the loniier 
side. 
oidepiecseet ithin the ring of the ninth aegnient RUd projecting 
posteriorly on e«ch side pre two Irrge, slightly cxurred lobes, the 
sidepieces. '>oh imy h(>ve M basal end an apical lobe on the inner-dorsel 
surface• 
Clpsper; A oleeper ia attached «t or near the distal end of eaeh 
sidepiece. Those laey be v>>riously shaped and usually tenrdnnte in • 
sii!q)le clev or r short spine. 
Claspetie; I'lie bases cf the sidepieces Ewat on the vontrf*! side 
the interbpspl fold and arising from the bnse of epch sidepiece near this 
fold is a claspet':®. These msy be vfiriously ehpped and usually consist of 
two portions, o bast^I portion or stem nnd an apical portion or filament. 
Tenth se^y^nt; V^ontrwd of the ninth targite end extending in a 
posterior direction is the usually elongate tenth segment. This segment 
is oiodif'ied into vr-rious shapes, the stemite usually being well sclero* 
tixed and bearing hooks and spines. 
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Figure 11. Terminalia of male mosquitoes. A, Psoronhora ciliata; 
R, sidepiece of Aedas dorsalia; al, apical lobe; bl, basal 
lobe; c, claw of clasp-^r; cl, clasper; cs, claspstte; m, 
rassosome; s, sidepiece; 9t, ninth tergite; lOs, tenth sternite. 
lOS 
Figure 12. Ninth segment, tenth segment and mesosoins of Fsorophora ciliata. 
A, dorsal view; B, lateral view: m, mescsoms and supporting 
plates; 9t, ninth tergite; 9s, ninth stsrnite; 10s, tenth 
sternite. 
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Ueaotommi On the medlen line -rentrsd of the ninth tergite ond 
partiplly enveloped by the tenth segjnent is the inesosome. It is a 
complex structure usunlly benring veriously shejied processes and plates. 
A good account of the terminelir espeoif^lly of the riesosome and its 
supporting structures is given in latheson's handbook (1929}« 
The Larva 
(Figures 13 and 14) 
A mosquito larva has a well defined head, thorax and abdonen* The 
head is usuplly somewhat flattened and mpy be wider than long or elongate} 
it is attached to the thorax by a narrow neck» On the anterior-lateral 
corners ^re situated the single-segmented antennae ^nd opudad of these on 
each side is a prir of eyes* On the anterior margin of the head is the 
narrow clypeus from which arises the labrum. The dense mouth brushes are 
prominent on each side at the front of the head and other niouth parts 
are ventrad and niesad of these. The thornx consists of S fused segments, 
the area of erch segment being marked by tufts of bristles. The abdomen 
is composed of 9 segments. The first 7 are similpr in shape; the eighth 
and ninth are somewhat modified and bear the respiratory appprftus and 
anal gills. In the Culicines the eighth segment bears, on its dorsal 
surface, an sirtube which may be of various shapes and lengths. In the 
'nophelines the airtube is lacking. The ninth or anal segment is 
sttaohed ventro-posteriorly to the eighth segment. Its dorsal and 
lateral surfaces are covered by a sclerotized plate (sometimes this 
plate completely rixigs the segment). Four anal gills are attached to the 
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t.atb 
Figure 13. Larva of Culex pipiens: aat, antennal hair; abd, abdomen; 
ag, anal gills; ant, antenna; as, anal segment; at, antonnal 
tuft; atb, airtube; c, comb; db, dorsal brush; e, eye; hd, 
head; Ihh, lower head hairs; It, lateral hairs of abdominal 
se;'ra'^nts; mb, mouth brush; p, pecten; sdt, sub-dorsal tufts; 
t.atb, tufts of airtube; th, thorax; tht, thoracic tufts; 
uhh, upp'?r head hairs; vb, v^^intral brush. 
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c '  c  
5 V, ] r 
vb 
Figure 14. Details of an Anopneles larva. A, head and anterior part of pro-
thorax; B, fourth abdominal sagmsnt; G, eighth and ninth abdominal 
segments: a, antsnnal tuft; ag, anal gills; ant, antenna; as, 
anal segment; ba, basal ant-^nnal hair; db, dorsal brush; f, 
frontal hairs; icl, innor clypeal hair; ioc, innnr occipital 
hair; Ip, lateral plute; mxp, maxillary palpi; ocl, outer clyneal 
hairs; ooc, outer occinital hair; orb, orbital huir; pc, post-
clypeal h^irs; sb, sub-basal hair; sv, spiracular valves; vb, 
ventral brush. Hairs of fourth abdominal segment: 1, palmate 
hair; 2, antepalmite hair; 3, 4 and 5, sublateral hairs; 6, 
lateral hair. 
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distal end of the ninth segment nnd dorsed of these Is the dorsal brush. 
On the Tentral surfsoe of this segment is the ventral brush* 
In the clf»8sifict»tion of the Inirv^e, heirs, heir tufts nnd scales 
pro used. The nrmes of these hrirs in Culicine Ifirvne differ sosievrhat 
from those of the Anopholine Irrvse nnd it seems advisnble to include 
brief definitions of the iTvnl h^irs of enoh tribe. 
Hairs of Culicine lenrae (Figure 13). 
/ntenncl tuft—A tuft of hairs situated along the body of each 
nntenna. 
Upper head hairs—The posterior pair of hairs or heir tufts on the 
dorsal surfpce of the head. 
Lower head heirs"-The pair of hairs or heir tufts situeted anterior 
to the upper heed hairs. 
Anteantennal tuft—' tuft situeted on the dorsal surface of the heed 
an each side nenr the antennae. 
Lpteral tufts of abdominal segments—The tuft or single hair on the 
sides of epch segment. These tuf'ts nre usuollj the most prominent ones 
on tlie sides of the segments. 
Subdorsal tufts—These tufts ere situated subdoraally and usually 
near the posterior iriprgin of epch abdominal segment. 
Tufts of the airtube—These sre usually tufts of long hnirs on the 
ventral surface of the nirtube. They vnry in number, size pnd position, 
iecten—roiv of short, flattened spines on eoch ventro-l»>terr 1 
surface of the airtube. These rows aretsually limited to the basol half 
of the tube. 
Comb—f patch of scnles on each side of the eighth segment. 
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Haira of Anophallno Isnrae (Figure 14), 
The nnmes of the Ifrvisl hsirs listed belotr ere taken from publioatioxu 
by Bradley (1936a, 1936b) r^nd King, Bradley and MoNeel (1939)* 
Inner clypepl hniah-/' pnir of long hairs situated on the clypeus 
near the medinn line. 
Outer clypeal heirs—A pair of large plumose or fen-ahaped hairs on 
each side of the clypeus nenr the outer angles, 
fostclypeal heirs—A pfir of small hpirs posterior to the clypeus 
between the frontal hrirs pnd the outer anterior clypeal heirs, 
I'Tontal hairs—.* rovt of 3 large plumose hairs each side of the 
median line nerr -ho center of the head. 
Basal antenna 1 hairs—A plumose hair on ench side of the head near 
the bpse of the antenna, 
Subbaspl hairs—A srsiell hair ventrad of each basel antennal hair. 
Tnttflr occipitpl heirs—A pair of plumose hairs on the top of the head 
inside of T;he ocoipit«l suture and posterior to the frontal hairs. 
Outer occipit"! hairs—/* plumose hair (on each side) outside of the 
oocipitrl suture postoi-ior to the frontal row. 
Orbital heirs—f small heir on each side of the head laterad of the 
outer oouipital hairs, 
frothorooio hairs—These hairs are in 2 groups on each side, a median 
group of 3 hairs and a Irterpl group of 4 heirs. The hnirs ire usually 
indicated by numbers beginning v/ith the hpir nearest the iiiedian line as 
shown on figure 14, 
Abdoroinal hairs (Figure 14B)—Certain hairs on the dorsal and lateral 
surfaces of the fourth and fifth abdominal segments are used in 
identification. These hairs are numbered as followst 1, palmate hair; 
2, antepalnate hair; 3-5, sublateral hairs; 6, lateral hair and 0, a tiny 
hair some distance in front of the palmato hair near the anterior margins 
of the segments. 
Lateral plate—-An elongate plate on each side of the eighth segment 
of Anopheles larvae, bearing rows of long and short spines. 
Keys, Descriptions and Ciotes on the Species 
Mosquitoes are small, two-winged insects belonejing to the order 
Deptera, family Culicidae. The characters which define this family and 
separate it from all oth<ir flies arn as follows: Soft-hodisd, delicate 
flies with no ocelli. Thorax ovate but not projected caahalad over the 
head. Mesonotum without a V-shaped suture. Scutellum short, rounded or 
trilobed. ?ostnotum arched. Body and appendages generally covered with 
scales. First antennal segment rudimentary, second more or less enlarged 
flagellum with 13 or 14 segments. The wings ar-^ long and slender. Sub-
costa long and reaching the costa. Hadius four-branched, R2+3 forked, 
R4f5 simple. No cross-vein connecting Rj and Rg. Media two-branched. 
Cross-veins r-m and m-cu both present. Cubitus forked. Anal vein long 
and reaching margin of wing. Auxiliary vein absent or but fa in t l y  
indicated. 
H catalOj^ue of the mosquitoes of the world prepared by "Sdwards in 
1932 lists 1400 species and 30 genera (excluding Dexinae and Chaoborinae) 
Three subfamilies were recognized—Pixinaa, Chaoborinae and Culicinae. 
The species of Iowa mosquitoes included horein are all members of the 
subfamily Culicinae, or true mosquitoes. 
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Subfamily Culiolnae 
The species which make up this subfamily have 13-8egmented anteimal 
flagella. Subcosta ending much beyond the base of R^. Wing veins end 
legs sofily end the proboscis long and fitted for piercing. The low* 
Culioinae «^re divided into Z tribes, fnophelini and Culicini, which 
may be sep^rpted by the following key. 
Key to the Tribes of Iowa Culioinae - Adults 
1. Scutellum not trilobed, crescent-shaped with marginal bristles evenly 
distributed: pnlpi of both sexes Almost as long as proboscis; 
abdomen not covered with soples Anophelini Pyar and Shannon 
Scutellum trilobed, mBrginal bristles on the lobes: palpi of 
female much shorter than proboscis; abdomen covered with 
scales Culicini Dyar 
Key to the Tribes of Iowa Culicinaa - Larvae (fourth-stpge) 
1* Spiracles sessile, not situated at the end of en elongated 
airtube Anophelini Dyar and Shannon 
Spirpcles situpted at the end of an elongated airtube which is 
at least as long as broad Culicini Dyar 
Tribe Anophelini Dyar and Shannon 
Anophelini Dyar end Shannon. Jour, n'ash. Acad. Sol. 14i48S. 1924. 
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The tribe Anophelinl hns been divided into numarous genera by some 
Ruthori; other more recent workers recognize only one, Iowa mosquitoes 
of this tribe nil belong to tho genus Anopheles Miegen. The cherpcters 
given for the tribe ere sufficient to sepnrpte members of this genus 
from those of other lows genera. Four species of Anophelea occur in 
Iowa. 
Key to tho Species of Iowa Anopheles - Females 
1. Wing with 2 pntches of white scsles on the costal margin, third 
end fifth veins dflrk-scaled. punctipennis (Say). 
V/ing with no white scales, dnrk scales forming spots 2. 
2. Wings with e yellowish or coppery spot in the fringe ft the 
Bpex of the wing occidgntalis Dynr end Knab, 
Apex of the wings entirely dark. 3* 
3. Pelpi nf^rrowlj/ ringed with white scales at the apices of the 
segraents walkeri Theobald, 
Palpi with segments entirely dark scaled quadrimaoulatus Say. 
Key to Species of Iowa Anophe lee - TJales 
1. Outer dorsal spines of claspette stout, bluntly rounded ft tho 
tip and partially fused 2, 
Outer spines of clrspette slender, sharply pointed, not fused.... 3, 
2. 'nns of ninth tergite stout, usually expanded at the tip 
quadriroaculatue Sqr* 
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Anns of ninth terglte slender not expanded et the tip 
yglkerl Theobald* 
3* All spines of the olsspette shf^rply pointed.... 
occidentalls Dynr end Knab* 
Only epical spine of clpspette ahprply pointed, outer 
spines slender but rounded st the tips punotlpennis (Say). 
Key to Species of Iowa Anopheles - Larvae (fourth-stpge) 
1. Inner olypeal hnirs minutely feathered toward the tip; hnir 1 of 
prothorsx with 3 to 6 brpnches fron. near its base., welkeri Theobald. 
Inner clypeel hp Irs simple; hair 1 of prothorax short and 
simple 2* 
2. Basrl tubercles of inner clypesl h^irs seperrted by pt lepst the 
dla;i:eter of the tubercles antepBlmrte heirs of abdominpl seg­
ments 4 and 5 single quadrlmaoulatus Say. 
Basal tubercles of inner olypeal hsirs seperated by leas than 
their dlaneter; sntepnlprnte hairs of segments 4 and 5 not single.. 3. 
3. Lateral plnte of eighth abdominal segment v/ith 17 to 22 teeth 
(6 or 7 long ones) punotipennls (say). 
Lateral plpte of eighth abdominal segment with 22 to 29 
teeth (8 or 9 long ones). id entails Dyar and Knab. 
Anopheles oocidentalls Dyar end Knab 
Anopheles occidentalls Dyer and Knab. Froo. Biol. Soc. Wash. 19>159. 1906. 
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This species has been referred to in North America as a subspecies 
^"ophelea mffcwlipeiiriia ?."eigen, Recently King and Bradley (1941) have 
proposed rnising both Anopheles meculipennis occidantnlia Byar end Knab 
end Anopheles meculipenr.is freebomi 'iken to specific r»»nk. The writer 
has accepted this proposal. 
Recognition chnrecters; The fernsles can be distinguished from 
other Iowa Anopheles by the yellowish or coppery spot in the fringe at 
the apex of the wing. The dprlc wing spots are considerably darker in 
this species then in the others* 
In the inple terrainslin the claspettes hftve no bluntly rounded dorsal 
spines, P11 the spinas of these orgens being shprply pointed. 
The Irirvae pre very similpr to K punctipennis, but hpve r larger 
average nuaiber of sir;nH pnd Irrge teeth on the Ipterpl plpte of the 
eighth ebdominel segment. 
Distribution; The limited nuniier of locality records evpilpble for 
Iowa indicate thnt this species is e rare one living mostly in the north-
em psrt of the stpte, 
Biologicpl notes: No data was obtained on the adult behevior of 
this species under lowp conditions, Owen (1937) reported thnt in Min-
nesotfi A^, culipennis (probably occidentelis) spends the winter months 
in the Pdult atsge; the first e:r«rgence record of these femplea WBS 
May 18, The number of gonerptions WPS not deteinrdnod in Minnesota, but 
Freeborn (1926) reported in the cpse of maculipennis (probebly free­
bomi ), a closely jrolpted species, thrt tliere were 6 generetions a year. 
In Iowa it is likely thst occidentplls spends the winter in the adult 
stpge pnd there pre probably 3 or 4 generations B year. 
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Lanrso wore oolleoted from June to Septeniber from permsnent end 
intermittent ponds nenr strefli-ia end usually in or near woods. Xprginsl 
snd floating pquftic plpnts were usu»?lly present in the ponds. I.Bnree of 
other species found Bssocirting vith those of occidentplis were 
punctipenr.is, ' . guBdriniPCulptus, C. tnrsplis end £, apiCBlis. 
Importpnce» Anopheles oocidentplis feeds reedily nt dusk end is 
known to enter houses in senrch of food. In view of these hnbits and 
the feet thf't severnl closely related si^ecies pre good vectors of 
mal'-rip, this sjiecies should not be entirely disregerded es a vector 
of this disepse. It is unlikely however thet oocidentnlis is an 
importpnt vector of mplprio in Iowa. 
Anopheles ptmctipennig (Say) 
Culex punctipennis Say. Jour. 'cad. Nat. Sci. Hiila. 3:9. 1823* 
Hecognition cheracters; The pdulta of punctipennis pre epsily 
recognized by the spots of white scples on the wing veins. I'wo Iprgo 
spots of wl;ite scples '^re present on the costal mprgin, 1 nt about 
two-thirds the distpnce to the apex pnd 1 i^t the ppex. Spots of white 
scBles are usuclly present on ell veins except the third and fifth which 
are black-sccled. 
The mples hnve the outer or dorsal bristles of the claspettes 
slender but rounded et the tips. 
The Icjrvae cpn usually be seppr^ted from occidentnlis by the fewer 
toeth on the lateral plnte of the eighth abdondnal segment. 
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Distributiont j^nopheles punctipennis is the most widely distributed 
end ooimonest Anopheles in lowe* It has been tnken from 149 looclities 
in nil sections of the stnte. 
Biolot^ioal notes; Adults hrve been collected PS e«rly as April 20 
indicating thrt the v/inter months are spent in the adult stpge. They 
•re potive during the sunraior months with the peak of abundance in 
September. I'he latest date on which adults were taken was October 20. 
This species has been collected while biting on several occnsions; in 
2 of these instances females were taken at mid-day in bright sunlight. 
On July 22 and 24, 1941, the writer attended picnics held in a wooded 
area near the municipal swimrilng pool at Boone, Iowa. During these 
picnics females of punctipennis were very annoying and attacked in 
considerable numbers during the late afternoon just before sundown and 
continued their attack until after dark. 
The larvae breed in almost all types of aquatic habitats. In 
addition to apprently more suitable ones, they have been taken in 
artificial receptacles, foul dumping ponds and along the grassy borders 
of swiftly running streasis. If the preferred habitats can be designated 
as those having the Irrgest populations of l»"rvae, it is probable that 
slow, grass-bordered pasture streams and rocky or sandy stream bed pools 
are preferred by this species. Larvae of _C. apicalis, £. tarsalis, 
quadrimaculftus, vexans and U. sapphirina were often found associat­
ing with those of punctipennis. 
Importrnce: In view of the fact that />. punctipennis can readily 
become infected with malaria p-^r^sites under experimental conditions and 
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because It is ao oononon In Iowa it should b« regarded «• en Important 
speoies. 
Anopheles quadrlmaoulftus Say 
Anopheles quadrinigculptus Say. Kent. Narr, Exp. Sta. Peters River 2:366. 
1B24. 
Recognition chnr^cters; Femples of this species cpn be seppr>>ted 
from other anopheline mosquitoes of Iowa by the indistinct dark spots 
on the wings, the absence of white socles on the wing veins, the 
dark-colored Iringo and the look of white rings on the apices of the 
palpi. 
The srma of the ninth tergite of the mrles are stout nnd expended 
at the tip. 
The inner clypeal hpirs on the head of the larvae are simple and 
sepcrated by at lef'st the diameter of their tubercles. 
Distributions quedrL'riPCul>'tu3 has been tpken from 69 localities 
representing 36 counties in all sections of Iowa. It appears to be 
n.ore comrion in localities bordering the Miesissippi River ospecinlly in 
the southern part of the state. 
Biological note3; ihe overwintering habits of this species in 
Iowa pre not knovra, Urpdley rnd King (1941) reported thnt no true 
hibernation occurs in the more southern parts of the United States and 
Hinman end Hurlbut (1940) stated that in Tennessee quadrimaculptus passed 
the winter as insendnpted females. It is likely that female quadrimecula-
tus overwinter in Iowa. Mults hnve been taksn from i>y 21 until 
"• 64 " 
September 30 rnd seem to be loore nbundnnt durlixg Au^^ust pnd SepteirPaer. 
Coyd (1927) studied the nuirber of generRtions of this species pnd 
believes thrt there pre 8 to 10 generations in Georgia end 7 or 8 in 
Worth Csrolina. In lowe there sre probably fewer generntions than in 
either of those looflities. 
LpJTVfie hpve beon found ohiofly in permnnent ponda or beyous in 
which considernble growths of equptio floeting plents or debris were 
present, Lpte in the sumuer it was fovind in a few instances in send-
permenont ponds contnining considerpble weedy growth. The eprliest 
Iprvae record was tpken on May 28 and the li^test September 30. The 
peak of Iprvpl rbundnnce WHS in September. Lsrvae of other species 
often found breeding vith those of qupdrimaculptus were punctipennis, 
S." ^prsalis, C. apiorlis, _C. errpticus and IJ« sppphirina. 
Importp,nce; This species is considered the most important vector of 
malaric in southern and epstem United Gtptes. Its coimon occui rence 
in certain eastern lows localities froni which niplf^ria has been repox*ted 
suggests thpt qufldriroaoulptus is the importrint vector in this stete. 
Anopheles wallceri Theobpld 
Anopheles walkari Theobpld. Hon, Culicidae 1:199, 1901, 
Two races of A, welkeri, a northern race pnd a southern race, were 
described by Bradley (1936a) on the basis of certain larval structures. 
Iowa larvae of this species show the charpcteristics of the southern 
race. 
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Reoognltion ohwreoterst Femalea of walker1 have rings of irtiite 
scales on the segments of the palpi. This oherncter is laolcing in other 
Io«ra anophelines. 
The males hn-ve stout, rounded and pnrtially fused spines on the 
olaspetles end the nrms of the ninth tergite are slender rnd tEpering. 
The Inrvfle of walkeri mey be recognized by •cho fenthered innnr 
olypeal hairs. 
Distribution! This species hss been collected in all sections of 
the st^'te except the southwest. It is kno^vn to occur in lb widely 
seppratod locplities north of a line between Van Bu'-en and Moncma Counties* 
Biological notes; It is likely that wcltceri passes the winter 
months in "Ch© adult strge. /'dults have been collected from Mny 12 until 
September 30 and were t*>ken in larger numbers from July to September. 
The niimber of generptions is not known. The females bite rendily and are 
more active at dusk. In trap crtches mora walkeri were tf^kon in ohe 
traps locpted in the norxihorn pert of the at- te; the cptches at Sabula 
for 1941 contained this species in surprising numbers. 
Marshes are apparently the preferred hpbitpt for the larvae of this 
species ir. Iowa. All larval collocbions were from mrrshy areas containing 
dense growths oi' such marginal aauatic pl^^nts as Typha and Sparganium. 
Larvae ol pxmctiponnis^ quadrimaculptus, apicalis, U. sapphirina 
and C. salinarius were gererally found associating with those of waIkeri. 
Importance; A^. walicGri occurs, at least in certain Iowa localities, 
in considerable numbers. Since it was shown to be a good vector of 
malrria by l^atheson et al. (1933), it should be considered among the 
iiuportpnt Iowa species. 
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Trib« Cullolnl Dy«r 
Cullcinl Dysr. Proo. U. S* Nat. }>:us. 62:7. 1922. 
Most of the known genera rnd species of mosquitoes belong to this 
tribe. Twenty-six of the 30 gonerti listed for the subfamily Culioinae by 
Edwards belong to Culicini. The Iowa mosquitoes of this tribe are 
sepprnted into 7 genera nnd 35 speoies all of which have the charrcters 
of the tribe already set forth in the keys. 
Key to the Genera of Iowa Culicini - Adults 
1. Second marginal cell of the v/ings not half as long as its petiole 
Uranoteenie I^ch ArribaIz^ge. 
Second marginal cell of wings more than hclf ns long as its 
petiole 2. 
2. Spiraculer bristles present '6, 
Splraculnr bristles pbsent 4. 
3. Post-spiraculer bristles present; large species with long erect 
scales on the femora pnd tibiae Psorophora Robineau-Desvordy. 
Post-spiraoulBr bristles pbsent; tofgi- speoies with scries of 
femora nnd tibiae oppressed. Theobcldia Heveu-Lemaire. 
4. Only 2 long, stout, posterior pronotal bristles; rasonotum with 4 ^ 
lines and 4 short lines of single rsnked, white scales 
OrthopodonyiB Theobald* 
Stout posterior pronotsl bristles more than 2j mesonotum not as 
described above 5.' : 
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5. Post*4plrecul8r bristles present Aedes mslgen. 
Post-spirsculnr bristles absent 6. 
6* Wing scales very brondj pulvelli absentj Icmer roesepinerel 
bristles 3 or 4 tJanaonia Blanohard* 
iVing scales narrowj pulvelli present; lower ineseptmeral bristles 
1 or 2... Culex Linnaeus• 
Key to the genera of Iowa Culicini - Larvae (fourth stage) 
1. Airtube of normal shape, cylindrical or fusiform 2. 
Airtube sharply attenupted on the distal half, with pro­
jections at the tip suitable for piorcing roots of aquatic 
plants Mansonia Blancherd. 
2. Airtube v/ithout a pecten. Orthopodomyia Theobald* 
Airtube ivith a pecten 3* 
3* Head hairs normal, slender and frequently multiple; head v/ider than 
long, rounded.. 4. 
Upper and lower head hairs in the foriii of single, stout spines; 
head elong'^te elliptical; eighth abdominal segn'^nt v/ith a lateral 
plpte bearing a single rovf of teeth on its posterior margin 
Uranotaenie lynch /^rribalzaga. 
4, »irtube with several pairs of ventral tufts Culex Linnaeus. 
Airtube with a single I'^ir of ventral tufts 5. 
5. Airtube yrith the tufts close to the base.. The ob a Id ia Keveu -Lema ire« 
Airtube v/ith the tufts near or beyond the middle, 6, 
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6. Anal segment usudlly not ringed by dorsel plate, or if ringed. 
hair tufte of ventral brush posterior to the plnte >edea ?/ieigen 
'nal soginent ringed by dorsal plate; hair tufts of ventral 
brush pieroing the plate Psorophora Eobineau-Desvoidy 
Oenus Uranotaenie lynch ArribaIzaga 
Uranotaenia Lynch Arribaltaga. i ov, Ltus. de La Plata 1:376. 1891* 
'fhe members of this genus Rre chiefly confined to tropical regions; 
Edwards listed 81 knmvn species in 1932, Four species have been reported 
from the United States—U. anhydor Dyar, £. lov/i Theobald, IJ. sapphirine 
(Osten-SackBn) and U. synthet^ Dyar end Shannon. One species is knoim to 
occur in Iowa. 
The adults have the second marginal cell less than half as long as 
its petiole, and the palpi are short in both males end females. The head 
of the larva is usually elongate and the airtube long and slender. 'hen 
resting in the water the Iprvae appear like those of Anopheles because 
they rest in a nearly horizontal position. The oggs are l^id in boat-
shaped masses. 
Aedes sapphirinus Qsten-Sacken. Trans, ^ juer. Ent. Soc. 2s47, 1868. 
I;ecognition characters: This is a small, delicate, brownish mosquito 
Both males and females cen easily be recognized by the bright sapphire-
colored scales on the occiput, prothorr.cic lobes, sternopleura, a median 
Uranotaenia aapphirina (Osten-Saokon) 
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strips on the mesonotum, a stripe on the sides in front of the wings and 
on the basal part of the fifth vein. The abdomen is dark-scaled except 
for sm apical median patch of white scales on tho third and fifth seg­
ments . 
The head of the larva is lonfjer than wide. Hot), upper and lower 
head hairs are long, heavy, sin£;le spines. The anal sejjment is completely 
ringed by the plute which bears a row of small spines along its posterior 
margin. 
Distribution: This species was found to occur in all sections of 
the state, being more common over the eastern twro-thirds. 
Biological notesj In the southern states sapphirina, according 
to Hinmhtn (1935), spends the winter as larvae or as hibernating adults. In 
the northern range of this species the overwintering stage is not definitely 
known. Owen (1937) believes that in Minnesota the winter is spent in the 
adult stage. There are probably several generations annually. Adults 
were never encountered in the field, but they were taken regularly from 
June 9 until Septnmber 29 in light traps. 
Larvao were found from May 23 until September 26 and were more comiaon 
from July to September. Permanent ponds and marshes containing thick 
growths of floating aquitic plants seemed to be the preferred larval 
habitats. In these situtitions the larvao s^em to be more abundant 
in the thick surface mats of Lemna leaves. Larvae of punctipennis, 
A. quadrimaculatus, apicalis, tarsalis and salinarius were 
often found associating with those of sapphirina. 
Importance; According to Dyar (l92o) the adults will bite under 
favorable conditions. Their biting was not observed during these in­
vestigations and they are considered of no importance in Iowa. 
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Genus Theoba Idle Ileveu-Lemeire 
Theobaldla HeTeu-Lemelre. C. R. Soo. Hiol. 54:1331. 1902. 
The generic nfima Culioeta Felt used by Howard, Dyar and Knab (1915) 
and thJ?t of Gu lice lie Felt used by Dyar (1928) are synonyms of Theobpldla 
Neveu-Lemt^lre. 
The 1* rvfie pnd sdults of this genus resemble those of Culex, The 
adults mny be recognized by the following combination of charccters not 
present in members of other lowe genera; Scutellum trilobate; second 
marginal cell more thpn helf as long es its petiole; spir^culpr bristles 
present} pronotPl bristles present end po3t-spir«culfir bristles sbsent. 
The head of the Irrvs is round nnd there is a single hnir tuft "t the 
brse of the pirtube. 
r.dWBrds (1932) listed 2o species for the world most of wiiich ere 
Holfirotic in distribution. ight species have been reported from North 
Airerlca; 3 ere known to oocur In Iowa, none of which are important vectors 
of disease. 
Key to the Iowa Spocies of Theobaldla - Females 
1. Tarsi with feint white rings pt both ends of the segments 
morsitana (Theobald) 
Tarsi without v^liite rings... 2 
2. "vlng scales ell brown, soniewh»^t thicker ft the fork of the 
second vein, Anterior cross vein end fork of the fourth vein 
impatlens (Walker) 
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?ilng soeles mostly brown with a oonsIderoble sprinkling of white 
ones on tho costs; nil ere evenly distributed.... inomwtB (Williston). 
iley to the loftm Species of Theobeldia - Msles 
1* Sidepieee with both spies 1 and bnsHl lobes present; ventral posterior 
margin of the eighth segment '.vith a long row of short stout spines 
impptiene (''allcer). 
Sidepieee with only the basal lobes present; eighth segiuent 
without such a row of spines 2. 
2. Lobes of ninth segment with short, broad spines.. Inomata (iYilliston). 
Ix>be8 of ninth segnant T;ith long slender hairs... morsitans (Theobald). 
Key to the Iowa Species of Theobeldia - Larvae (fourth-stage) 
1* Pecten of the airtube not produced into long hairs on the outer 
half but consioting of a few onall spines morsitans (Theobald). 
Pecten teeth produced into long hairs on the outer half of 
the airtube 2. 
2. Both pairs of head hairs multiple, enoh consisting of 6 heirs all about 
equpl in length impatiens (Walker). 
Lower head hairs usually in threes or fours, uppor head hairs 
multiple and much shorter than the lower ones... inomata (v^illiston) , 
Theobeldia impatiens (Walker) 
Culex impatiena nalker. List Dipt. British Mus. 1:6. 1848* 
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R«cognitlon ohergoterB; This is s Inrgs brown species. The female 
has dark legs with the femorn somewhst pule end tipped with light 
sceles; tarsi unbfinded, f,?esonotum reddish-brown, sparsely cofvered with 
small brown scnles; longer, narrow, yellowish sceles are present on the 
anterior mrrgin, a spot on the dorso-posterior borders of the discs, a 
thin line from the disc spots to the antescutellpr space nnd on the margins 
of the antescutellrr space, f'- few yellow scples niey also be present just 
above the root of the wing. "Ving scples brown, long pnd hair-like, more 
dense on the fork of the second, base of the third r.nd fork of the 
fourth veins. 
The char'-cters given in the key are sufficient to separpte the males 
of this species from the other lov/a Theobaldia. 
The larvae may be recognized by the long outer hairs of the pecten 
end the multiple uppor and lower head hairs which are about equal in 
length* The Iptarrl abdominal hrirs pre multiple on the first to fifth 
segments, double on the sixth and single on the seventh. 
Distribution; This species was taken nt one northwestern locality. 
Biological notes; Little is known of the biology of this species 
in Iov/8, Our speoirnens were tpksn in a light trap on a few nights from 
May 16 to June 12 at Huthven. It is generally thought that the winter 
is spent in the adult stpge. Dypr (1928) reported impatiens to have a 
single annual generation but Hearle (1926) stated that several generations 
may occur in Canada. The larvae, according to Mail (1934), live in 
shallow, shaded woodland pools from melting snow in Montana. Hearle 
(1926) found them in roadside pools. 
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Importanoet The femaleo of Impatians are known to bite timidly 
but this speoies is not an important pest in Iowa. 
Theobaldia Inornata (/filliston) 
Culez inornatus flilliaton. U, S» Dept. Agr. Oiv. Omith, and Mam., 
North Amer. Fauna 7>253. 1B93. 
Recognition characters t This is a lar^o grayish-brown mosquito. 
The proboscis of the fomalo is quite long and has evenly Intermingled 
dark and white scales. Tarsi with dark scales, unbitnded. Tibiae and 
feroora with dark and light scales intermint^led. Mesonotum with 2 small 
bare areas on the anterior margin, and a longer one sach side of the 
antescutellar space; otherwise covsrod with irregulirly intermixed small, 
narrow, j,olden scales and larger yellowish ones. Wings generally with 
narrow brown scales, costa and first vein generously sprinkled with 
broader white ones. 
The males are much smaller and more delicate than the females. 
The sidepieces are ^vithout apical lobes and the posterior margin of the 
ninth tergit" bears a row of stout short spines on each lobe. 
The larvae are similar to impatiens but the uppfir heaa hair tuft is 
much shorter than the lower Luft. The lateral abdominal hairs are 
multiple on the first and second segments, double on the third to sixth 
and sinL,lo on the seventh. 
Distribution; T' is species has been teiken throughout the state. 
Biolo^jical notesj T. inornata spends the winter months in the 
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•dult stoge* Adult females f*re potive until l<*te in the fnll} our latest 
record for those ooming into dwellings to hibemnte is November 15* 
They have boon t-ken in trupa as late as October 29* In the spring the 
females oorae out of hibemption ft en early date* Our earliest record 
in the field is April 19 but they hpve been caught, while actively 
seeking to escape, in out buildings as early as March 29. Tr^p records 
of femples indicate them to be ir.ost abundant in J'^y, June and Sapteisber 
and quite rrre in July and August, 
Larvae have been collected from April 5 to September 26. They are, 
with the excoption of A. vexans, the most com:r;on ones found during 
April and h'.ay. In June they pro much loss com;:.on and in July and August 
were taken only occasionally. In Septor.iber they occurred again rather 
abundantly. The l«rvae live in a variety of habitats. In the spring 
they may be found, along with A, vexans, in almost all s.T»aH bodies of 
water. In June and September they occurred iTiore often in marshes, 
semiper r-anent and pernipnent jionds along viith C. tarsalis, G. splinarins, 
fi, punctipeniiis and C. restuans. 
Importance; The females were caught vrhile biting on only a few 
occasions; these vrere all in wooded areas during the first part of May 
and were probably overwintering females* Although inornata is common 
fuad quite abundant it is not considered a pest of major iir.portance in 
lows. 
Theobaldia morsitans (TheobaId) 
Culex morsitans Theobald. Mon. Culic. 2:8. 1901. 
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In the writings of Dyar (1928) tho name used for this species was 
Culicella dyari (Coquillett). 
Recognition characterst The proboscis of tho female is long and 
black. Mesonotum bro«ra with 2 submedian, lighter, broad, bare stripes 
and a shorter one each side of the antescutellar space. Scales of the 
mssonotum brown, lighter on a median stripe, on the area surrounding tho 
antescutellar space and ever the b'Ase of the win^s. '/sing scales all dark 
Legs black with narrow white bands on both ends of the tarsal segments. 
The sidepiece of the m^le lacks an apical lobe. The claspettes are 
absent and the short, broad lobes of the ninth tergita have Ion;; slender 
hairs. 
The larvae are easily recoj;nized by their long airtube (6 times as 
long as wide) »vhich has a basal tuft and a pecten of 4 to 6 short teeth. 
The upper head hairs are multiple, the lower onrs double. 
Distribution! This species is known from 2 northwestern Iowa locali 
ties—4 miles west of Rush Lake, Osceola County and 6 miles northwest of 
'pA'flr'i-'O i,ft , v C)' 
Huthven/ Clay County, 
Biological notes; The habits of the females in Iowa are not known. 
According to ilatheson (l&i29) there is a single generation each year. Our 
records are those of larvae collected on June 14. One was from the 
margin of an intermittent cattail marsh and one from the narrow, cattail 
border of Round Lake. Both of these habitats ware in opsn country. 
Larvae of othar species found in association with those of morsitans 
were T. inornata, C. tarsalis, A. vexans and C. salinarius. 
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Importtinee t Femflles htiTe not been encountered and are considered 
of no importnnoe In lows, liietheson (1929) reported thnt ndults did not 
bite when given nn opportunity to do so. 
Genus Orthopodonyla Theobald 
Orthopodoayla Theobald. E'ntom. 37:236. 1904. 
Members of this genus breed in tree holes and according to King, 
Bredley *tnd i'clleel (1939) occBsionnlly in prtificiel water containers. 
The adults usually hnve only 2 posterior pronotpl bristles and the 
spiraculpr rnd post-spirrculnr bri.-jtles nro absent. The second raprginal 
cell of the v^ing is laore thpn hp If as long ps its petiole. The airtube 
of the iTVft is cylindrical and Ipcks the pecten; the mouth brushes ore 
long and dense. 
Eleven specios were listed in this genus by iidwards In 1932. Two 
are known to occur in the United Stetes; one of these has been found In 
Iowa. 
Orthopodomyla alba Baker 
Orthopodamyla alba Bwlcar. Proc. Ent. Soc, "fash. 38:1. 1936. 
Recognition charpcters: Both msles and females may be recog;nlzed 
by the 6 lines of nearly single-renked v/hite scales on the mesonotum. 
The integument of the first tergite is yellow and the second tergite is 
almost entirely white-scaled with a STI«11 triongulir black spot on 
each side. 
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The mouth brushes of the lervae are vuunodified, long end dense. The 
alrtube la nearly oyllndrioal and without a pecten. Dorsal plates on 
the posterior abdominal segmsnts are lacking and the pnal gills are bud-
lilce. 
Distribution; This species is known from 1 Iowa loopllty—Muscatine, 
Muscatine County, 
Biological notes: Nothing is known regarding the life history of 
this species in Iowa. Our record is based on a single female captured 
In a light trap on July 25, 1940. Biological notes by Baker (1936) 
indicate that the larvae live in the water of tree holes and are very 
resistant to freezing temperatures. It is possible thst the winter 
months may be spent in this st'^ge in the nor thern part of its range. 
Importance: 0. alba is of no importance as a pest in Iowa. 
Genus Manaonla Blenchard 
Maasonia Blanchard. C. R. Soc. de Biol. 53:1045. 1901. 
The name Taeniorhynchua Lynch y^rribalzoga was used for this genus in 
i.atheson's hrndbook of mosquitoes (1929). 
This is n small genus quite v/idely distributed over tropical, neo­
tropical and oriental regions. Two species ere known to occur in the 
United States, 1 of which is found in Iowa. The adults somewhat resemble 
those of Culex in the arrcngeirjent of some of the thoracic bristles and in 
the bluntly-tipped abdomen of the female. The wing scales however are much 
broader than those of Culex and the larvae and pupae have airtubes which 
are fitted for piercing the roots of aquatic plants from which they secure 
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air. Because of these heblta It is necessary to use special collecting 
methods to find them, 1 of which wss described by tsolleel (1931). 
Mansonia perturbnns ('VBlker) 
Culex perturbens Walker. Ins. Sound., Dipt. 428. 1856. 
Recognition chBrscters t This is » f»>irly Iprge, speckled, brown and 
white mosquito. It may be recognized by the following charncters; 
Proboscis with a broad ring of light scnlesj t»irsi with broad, bssal 
white bpnds; erch hind tibiae with a white b^nd on the apical hnlf; 
first segment of hind tarsi with a wide, white band near the middle} 
wing sceles brond, white and brown scales intermixed; mesonotum dark 
brown v/ith small dark brown and yellowish scnles intermingled in no 
definite pattern. 
In the male bhe apical lobe of the sidepiece is lacking. The basal 
lobe is a triangular ares with the apex at the median surface of the 
sidepiece: apex with a stout blunt spine. 
The Irrvpo may be easily recognized by the form of the airtube which 
is about twice rs long as wide, sharply attenuated and fitted for piercing 
plant tissue. 
Distribution; In Iowa perturbens was trken at 1 northv/estem and 4 
eastern tsnd southeasteni locelities. It probnbly occurs in all parts of 
the stpte where permanent cattail marshes are found. 
Biological notes: The winter is spent as larvae attached to the roots 
of aquatic plants on the mucky bottoms of permanent marshes. The adults 
emerge in tho spring and are present throughout most of the sumiiar. Our 
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•arllest reoord is for June 16 ond Ir^test August 2. Trap records at 
Musontine (1940) indicrted B single peslc of pbimdRnce between June 27 
end £9. i«iaoCrepi:*y pnd Stesms (1937) cpuglit both mples pnd feiaples in 
trnps at lepst 8 irdles away from nny breeding eree which indicstes that 
this species mpy migrste considerpble distances. 
The task of collecting Inrvne is o difficult end time-consuming one. 
No studies hsve yet been mpde on Iprvpl breeding in Iowa. The reader is 
referred to reports by KcNeel (1932), Kprshall (193a) and .Armstrong (1941) 
for informption relative to the Isrval hnbits of this species in other 
parts of the country. The cone-shpped eggs pre Ipid in boat-shaped masses 
on the water surface of mnrshes. 
Importpnee: The femnles are aggressive biters end pre strongly 
attracted by people. They are very importpnt pests in some parts of the 
country but in Iowa they ore of only minor importflnce in certain localised 
areas. 
Genus Psorophora Robineau-DesTOidy 
Psorophora Robineau-Desvoidy. Mem. Soc. Hist. Nat. Paris 3:412. 1827. 
This is a smpll genus of mosquitoes found in North and South America 
end bhe adjecent islands. Its raenbers resemble those of Aedes except that 
the adults hsve et lenst 1 or 2 spirpculsr bristles. The Ipirvpe hpve the 
anal segiisnt ringed by the dorsal plflte v/ith the ventral hnir tufts 
piercing the ring. The eggs, which are Isid singly, differ from those 
of Aedes in that their surfaces ere spinose. 
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About 10 speoies ore reported from the United Stnteei 6 of these 
are found in loirs• So fnr RS is known none of the species pre veotors 
of disenses. 
Key to the Species of loirs Psorophors - Females 
!• Dark sonles on the proboscis, pplpi, nbdomen nnd legs with a bright. 
purplish reflection 2. 
Dark scales on the rbove organs not purplish 4. 
2. Fourth end fifth tcrsrl sogriieiits of hind legs with at least some 
white scries (usually entirely white) 3. 
Fourth tprscl segmant wnite, fifth entirely dprk. vcripee (Coquillett). 
3« Mesonotum thinly covered with rpther brond yellowish scales 
intermingled with inconspicuous dflrk-brown ones forox (Humboldt). 
Mesonotum with P broad mediBn stripe of small dark-brown 
scples, the sides with whitish or creemy brond scries 
horrida (l)yar and Enab). 
4. Wings spotted; black end white spots on the costel mrrgin pnd 
in the fringe signipennis (Coquillett)* 
Viing scples either all dark of mixed black snd vrtiitej scples not 
fonninf^ distinct winf, spots... * 5* 
5. Very Iprgo species; lijesonotum with black polished preas and a 
median otripe of golden scales; legs with long erect scples 
especinlly on the hind femora, tibiee end tarsi... ciliatp (Fabricius). 
Smaller dnrk species; wings with intermingled blnck and white 
scales; tibiee freckled black pnd white on the outer surfsce; femora 
with p narrow white ring on the outer half., oolurabiae (Dyar and Knab). 
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Key to the Species of love Psorophora - Males 
1* Clespers slender, curved, bow-shaped, not expanded near the end 
or the middle} olaspette shaped like an inverted letter L. 
ciliata (Fabrioius). 
Claspers expanded either near the end or middle; not slender 2. 
2. Sidepieoes short, greatly inflated; clasper narrowed just beyond 
the base "nd greatly expanded distplly; claspettes complex three-
branched structures horrida (Dyar end Knab). 
Sidepieces not inflated; clasper expanded near the middle; 
claspettes not as above 3* 
3* Claspettes long, free of the sidepieces except ?t the base. 4« 
Claspettes shoi*t, fused to inner side of the sidepieces 6* 
4, Claspettes gently curved, slender b^sally, somewhat enlarged 
epically; clistrl end with 2 closely-set long, curled leef-like 
filaments preceded by a mass of long hairs.. ferox (Hiunboldt)* 
Claspettes long, cylindrical and straight; a stout bristle near 
the middle follov/ed by several fine hairs; 2 small leef-like 
filaments on the tip closely appressed to the claspette 
varipes (Coquillett), 
5. Claspettes flat against the sidepiece, evident by a small area 
bearing about 7 bristles. Kinth tergite sitwll, very poorly 
developed signipennis (Coquillett). 
Claspettes distinctly elevated; having 6 or 7 stout spines, 
the inner one much stouter then the rest. Ninth tergite well 
developed v^ith conspicuous well bristled lobes columbiae (Dyar and Iftidb). 
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Key to Species of Iowa Isorophora - Lai^ae (fourth-atfige) 
1. llouth brushes composed of stout prehensile heirs, hooked on the 
tip end with teeth flong the side ciliete (Febrioius). 
Mouth brushes of normal ciliform hairs 2. 
2. Both upper pnd lower head hnirs multiple.... coluiribiae (Dysr and Knab). 
Head hpirs double or single, not both multiple 3. 
3. Lower hesd hsirs single, upper ones usunlly single but sometimes 
double or triple signipennis (Coquillett). 
Upper pnd Imer head hpirs double, antennae usually very long 4. 
4. Pecten with 3 or 4 long spines, these spinos with 1 to 4 teeth 
on one side rt the bnse pnd sometimes with e small tooth on the 
opposite side. Comb of 7 or 8 scales ferox (Humboldt), 
Pecten with 4 to 6 spines, these spines with a small tooth 
on each side at the base. Comb of 5 or 6 scales. Taripes (Coquillett). 
Fsorophora ciliata (Fabricius) 
Culex ciliatf Fabricius. Ent. Syst. 4i401. 1794. 
Recognition characters; This is the largent mosquito in Iowa. 
The females hpve broad, brsnl, white rings on the tf^rsi. Scales of the 
hind tibiae pnd tprsi long and erect, "esonotum v/ith a median stripe of 
golden sof'les; 2 sub-median, nude, polished stripes bordered on the side 
by narrow stripes of dark brown scales; sides with bropder v/liite scales. 
The meles hPve slender, curved claspers which are pngulnte on the 
distel end and with a row of about 6 to 8 small hairs near the tip. 
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ClBspettes shaped like en inverted L; the stem short, the heel of the L 
with Iprgo curved lesf-like filf/oent rnd the toe with n group of fine hpir. 
Lobes of ninth tergite v/idely sepnrpted, well developed and bristled. 
The Icrvae have cylindricel ftntennae, much shorter then the head, 
iecten hpirs long, 6 times as long ps their dierreter nt the bnse. 
Upper pnd lower bond hrirs single, the uppers ones quite short. Lateral 
abdominel hpirs double on the first to fifth segnients, single on the sixth. 
Anal gills about 3 times as long fs the anal segment. 
Distribution: This species hPS been tnken from procticnlly all 
sections of the st-^te; it seeins to be more com: on in the western half, 
Biologioal notes: P. ciliatr ovei-wintors in the egg st^ge. The 
number of annuel generations is not definitely known but at lenst 3 
broods of adults were observed emerging from 1 breeding pool in 1940. 
Our earliest adult record is for June 16 and the latest September 23. 
Biting femeles were tpken many 'Cinies in open pasture lends, occasionally 
in wooded areas and on 2 inst<^nce3 inside houses. 
Larvae were taken from lAay 12 until Septeniber 5. Our records 
indioete that teinporpry water which collects in low swails following 
rains is the preferred larvrl hnbitat. 'lliey hpve also been taken regularly 
from intermittent sumier ponds end from the borders of nprshes. In 
these habitats, the Icrvee of othor species conmionly found with those of 
oiliata were P. vexans, trivitt-^tus, signlpen? is, nigromaculis, 
A. punctipennis and j), tarsalis. The l^rvpe pre very predaceous upon 
other mosquito lPi*VRe end upon epch otherj better results v/ere obtpined 
when they were reared separntely. 
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Importance; The femnles ere vicious biters end eppear to be quite 
eggresslve especially when nvonerou*. In certnln western Iowa locelltlea 
olllata Is an Important pest. 
rsorophora columblse (Dyar and Knab) 
Janthlnosoma oolumblaa Dyar end Knnb. Proo. Biol. Soc. ?«'ash. 19:136. 1906* 
Recognition characters; This is a fairly large, black mosquito with 
bended legs and a wide white b«'nd on the proboscis. Femorn black and 
white scaled, sflch with a narrow ring of white scales on the outer hnlf. 
Tibia speckled blsclc pnd w iite on the outer surfpce, Tarsfll segments with 
basal white bpnds, the first with a broad bsnd of irtiite series pt the 
middle. Abdominal segments black; white scales present on a broad, apical 
band on the second and large apicpl laterel spots on the sucoeedlng seg­
ments. 
The male olaspers pre bropdly expanded in the middle. Claspette 
tightly appressed to the sldepiece; the stem nerrly obsolete but the 
apex distinctly elevsted and bearing 6 or 7 strong spines, the inrior 
one considerably larger than the rest. Ninth terglte well developed and 
with prominently bristled lobes. 
The Ifirvoe have ciliform hairs In the mouth brushes. Upper and lower 
head hairs multiple. Antennae not inflated. Lateral abdominal hairs 
multiple on the first and second segrants, double on the third to fifth 
and single on the sixth. Comb of eighth segment of 6 scales. Peoten 
of 5 to 5 widely seppr^ted teeth. 
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Platrlbutloot This species was found at 3 localities: Ogden, 
Boooe County; Des Moines, Polk: County; and Davenport, Scott County. 
Biologioel notes: There is little inforrantion cnrailcble on the 
biology of this species in lova. 'dults appepr to bo rpre and were 
taken by ireens of light trnps only, 't Des Moines o few were cpught 
from August 25 until September 8; at D^'Tenport 2 specimens were foxmd 
in trap catches of September 5 end 8. The winter is probnbly spent in 
the egg st'^ge. 
Lervae were found on one occasion nenr Ogden in an overflow pool 
from a smflll p'^sture streax on July 8, 1940. In the SPTOS pool were 
larvpe of A. vexens, C. t^rsplis and 0. rosturns. 
Importance; P, colvunbiae is pppprenxily too rrre to be of any 
importance in Iowa. In the Florida everglpdes, according to King, 
Bradley end McKeel (1959), this is one of the most important pest species, 
sometimes occurring in such vast numbers as to cause the death of 
livestook. 
Psorophora feroac (Humboldt) 
Culex ferox Hundaoldt. Voy. K^G. fquin. 7J119. 1820. 
The species P. posticata ( v'iedemann) and _P» sayi (Dyar and Kn«b) 
discussed in the writings of Howard, Dyar pnd Kneb (1917) and Matheson 
(1929) pre considered synonyms of P. ferojc (Huniboldt). 
Recognition characters; This is a medium-sized mosquito* The 
hind tnrsi of the fem^Jos are covered with erect, purplish scales except 
" l e ­
an the tip of the third segn»nt «aid all of the fourth end fifth which are 
white. The meeonotun ts rether thinly covered with broed, yellowish 
scales intenniied with a few dark brown ones. Scales of the first tergite 
mostly purplish. 
The claspor of the mele is grestly expended in the middle. The 
olaspette is long, slender, curved snd slightly enlf^rged at the distal 
end which bears a prominent group of strong hnirs end 2 closely set 
leaf-like fileirents. 
The hairs of the Isrvel mouth brushes pre ciliform, 'ntennae 
cylindrical, longer than the head. Upper fnd lower head hpirs double. 
Comb of 7 or 8 scnles, each single scale with « long spiesl spine end 
usually 3 or 4 JBUCII smuller ones on epch side. Pecten of 3 or 4 long 
spines, eecli v/ith 1 to 4 ampller spines on one side "^t the bsse. Hfiir 
tuft o* pirtube lacking. 
Distributiont This species has been tnken from 8 widely sepp.rpted 
localities south of a line between Pnge, Story end Dubuque Counties. 
Biological notest Adults were tf^ksn over the grepter pprt of 
the breeding senson. Our earliest record is J'-ay 24 and the latest 
September 15. The females were never encountered except in or nepr wooded 
areas. They were very aggressive pnd their bites are very ppinful. No 
information is Hvailable on the number of p.nnupl generations in Iowa. 
The winter is undoubtedly passed in the egg stf>ge. 
Iflrvae hove been fovind on only 2 occasions; the dptes of these 
collections were May 22 end September 15. One collection wns from a 
large, temporary rein pool <?nd one from n flood poolj both hnbitnts were 
siturted in thick woods. Lervae of other species found associated with 
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those of ferox were A. ptinctlpennls, •wcana, trlvittatus, A. 
caaadensia and C. regtuena« 
Importenoe; This speclaa was not encountered In Inrga nunibera, 
but because of the vicious nrtvire and extremaly painful bite of the 
fesiples it undoubtedly couses considerable discomfort in some eastern 
Iowa loctilities. 
faoroidiora horrida (Dyer and Kneb) 
Aedea horridua Dyar and Knab. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mua* 35tS6» 1908* 
Reoognition chBracters; This is a aodium-sized to Inrge moaquito* 
The proboscis and palpi of the female ere corered with dnrk, purplish 
sea lea* Kesonotiim with a wide, niBdian stripe of dnrk brown to bl<ack 
acalea, those of the sides oreamy to white end bzoad* First torgite 
yellov; in grovind color, end covered with broRd yellowish scales. Legs 
dark and with purple scfiles except on the besnl half of the femora snd 
the last 2 aegsients of the hind tprsi which pre v/hite. On the latter 
sense dcrk scries may be present but they pro never entirely dRrk. 
The tenriinal structures of the mnle nre unique. The sidepiecea ere 
very inflated, nearly as broad as long. The clasper is very broad 
apically, constricted near the base pnd concave Ujedianally when extended. 
Claspette complex, long, slender and three-branched. The upper branch 
ends in a stout spine, the short iidddle branch has E terminal spines and 
the lower branch terirdnrtes in a single spine and has a smaller one 
aome tlistrnoe from ita baae. 
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Lf<rval spaolmens of P. horrida ere not available; so far as la knoim 
the Iprra hea not been described* 
Distri-jution; This speoiea hss been tpkan from 10 widely scattered 
localities south of a line between Voodbury, Story and Dubuque Counties* 
BlologiCBl notes: Biting females were encountered only in wooded 
areas* The eprlieet record is for June 16 end the latest September 13* 
Only a single rearing of this species was made, 'dults emerged from 
pupae tfiken along with those of A* vexens from temporary overflow pools 
along a wooded stream nepr ' nahington, Iowa, July 13, 1939* On several 
occasions adults were cpught soon after eirorging from flood pools and 
sum::«r min pools in densely wooded preas in Scott and Clinton Counties* 
It is believed that horrida prefers flood pools and temporary woodland 
auimner pools for larval habitats. The winter is spent in the egg stage. 
Importance: The females of horrida are veiy aggressive. Larg# 
swenns have been encountered in the woods near the mouth of the 
Wapsipinicon Hiver and on Credit Island at Davenport. The bite of the 
female is probpbly the most severe of any Iowa species yet encoimtered, 
causing intense itching and burning which lingers for 2 or 3 hours. This 
species is undoubtedly an important pest in certain wooded areas of 
eastern Iowa. 
Psorophora a ignlpennis (Coquillett) 
Taenlorhynchug sienipopniB Coquillett. Proc* Ent. Soc. Wash. 6:167. 1904* 
Recognition characters; This is a medium-sized, grayish mosquito 
with bended legs* Both males end females are easily recognized by the 
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alternetlng spots of dark etnd light soeles and hairs along the borders 
of the wing. These spots begin about the middle of the oostn, extend 
forward rround the tip of the wing and backtrard through the fringe. The 
proboscis hPS p wide white bpnd pnd there is a narrow band of white 
seales on the outer half of the femur. 
The temdnal structures of the male pre similar to those of P. 
eolumbiae. The claspers pre only slightly expanded in the adddle aiid 
the claspettes ero so flntly pressed agpinst the sidepieces that they 
are mainly evident by n group of small hnirs. The ninth tergite is 
poorly devalopod. The tenth stomites are large, heavily sclerotized 
along the nmrgins and each terminntes in 3 sharp spines. 
The hpirs of the larval mouth brushes ere ciliform. The lower head 
hairs are single, the upper ones usually single but sometimes in twos 
or threes and finely branched. Lateral comb of eighth segment of 6 
scales, each one trifid, the central spine long. Pecten of 4 or 5 
small spines. 
Distribution; _P. signipennis has been tsken frequently along the 
Missouri Eiver and as far east as fmes. It is probable that Iowa lies 
along tho eestern distributional limits of this species in the United 
States. 
Biological notes: The earliest record for the adults is May 26 and 
the latest September 8, They were usually encountered in open pastures 
and marshy arops. The feiiiales are quite aggressive and will bite in 
full svinlight or in shaded areas; they have been caught while biting from 
aarly morning hours xmtil midnight. The winter is probably spent in 
the egg strge. 
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Lnrvae wer« eollected from June 16 until July 31. They were found 
in temporary end intermittent weter of rttin pools, flooded fprra lend end 
roadside borrow-pitsj in one instrnce severtd lervwe were found in » 
tin oan in on intermittent dumping pond. /II of these hwhitBts were 
situated in open country, 'llie Inrrne of other species most frequently 
fovind with signipennis were A. vexens, /. trivittntus, G. trrsfilis, 1'. 
oiliatp find C, rostupna. 
Importance; This species occurs com: ;only in western lown but has 
not been observed in Irrge numbers. It mey, however, be an important 
pest in certpin localities in the western port of the stfte. 
Psorophora varipes (Coquillett) 
Conehiliagtes varipes Coquillett. Can. Ent. 36:10. 1904. 
Recognition charBoters; This species is very similpr in appeari^nce 
to F. horrida. The tprssl segments of the hind legs are (distinctive in 
that the first, second, third find fifth pre dnrk and fourth wholly white. 
The mnle claspers are expanded near the middle. The claspette is 
long, cylindricpl nnd strnight with a strong bristle nenr the middle 
followed by P series of fine hnirs; the filpments at the apex are small 
and appressed to the stem. 
The hairs of the Ipirval mouth brushes are ciliform. The pecten has 
4 to 6 spines, each %vith a small tooth on each side at the base of the 
long spine. Both upper pnd lower head hsirs are double. 
Distribution; This species has been found at only one locality—1 mils 
south of Folletts, Clinton County. 
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Blologieal noteei Little is knovm regarding the biology of this 
speoies in love. The only record obteined is thet of n femele caught 
with B net while sweeping the gress eround flood pools in the weeded 
•eotlon nenr the mouth of the Wapsipinicon River on Mey 25, 1941, ^t 
a later drte, Jime 25, swerros of P. horride were observed shortly after 
emergence from flood and rpin pools in the snme Rree. It appears that 
P. yeripes occurs enrlier in the senson than does P. horrida. 
Importsnoe; P. v^ripea is known to be an ijnportnnt pest in some 
parts of the country. Horsfell (1936) reported it to be a very annoying 
pest in '^rkensas, occurring in enormous sv/arms during Kay. In Iowa it is 
rpre and is not considered an important pest, 
Genue Aedes Ideigen 
Aedea Meigen. Syst. Beachr. Dek. Eur. Zweifl. Ins. Iil3« 1818. 
Nearly hnlf of the species of Iowa mosquitoes belong to the genus 
/^edes leeigen. Femsles of all Iowa species feed on warm-blooded animuls 
and those of A. vexnns, A. trivittntus and A. sticticus often occur 
in numbers sufficient to cause considerable discomfort to man end 
domestic onimels. Kor many years only one iraniber of the genus, A. eegypti, 
was known to be an importpnt vector of disease (yellow fever and dengue); 
this species is not known to occur in Iowa. In recent years, however, 
at least 10 species of fedes have been shown to be able to transmit 
experimentally the virus of equine encephalomyelitis. Four of these 
speoies are oomnionly found in Iowa. 
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Kay to the Species of Iowa Aedea - Femalea 
1. Tersnl segments with white ringa 2. 
Teraal segnients without white rings 10* 
2t Tfirsfll segments with vrfiite rings »^t both ends 3* 
TarsBl segments with white rings st their bases only 5* 
3. wing soelos nil dark-colored; nvesonotxua reddish-brown, 
clothed with golden scales. canadenais (Theobald)« 
Wing settles bicolored 4. 
4. 'Vings with black pnd white scsles about evenly intermingled; 
scales of mesonotum each side of central stripe reddish-yellow 
campestris nyar and Knab. 
Third rein almost entirely black-acnled; scnles of mesonotum 
each side of central stripe dull trtiite dorsalis (Meigen). 
5. Proboscis ringed with white scales; abdomen with a wide, dorsal, 
longitudinal stripe of dull white scales nigromaculis (Ludlow). 
Proboscis not ringed ivith white 6* 
6. VVhite rings of tarsal segnienta very narrow; bnspl abdominal 
white bands v/ith a V-shaped notch in the middle of the posterior 
margin on some segraexits vexans (i.ieigen). 
"ftxito rings of tarsal segments broad, especially on the 
hind legs 7. 
7 m  Abdominal segments unbonded, entirely covered with yellowish-
white scales; a large yellow species flavtesoena (Mtiller). 
Abdomen distinctly branded; smaller species.... 8, 
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8* Lower roeseplneral bristles Absent; nesonotum reddish-broim; 
ebdomon with segmentnl b^nds pnd irrorpted with psle scales 
ripariUB Dynr end Kncb. 
Lower mesepiioer^ 1 bristles present 9* 
9* Lower masepimerp 1 bristles 2.., fitohi (Felt and Young). 
Lower mesepirierpl bristles 3 to 5 stimulans ('Vslker). 
10. Lower mesepitnoral bristles present; inssonotum vrith psired brown 
median lines seppr^ted by a broad golden-brown line; sides 
white impiger (Walksr}. 
Lower mosepinierp.l bristles absent 11. 
11. Mesonotm markied with silvery sccles 12. 
Ii^sontoum with no silvery scr>les 13. 
12. jiesonottun blaok with dark brown scfiles centrally and silvery 
ones on the aides triseriatus (Say). 
Mesonottun blaok with a broad median silvery stripe and brown 
scales on tho sides... dupreei (Coquillett). 
13. nings with both black nnd white scales; those on tho costal, 
first, third and fifth veins blnck; other veins largely 
white-scpled. spenoeri (Theobald). 
'lings uniformly dnrk-scrled. 14. 
14. Uesonotum uniformly reddish-brown; nbdomen with continuous or 
nearly so lateral v.hite line cinereus IJeigen. 
Iisesonotum not uniformly colored; abdorr.en v/ith lateral v/hite 
spots but not a Interal line 15. 
16. K'lesonotum with a narrow dark brown median stripe and 2 broader 
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yellowish-white stripes: sides dnrk brown, trivittetus (Coquillett). 
iCesonotum with e golden brown inedisn stripe widening 
posteriorly; sides yallov/ish-white sticticus (Meigen). 
Keaonotum v;ith a very bropd dnrk brown medinn stripe nnd 2 
narrow pnteacuteller yellowish stripes; sides {golden 
aurifer (Coquillett). 
Key to the Speoies of lowe /^edes - Males 
1. Clflspor furcate either ot the bpse or inpex..... 2. 
Clesper simple, not furcnte 3. 
2. Clasper furcnte ^t the bnse, inserted before the opex of the 
sidepiece; pelpi much shorter than the proboscis... cinereua ^^igen. 
Clasper furcrte et the apex, inserted at the apex of 
sidepiece. vexans (iteigen). 
3. Sidepiece with only the basal lobe distinct 4. 
Sidepiece with both basal and epical lobes distinct 5. 
4. Sidepiece with n small group of long hairs near the middle of 
the inner margin; basal lobe with long fine hairs 
triseriatus ( Say). 
Sidepiece without a group of hairs on inner surface; 
basal lobe with short, stout, spine-like hsirs 
nigromaculis (Ludlow). 
6. Apical lobe of sidepiece not elevated, a flattened area covered 
with fine short hairs; stem of clnspette with small stout seta 
near the apex. canadensis (Theobald). 
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Aplonl lobe distinctly eleveted 6* 
6. Sidepiece with a t\ift of long hnlr distnd of the apical 
lobe aurifer (Coquillett)• 
Sidepiece with no such tuft of hnir 7« 
7, Apical lobo with short, stout retrorse htsirs 8. 
Apioal lobe nearly bnre or v/ith long heirs 9* 
8. Baspl lobe nprrowly pttpched, covered with short hnirs and 
bearing a long stout spine spenceri (Theobald). 
Basel lobe broadly ettpched, v/ith long fine hairs »»nd a 
single weak spine sticticus (l-ieigen). 
9, Filament of claspette with a retrorse spine near the 
middle trivittstus (Coquillett). 
Filament of claspette without a long retrorse spine 10. 
10. Basal lobe vdth a single stout spine on the mnrgin 11. 
Bpsal lobe v/ith E stout spines on the margin dors a lis (*^igen). 
Basal lobe with many stout, long spine-like hairs of nbout 
i 
equal length campestris Dyar and Knab. 
11. Dorsal surface of apical lobe with few or no short hpirs 12. 
Dorsal surface of apioal lobe ^ '/ith many short hairs...... 13. 
12. Filament of clespette expanded near the middle and with a 
tooth-like projection near the bpse... impiger ('"alker). 
Filament of claspette nprrow, ligulate, without a tooth-like 
projection dupreei (Coquillett). 
13. Claspette with the fil^pnent shorter than the stem pjad 
slightly angulnrly expanded pt the base..... fitchi (Felt and Young). 
Clespette with the filsnient PS long as or longer than the stem... 14. 
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14. FlUuMnt of clflspetts expanded end strongly asgulste near the 
middle flavescens (Uiiller) 
Filament expended but not engulate nenr the middle....... 15 
151 Filanfflnt of olaspette no longer than the stem; basnl lobes flat 
pnd quadrf^ngulrr. stimulans (.Valker) 
Filrment of clnspette longer than the stem; bpsal lobes 
conical riparius Dyar and Knab 
Key to the Species of Iowa Aedes - Larvae (fourth-stage) 
1, Pecten teeth evenly spaced 7 
Peoten with 1 to 3 of the distal teeth more widely spaced than 
the rest 2 
2, Ajnnl segment rin£;ed by dorsal pletej comb of fbout 9 teeth 
each with a long f^pical spine nigromaoulls (Ludlow) 
Anal segroent not ringed by dorsal plnte* 3 
3, Airtube at least 3i|- times as long ns wide; upper and lower head 
hairs multiple; Iptoral abdominal heirs single on segments 3 
to 5 cine reus itolgen 
Airtube no more than 3 times as long fs wide 4 
4, />ntennp enlarged on isho bpsi^l hnlf, hfir buft beyond the 
midc^le aurifer (Coquillett) 
Antenna not enlarged basslly, tuft before the middle 5 
5, Both upper and lower head heirs single; comb of ebout 9 scnles 
speneeri (Theobald) 
Both upper pnd lower head heirs double; Ipternl abdominal 
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hairs single beyond the second segment.. ripgrius Dynr and Knab. 
Both upper ?nd lowsr hood hairs neither double nor single.... 6. 
6* Lateral abdominnl hpirs double on first to sixth sagaonts; upper 
head heirs aiultiple, lower ones double flaveaoens (Mller), 
Lateral ebdominal hpirs on the first end second segments multiple, 
those on the third to fifth double; upper head hairs multiple, 
lower ones double (Meigen). 
7, Comb scales few in e single rov/ or an irregul^^r double row.. 8. 
Comb scales neny, usually prrenged in a triangulfir pptch 9. 
8, Ami gills very long and -craoheate; antemial hnir usually double, 
sometiBies single. dupreei (Coquillett). 
Anal gills short, ends rather rounded, trachea absent} antennal 
hair usually single triserirtus (Say). 
9* Anal segment ringed by dorsal plpte; upper and lower head hairs 
single} rnrl gills as long as or longer than anal segment 
trivittatus (Coquillett), 
Anal segment not ringed by dorsal plate... 10. 
10. Airtube at least 4 times as long as wide; head hairs multiple; 
lateral abdominal h^irs on first to sixth segments double 
fitohi (Felt and Young). 
Airtube not 4 tiras as long as wide 11. 
11. Anal gills much shorter than the anal seg::.Qnt, bud-like; 
head hairs single dorsalls (Lieigen). 
^nal gills not bud-like, nearly as long as or longer than the 
anal segment. 12. 
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12. Both pairs of head hairs single; lateral spines of a conb scale 
much shorter than the apicel spine impiger (y;alker)t 
Both pairs of head heirs ciultiple; nnal gills about as long as pnal 
segj.ientj Irtorrl cbdominal hrirs double on the first to fifth and 
single on the sixth segments canadensis (Theobald)* 
Both pair of hend hairs not multiple or single 13. 
13. Lower head hpirs single, upper ones double; laterpl abdominal 
hairs multiple on the first, double on second to fifth end single 
on sixth segments.. stimulans ('alkBr). 
Lower head hpirs single, upper ones multiple; anal gills sinall, 
somewhat shorter than anal segnant........... campestris Dyer and Knab. 
Lower head hpirs usually double, upper ones multiple; anal 
gills longer than pnal segment, slender stictious (I'elgen). 
Aedeg aurifer (Coquillett) 
Culex purifer Coquillett. Can. Snt. 35:255. 1903. 
lieeognition chpr^oters; The females hsve black unhanded tarsi* The 
niesonotvuii has a fairly wide dark brown median stripe^ the area each side of 
this stripe covered with golden ecsles. Lower inosepinierfil bristles pre 
absent pnd the wings ere dark-scplGd. 
The meles have simple claspers and distinct apical and bfsal lobes 
on the sidepieces. There is a prominent tuft of long hair on each 
sidepiece distad of the apical lobe* 
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The pecten of the lervn hns a few detached teeth end the ennl segnvent 
i8 unrlnged by the dorsal plcte. The nntexinde are expanded on the basal 
hslf, nnd hpve the tiift beyond the middle, 'ilie upper nnd lower hsnd 
hairs are double. 
Distribution; The only lowe record is from P single locality 2 
miles north of : arquette nepr the mouth of the Yellow HiTer. 
Biologicnl notes; Little is known of the biology of this species 
in Iowa. According to Dyar (1904) the winter is spent in •che egg stpge; 
there is e single annual generation and the Iprvae connionly live in wnter 
of orpnberry bogs. Owen (1937) fovmd larvp.e in cranberry bogs pnd in 
pools from melting snow in I'iiinesota. His larval records were for May 9 
pnd Iptest ndult records were for July 17. The only Iowa record is that 
of females captured while biting in a flooded woods on I'p.y 26, 1940. 
Adult Aedes trivittptus, stimulans, vexana end sticticua wore captured 
along with those of aurifer. 
Importpnce; /although females of purifer bite viciously they have 
been encountered with such rarity in Iowa as to rnte them relatively 
vmimportant• 
•Aedes cacipestris Dyar and Knab 
Aedes campestris Dyar end iCncb. Jour. N. Y. Ent. Soc. 15:213. 1907. 
Recognition char^'oters: Females of cempestris may be conl'used with 
those of A. dorsalisj they are, however, considerpbly larger and generally 
more yellow. The proboscis is blacic and unbonded. The legs sre pale 
with the tersi darker and have bnnds on both ends of the segments. 
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The nwsonotum is blnok; scales on (• broad median stripe brown, those each 
side of the stripe yellowish end those on the sides brown. 
The mrles hpve simple clsspers. nidepieoes with distinct bpsal and 
npical lobes: rpical lobes with long fine heirs and bfsal lobes with 
long stout spine-like hnirs. 
The l«rvpe have the lower heed hairs single, the upper ones multiple, 
firtube nbout Zg times as long as wide* /nal segment not ringed by 
dorsal plate and the anal gills somewhat shorter than anal segment. 
Distribution; The records of oampestrls fte from 5 covtnties all in 
the northwestom section of the state, 
Diolopical notest Little information is available on the life 
historv of this species. In Kontana, ^ail (1934) reported that adults 
were taksn from L'ay to the middle of July, In Utah, published notes by 
Knowlton and ilowe (1935) reported collections of this species from April 
to October, Uwen (1937) stated that adults persist in Mnnesote through 
most of the sumiiar; the latest record was August 15, Dviring these 
investigations adults were trken only in L'py and June, The winter is 
spent in the egg st^ge; no data are available on the number of generations. 
Mail (1930) reported that the eggs of this species can withstand extremely 
adverse conditions. 
In Montana the preferred Irrvpl breeding pieces, according to Mail 
(1934), wore «^lkaline pools in the more prid sections. Owen (1937) 
found larvae from April 25 to July 19 mostly in temporary rain pools. In 
Iowa they were found only in temporarj' rain pools, animal tracks filled 
with water and in low areas covered with shallow sheet water. Collections 
were made in Mpy and June. Larvae of other species found in association 
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with those of ompestrla were A. dorealis, vexena, A» trivittptua, 
P. ciliatn Pnd Ci. -cpraalia, 
Importenoe; The fomplea of CBmpeatrla will bite whenever their 
haunta ere invndod. In Iowa they have not been encountered in l^rge 
numbers end are oonaidered reletiTely unimportant. 
Aedea oanadengia (Theobald) 
Culex canadensia Theobnld. Mon. Culic. 2:3. 1901. 
Keoognition chrrpctera t The females are enaily recognized by 
their reddish-brovm iMsonotum «nd legs v/ith white rings on both enda 
of terse 1 sognieiits. The wint; sonles pre ell derk. 
The mples hpve simple clnapers. The apicrl lobe of the sidepioce is 
distinct but not eleveted, being a flattened cres covered vfith fine short 
hair. 3teir. of clpspette v/ith short stout setpe near the apex. 
Upper pnd lower hesd hnira of the larvae multiple. '*irtube sbout 3 
tiinea PS long es wide, pecten evenly spaced. Comb scales meny in a 
triangular pntch. Lflterfl hairs of the pbdominnl segioents double on 
first to fifth, single on sixth. 
Distributions '. opn^densis hps been tpken from 13 localities in 
southeest, epst centrpl, northenst, centr"l nnd west oentrpl sections of 
Iowa* It is believed to bo widely distributed in the stste. 
Biologicpl notes; The winter is spent in the egg stnge and thera is 
a single generntion P yesr. 'dults were t-^ jcen comnonly in Wny and a 
few 88 Ipte PS the middle of June. »11 our records are frrai wooded areas 
where the ferwles were cnught biting during dnylight hours. 
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The eggs appfirently hntoh over n oonsiderable period in the spring. 
The enrliost I'-rvel records ft hnnd are for Mprch 30 and the Iptest T.!8y 22. 
I.^ost of our Isrvpl records are from woodIpnd pools or streairibed pools in 
wooded "rePS; a few ore from spring pools in more or lesr; open country. 
Larvpe of the other species usually found with those of canadensis were 
T. inomft'-, _A. punctipennis, A. vexnns, _C. restunns nnd _C. sf lingrius. 
Importrnce; This species is not an importpnt pest in IOV/P rlthough 
it is bothersome for a short period in the spring in oertpin southeastern 
localities. 
ftedes cine reus J.:ieigen 
Aedes cinereus k'eigen. Syst. Besohr. Eur. Zweifl. Ins. 1:13. 1818. 
hecognition charpcters; The female is a SHIBII reddish-brown mosquito 
with unbonded tarsi, xesonotum reddish-brown covered with small golden 
scales, '"ing scples dark. '>ch abdondnal segment hps a very nrrrow, 
bpsal white b^nd; the:;e join on the sides to give the abdomen a continuous 
white Irternl line on each side. 
The mple clas^jer is furcpte pt the base pnd inserted before the 
apex of tho sidepiece. Both the meles and femnles hpve the palpi shorter 
than the proboscis. 
The larvae hpve the Ipst 6 teoth of tiie pecten detnched. Anal seg­
ment not ringed by the platej the gills are long and tapering. Both 
upper and lower heed hairs multiple. The lateral abdominal hpirs are 
double on the first and second nnd single on the third to sixth segments. 
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Dlatribution: Records of this species nre from 10 locfllitles widely 
sopttered over the efistem two-thirds of the stnte. Kone hnve been tsken 
west of a line between Clpy Rnd Union Counties. 
Biological notes: A.cinereus spends the winter months in the egg 
atfgfi and there is apparently n single generntion pnnually. Females 
were tPken from Lpy 10 until July 20 in wooded erees or open places 
near woods. '11 biting records are for dnylight hours. 
Llost of the Iprval records pro for 'pril, the earliest one April 5 
pnd the latest July 12, LPTval hfbitpts appear to be quite varied. L'ost 
of the collections were from temporary spring pools in more or less open 
country} others were from woodland pools and streaiiibed pools. One 
collection v/as from the borders of a permanent pond "nd one fror. the 
icprgins ol' " mrrsh. "^ssocipted v/ith cinereus in these hnbitsts were 
larvae of ?. vexpns, inornata, '. dorsplis and _C. taraalis. 
Importance: . cinereus was never encountored in numbers sufficient 
to be considered importpnt. 
Aedes dors a lis (i -eigen) 
Guleo: dorselis t^igen. Syst. fieschr. Bek. Eur. Zweifl. Ins. 6:242, 1830. 
Itecognition characters: This species is a nedium-sized buff-colored 
mosquito, i'he feiijiles have pale b'nds on both ends of 'che •carsal seginents 
and the wings have both dark and light scales evenly intermingled except 
on the third voin where they arsj nearly all black. The iifisonotum is black 
covered with white acples except on P rel' tively narrow niedien stripe 
where they are bright brown. The ebdoi-fin is usually covered with incite 
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sonles and there nre 2 large quadrf^te p^^tohes of black ones on the dorsal 
surface of ench segiiient. 
The mnles hnve siiuple elaspsrs. /^picpl and bf^sal lobes of the 
sldepieoes distinctly elevrted; 2 stout spinos ore present on the margin 
of the basal lobe. The filpuients of the olrspettes are somewhat expanded 
but not angul^te. 
Both upper pnd lower head hairs of the Irrvae ere single, Fecten 
teeth evenly spaced. Comb scples pre numorous and the nnal gills ere 
short and bud-like. 
Distribution; '. dorsaIis hps beon tpken in P11 sections of the 
state except in bhe extreme southeast pnd southwest. It sppears to be 
much jTiore cor.i. on in tho v/ostem hp If, 
Biological notes; According to Mail (1934) the eggs are laid either 
on the watei- or on the surface of the soil in low, damp depressions. Each 
time such areas become flooded new broods of Ipnrae are produced. In this 
manner several broods of adults pre produced each yonr. The winter is 
spent in the egg stpge. In Iowa pt least '6 broods of rdults hpve been 
recorded at P typicpl breeding area nopr unawa. 'dults were taken from 
May 10 to August 12 rnd the feiTiales v/ere found to attack viciously arqr 
time they were encountered. 
Larvae were found from April 29 until July 20, being more comiuon in 
June. Vhe Iprvnl habitats were mostly temporary rain pools or sheet water 
areas in low ppstures. In one instance larvae were t<^k»n along the borders 
of a cattail marsh end in another from the inprgins of P permanent pond. 
Generally found associated with dorsalis larvae were those of '. vexans, 
Z.* ^'Ornnta, trivittatus, tarsalis and '. punctipennis. 
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Importgneo t A. dorsalls Is one of the moBt importpnt peat ciosqultoea 
in western irrigated sections of the country. In IOWB it is en importfint 
pest in oertcin nrers olong the :'issouri Eiver vnlley. In Utsh, Msdison, 
Knowlton end i owe (1936) showed '"hie specios to be pble to transmit 
experimentplly the virus of equine encephplomyelitis. The reletionship of 
dorsalis to this diseese in IOWB is not known. 
iedes dupreei (Coquillett) 
Culex dupreei Coquillett. Cnn. Ent. 36:10. 1904. 
Recognition chflrecters; dupreei is o smell, dork mosquito with 
unbended trrsi. It is the only Iowa species with « relatively wide 
median bpnd of silvery scsles on the .'Kesonotuiri. 
The males hnve simple clespers. Both the bnsnl and apical lobes of 
the sidepiece ere distinct, the former nearly bare and the latter with 
long hairs rnd 1 stout spine, Claspettes with their filaments long and 
ligulate. 
The larvae have distinctively long anal gills (4 times as long as 
an«l segment, Dyar [l928j ) which are tracheate. 
Distribution; This 8i)ecie8 was tsken only at Des Moines, iiost of 
the records for the United States pre from the 'tlnntic pnd Gulf states. 
Biolo^-icpl notes: I othing is known of the biology of this species 
in Iowa. Our record is from a light trap cptch tr-ken on August 17, 1940. 
According to lloivard et al. (1917) the winter is spent in the egg strgo 
but these do not hatch in the snov/ water of early spring. The Isrvae 
live in teuiporpi^ rain pools and are h^rd to find because of their 
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hdblt of remclnlug nmong the trssh find leRves on the bottom. It is not 
an Important peat in lows. 
Aedes fltohl (Felt »nd Young) 
Culex fltchli Felt end Young. .Science, n.s., 20:312. 1904. 
Recognition chnrrctera; The female is e inediuin-sieed mosquito with 
basol white br-nds on the tnrsi (brond on the hind trrsi). Proboscis 
long, brownish-bleck. Sceles of mesonotum predominantly redt^ish-brown, 
rwther long nnd slender; intormingled in those pre spots or nrrrow lines 
of white sofiles. '^ntescutellpr spBce -.vhite-scpled. ''bdomen black with 
wide, bespl, white bonds, white scples soraetimas forming B mei^ipn line. 
Ving scfiles mostly dsrk v/ith numerous white ones on the costp,, subcoste 
pnd first vein. 
The moles hpve simple clpspers. "idepiece \vith both bespl nnd apical 
lobes distinct. Apical lobe with long hairs, bpsnl lobe heiry and with 
1 stout spine. Filnment of claspette shorter than the stem, somewhat 
angularly expanded pt the bpse. 
The IprvR h^s pn airtube pbout 4 times PS long as wide, fecten 
teeth evenly spaced. Comb sccles many. Both pnir of head hairs are 
multiple end the lateral ebdominel hairs on the first to sixth segments 
ere double. 
Distribution; Keoords were taken from 5 locplitiesj these are widely 
scattered over the northern hpIf of the stpte. 
Biological notesi The winter is passed in the egg stpge. According 
to Freeborn (1926), eggs are deposited on the muddy edges of grassy pools 
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or in the oraoks in the bottom of dried pools. There is one brood of 
adults a year. They appear to be more common in May but persist through 
the early summer months. Mating habits were described by Knab (1908). 
The larval records obtained during these studies are all for April. 
In all cases they were from pools produced by meltini^ snow in open country 
or in places somewhat protected by willows. vexans and JC. inornata 
larvae were found in assooiation with those of fitchi. 
Importance; In the mountain valleys of the western states A. fitchi 
is known to be an im ortant pest. In Iowa it does not occur in sufficient 
numbers to be important. 
Aedes flavesoens (Muller) 
Culex flavescens f«luller. Fauna Ins. Frid. 87. 1764. 
Recognition characters t A, flavescens is a large yellow mosquito. 
Legs generally yellow-scaled, the tarsi darker and with broad basal white 
bands, \bdomon wholly covered with dull yallow scales. Uesonotum with 
narrow yellowish scales and a wide median stripe of reddish-brown ones. 
The males have simple claspars. Both basal and apical lobes of side-
piece distinct; basal lobe with long fine hairs and a small stout spine. 
Filament of claspette as long as the stem, expanded and strongly angulate 
near the miadls. 
The larvae have the last 2 or 3 teeth of the pecten detached from the 
rest. Anal segm^^nt not rint;,ed by the plate. Upper and lower head hair* 
usually multiple. Lateral abdominal hairs double on first to sixth 
segments. Hairs of the airtube tuft plumose, 4 in number. 
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Distribution; t , f iBveseens is uncoia:on in loire. It wes taken at 
3 loofilities in the north centrpl nnd 1 in weat centrpl Iowa. 
BiologiCBl notes; This species overwinters in the egg st^ge end 
there is n single generetion ennuelly. Not much is known of its life 
cycle in lows. Adults were collected in T'ny pnd June but they are known 
to persist until July 24 in Minnesota, Dysr (Iy2i5p), Knil (1934) reported 
thft the feiTiPles nttpck cpttle more readily thrn they do humfins, biting 
during the dpy or enrly evening. During these studies femeles were teken, 
on 2 instfnces,biting in full sunlight during the morning hours. 
LPi*vee were found in temporery pools pnd in mprshes in the spring; 
the Iptest record was Mny 4, These hnbitpts were P11 in the more open and 
flattor sections of north centrpl Iowa. Lnrvne of A. vexBna and T. inomota 
were found v/ith those of fiBvescens« 
ImportFnee; This species is not an importpnt Iowa jiest. 
Aedes impiggr (Walker) 
Culex impiger Vfalker. List. Dept. Brit, Mus. 1:6, 1848, 
Recognitiooa characters; This is a small, dark mosquito with black 
unhanded legs. The mesonotum of tho fomale has 2 median stripes of dark 
brown scales pnd is wliite-scaled on the sides, Abdomen black-scaled with 
broad basal white bpnds, ing scnles dork. 
The males have simple clpspers and the ppical lobe of sidepiece is 
long nnd slender. Filament of claspette shorter than the stem, with a 
sharp tooth-like projection near the base. 
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The larvae hfive evenly spaced peoten teeth. Both upper and lower 
head hairs single. Coni) of meny scales, gills only slightly longer 
than the pnnl segKiont. Ipteral pbdominal hoirs double on first to fourth, 
single on fifth and sixth segirents. 
Distribution; A. impiger was taken from 5 localities in the northern 
hp If of the stpte. 
Biological notes; Little is knovm of the biology of this rere species 
in lavR. 'dults wore taken only in May, Owen (1937) reported the latest 
Minneaotp record as June 24. It is undoubtedly an early spring species 
having a single snnupl brood of adults. The winter is spent in the egg 
stage. 
Eprliest larvae records for Iowa are Uarch 30 and latest April 29. 
All collections were from temporpry snow-iivpter pools in or near wooded 
areas. Lprvae of A. vexens, A. canrdensis, A. stimulans and T. inomata 
were found v/ith those of impiger. 
Importance; This is not an important Iowa species. 
Aedes nigromaculiB (Ludlow) 
Grabhamla nigromeculis Ludlow, Geo. ;7esh. Univ. Bui. 5:85. 1907. 
Recognition characters; The females nre fairly large mosquitoes with 
wide, baspl, white brnds on the trrsal segriients. The proboscis is black 
with a ring of white scales near the middle. I'esonotum generally covered 
with yellowish scales and a wide median stripe of bronzy-brown ones; some 
brown scales are usually present on the sides. 
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The olaspers of the male nre slmplo. Sidepleoe with only the basal 
lobes dletinct pnd covered with short, stout, spine-like heirs. 
The anol se^aent of the IfirvB is ringed by the dorsal plate, Feoten 
with the lest 2 or 3 teeth detnohed from the rest. Upper aiid lower head 
hairs single. 
Distributiont This species has been tnken in all sections of the 
state. It is much more common and occurs in larger numbers in the western 
half of lows. 
Biologiccl notes; A. nigromaculis passes 'ohe winter in the egg 
stage. Adults were tr-ken from May 16 \mtil October 22, at least 3 broods 
being observed pt Onawa. The femples nre fierce biters and will sttack 
at flny time of clay or night in shaded or open i>rens. 
Larvae v/:5re found from ?apy 12 until Septojuber 6. These were taken 
plmost exclusively from temporsry rf^in pools or from sheet water following 
floods. In nil cases the hsbitats were in open places. Larvae of other 
species most com only foimd in association with those of nigromaculis 
were A. vexms, A. trivittatus, i. cilinte pnd C. tprsalis. 
ImportanceAedes nigrompculis is a severe pest of man and animals 
in certain western Iowa localities. The demonstration by iSadsen et al. 
(1935 and 1936), that the vims of equine encephplomyelitis can be 
transmitted by this mosquito, increases its importance. 
^'edes riparius Dyor rnd Knab 
Aedes riparius Dyar and Knab, Jour. N. Y. Ent. Soc. 15:213. 1907. 
Mo adults of riparius were token during these inveetigntions. 
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The follovring reoorda are based upon full-grcnm Inrvse from 3 looelitlea 
which fit perfectly the published descriptions of this species. 
Kecognition cherpctersi The femele Is e rnedlun-slted mosquito with 
broad, white, besal bends on the trrsl. Mesonotum with brown scnles; 
white ones usuplly present on the sides rnd entescutellfr spflce, 'bdonen 
black: with white brssl b^nds, the segments more or less freckled with 
white scfiles. 
The mples hpve simple clsspers. Both basal snd apicpl lobes of 
sldepiece pre well developed, the former conlcpl in shnpe with n stout 
spine surrounded by long heirs. Fllement of clespette longer then the 
stem, curved. 
The lanra hes a few of the dlstnl pecten teeth displaced from the 
others. Anal se-jnont not ringed by the plnte; gills rpther short end 
pointed, iiead hairs both double. Comb scales few. In an Irregulpr rowj 
eech individunl scple with a long centrnl spine. 
Distribution; Iowa records are from central end east centrnl locali­
ties. 
Biological notes: Kothlng Is known about the adults in Iowa. Dyer 
(19ZSb) reported finding them einerging In 'finnesota on May 22 9nd Owen 
(19^7) collected n specimen on June 12. The winter is passed In the egg 
stage end there la app^rontly s single brood ennuplly. 
According to Dyer (1923b) the Inrvee live in spring pools usually In 
prairie regions. Our records ere all for .'pril nnd were token from 
temporery Bno;v-wnter pools in open country. LexTae of A. vexans and T. 
Inornpte were collected with those of ripi-^rlus. 
Importance t This species is not an Important pest in loare. 
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Aedes speneerl (Theobald) 
Culex spenoarii Theobald. Mon. Culicidee 2:99. 1901. 
Recognition oharpoters; This is n medium-sized grayish mosquito with 
unhanded tarsi. i.lesonotum generally yellowish-white-sea led end with a 
broad, short, reddish-brown medinn stripe, /bdomen black abore, v/ith 
bpsal white b^nds on the segments end an inooniploto median stripe of 
white sofiles. '/Inge with black and white so'les; those on the costa, first^ 
third and fifth veins nenrly all black. 
The msles hive simple clpspers. Bnsal find apical lobes of the side-
piece distinct, the letter with short retrorse heirs. Bnsal lobes 
narrowly ettnched with short hnirs end 1 long, stout spine. Pil8F«nt of 
claspette shorter then stem, sickle-shaped. 
In the larvfi 2 or 3 of the pocten teeth are deteched from the rest. 
Anal segment not ringed by the plete} the snel gills about twice as long 
as anal segment. Upper end lower heed heirs single. Comb of about 9 
scales in an irregular double row. 
Distribution; A, spenceri was tetoen from 3 localities in the east 
central, central end west central sections of the stfte. 
Biological notes; This species overwinters in the egg stage. There 
appears to be n single generation of edults which enarge in the spring. 
Owen (1937) reported taking adults as lete as Septeniber 15 in Minnesota; 
the Irtest Iowa record is July 13. It is evident thet the adults live 
for a considereble length of time. In Montana Mail (1934) reported the 
females to be especially vicious biters and rated spenceri as one of the 
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5 most Importont sp«oles* In lowd femeles hnTe been oolleeted while 
biting during deylight nnd evening hours, in full sunlight snd in dark, 
shaded woods. 
Lervse were found only in April; r,hoy were tnken from tempornry rnin 
pools in low ppstures. T. inompto was the only species found essocieting 
with apenceri iii these Irrvsl hsbitcts. 
Importpnoe; A. spenoeri is not regarded ns en important pest in 
Iowa* 
Aedes stiotlous (Meigsn) 
Culex stiotious ^igen. Syst. Beschr* Bek* Bur* Zweifl. Ins* 7:1* 1838. 
This species hns been referred to es Aedes hirsuteron (Theobpld) in 
most of the /'mericpn litersture. In 1932 Kdwards listed hirsuteron 
(Theobpld) as P synonym of A, sticticus (Meigen). It seezns advisable 
to follow Edwards in the use of the npme sticticus for this species. 
Recognition charpcterst A, sticticus is a medium-sized, grayish-brom 
mosquito. Females with unbended tsrsi. fdesonotum with brovm sonles on a 
broad median stripe, a short stripe pbovo the bose of the wing pnd on the 
pronotpl '^rops; otherwise the scples pre yellowish white, Bespl white 
bpnds of abdominal segnents narrow, extended tripjngul»rly on the sides. 
Wing scples dprk} P few light ones may be present on the costs or sub-
costa. There is P considerpble rnnge of size in the pdults of this 
species v/hioh led Dypr (1919) to describe the smaller foxnn as A. vin-
nipegensis. Later (1923c and 1928) he considered vinnipegensis to be a 
race of A, hirsuteron. Both the Iprge and small forms occur in Iowa. 
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The peoten teeth of the Isrvfi are evenly spooed. ^nel segment not 
ringed by dorssl plitte; gills longer then enel segirent nnd slender. Comb 
of insny sceles* Lower heed heirs usuelly double, upper ones mnltlple. 
Leteral ebdoninal heirs double on the first to fifth segments, single on 
the sixth* 
Distributiont lowe records are from namy loeelltles ^long the Mis­
sissippi end Des Idoines Rivers* Speoiinens heva f^lso been teken from 
I^itohell pnd Voodbury Counties* 
Biologioel notes: This species overwinters in the egg strge ''nd 
there is but 1 generftion a yepr, Adults hpve been t^ken from May 3 
to July 26* Large numbers of females were encountered during Mry and 
Jime in wooded arors along the Mississippi Kiver* They bite very 
viciously end on a few occasions caioe out of the woods into bright 
sunshine to attack* 
It is evident, from l^inral records, that sticticus prefers flood 
pools and woodland pools in which to breed* Larvae have been found 
from 'pril 27 until June 16, often occurring in large numbers in flood 
pools along the wooded areas bordering the Mississippi and Des :iolnes 
Kivers* The Iprvee of other species often found in associption with those 
of sticticus were . vexnns, '. trlvittp-tus, T. inornpta and £. tarsalis* 
Importance; Because of the abundance and the vicious nature of 
the females, this species is an important pest during l.vy and June in 
the wooded preas along eastern Iowa rivers. 
Aedes stimulanjj (Walker) 
Culex stimulens Y/alker* List. Dipt. Brit. Mus* 1:4* 1848* 
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Raoognltlon ohar«eterg> This species is one of the larger, brownish 
species with v.'ide brsal white brnds on the tnrsi. Last 2 segments of 
front tarsi pnd last sejjuient of midtlle tarsi wholly dprk. Tiesonotiun 
generally v/ith narrow, brownish acples above and yellowish scales on the 
sides and sntescutellpr space; « few spots of yellowish scales may be 
mixed with the brown dorsal ones. Abdomen black-scnled, segments \Tith 
wide, basal, vrhite bands* Fomales may somotinies be confused with 
A. fitchi but the presence of 3 or 4 lower mesepinioral bristles will 
separate it from this species. 
The mples hpve simple clflspers. Basel and apical lobes of side-
piece distinct; brsal lobe rather flat, quadrangular, covered with short 
hairs pnd berring P. Irrge spine. Claspette with the filament about as 
long as the stem, expanded nerr -che middle but not nngulate, 
Pecten teeth of larva evenly spaced, none detached. Coni) scales 
many. Anal segj:«nt not ringed by dorsal plate; gills slightly longer 
than the segment. Upper head hairs double, lower ones single. Lateral 
ebdomincl hairs multiple on the first, double on second to fifth and single 
on sixth segizients. 
Distribution; Most of the records are from eastern Iowa ranging 
from Louisa County north to Allamakse. Jieoords are also available from 
1 central and 1 southwestern county. 
Biological notes: This species passes the winter in the egg stage 
and there appears to be n single annual brood. Adults were commonly 
encountered in the wooded areas along creeks and rivers in oastern Iowa. 
The earliest adult records were taken on May 11 and the latest 'ugust 1, 
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indloattng • rather long adult life. The females pre violous biters and 
on severe 1 occpsions followed the writer out of wooded shady rreao into 
the sunshine to bite. 
Lprrae were foiind from L'nroh 30 until July 18. Most of the collec­
tions were from temporery woodlr.nd pools or flood pools elong the wooded 
borders of rivors. vexans, *. stictious nnd trivittptus Isrvpe 
were oom only found in the pools with those of stimulflns» 
Importance: This is a rr-ther iraportr.nt spring and er-rly sum ,or pest 
in the wooded preps of eastern IOV/P. Brody (1936) showed thnt ', stimuleiis 
may harbor the virus of fowl-pox for about 2 D^ys after MI infective meal 
and may spread the discse by interroittent feeding on healthy birds. 
Its relationship to the inoidenoe of this disease in Xowp is not known* 
Aedes triseriftus (Say) 
Culex triserietus Say. Jour. Acad. Nnt. Sci. Phila. 3!l2. 1823. 
Recognition cherpcters; The faniPle is p smell derk mosquito with 
unbended legs end the sides of the mesonotum white. Iroboscis black. 
Wing scales black. Femora light on" the bassl hnlf f>nd v/ith a few white 
so<^le8 on the distnl ends, otherwise the legs pre blpck. The .-nesonotal 
median stripe of fine, dnrk-brown scales widens posteriorly to surround 
the antosoutellpr spnce. Sides of Tresonotum rnd Ttiprgins of rh© ante-
scutellpr space with silvery scles. 
The laflles have simple clpspers. Sidepiece with only the basal lobe 
distinct rnd with p tuft of long hairs near the middle of the iimer surface. 
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The filninent of the olaspette is longer thsn the stem, llgulete end 
greduBlly tapered to a point. 
The pecten teeth of the IfliTrce nre evenly spaced. Comb sonles few, 
in Bn irregulrr double row. Upper heed hnirs single, lower ones in twos 
or threes; a multiple bi;ift is present in front of lower head hnirs. .'n»l 
segment not ringed by plate; gills short, about as long PS '•nal segment. 
Distribution: This speoies has been talran in prsctically ell 
sections of the state. It Is likely to be found wherever wooded areas 
occur. 
Biological notes: triseriatus passes the winter in the egg stage. 
The number of annual broods has not been definitely determined but the 
records suggest thpt at least Z may occur in Iowa. Adults have been 
taken from June 12 to Septeniber 26, Females were most frequently encounter­
ed in wooded areas; in a few instances, however, they were caught in 
open country quite distant from any woods. On 2 occasions females were 
caught while biting within a pf-rtiplly enclosed porch. 
The Iprvae pre known to live in the water which has collected in 
hollov/ stumps find tree holes; they pre also found occasionally in 
artificial contpiners (water barrels, etc.). It is the only speoies of 
Aedes in Iowa known to occur in tree holes. 
Importance; », triserirtua is a vicious biter, but fortunately 
does not occur in Iprge numbers. It is considered an important species, 
however, because of its ability to transmit the virus of equine 
encephalomyelitis (eastern strain), as shown by Davis (1940). The 
relationship of triseriatus to the incidence of this disease in Iowa is 
not known. 
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A»de8 trlTlttetua (Coquillett) 
Cule» trlvittntus Coquillett. Jour. N. Y. Ent, See. lOslSS. 1902. 
Recognition oherpcters•• This is a smnll, dnrk species with un­
bended trrsi. resonotum v/ith 2 prominent, sub-dorsBl stripes of yellowish 
scales; otherwise the scales are dark brown, /^bdominfll segments v/ith 
•ery nrrrow, brssl, white bends or none; segments with triangular pptches 
of white scales on the sides. Legs black. ' ing scples dark. 
The cltisper of the male is simple, 'picpl lobe of sidepiece small 
and bare; besel lobe SKPII with B few smell heirs «'nd 1 largo spine. 
Filp.nient of claspette with f> retrorse spine nepr the middle. 
The peoten teoth of larvee pre evenly spaced. Comb of many soeles. 
Anal segment ringed by the dorspl plate; the gills are long and topered. 
Both upper and lower head hairs single. 
Distribution: This species haa been trken in all sections of the 
•tpte. 
Biologicpl notes 2 . trivittptus passes -che winter in the egg 
•tage. There ere profapbly several broods of adults annuplly; «»t least 
3 were observed pt /^mes. The eprliest adult records pro for May 12 pnd 
the Iptest rieptember 25. ITie femples pre very aggressive pnd pre vicious 
biters. They were encountered in L^rge numbers in open plnces PS well 
as woofled sre^s, biting in the shnde and in full svmlight, from early 
morning hours until 11 p.m. To the writer the bite of trivittatus is 
more painful than thpt of other Aedes in the stpte; intense itching 
and burning continues for a considerpble period ofter the bite. 
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L»rT»e wer» found from M«y 10 imtil September 13 end were more 
oomnion from June until September. They ware tr>ken from e vprlety of 
hpbitots such as rt^in pools and sheet wrter, flood water from creeks, 
woodland pools, semipermpnent ponds and intermittent iriarshes. oil of 
these hfibitats were of « temporary or intermittent nature. Larvae of 
other species which were often found associating with those of 
trivittntus were A. vexans, f. oiliata, /. nigroir-aoulis, i . signipennis 
and £. t^rsalis. 
Importance; V.'ith the exception of some of the Psorophora, the 
bite of this species is much more painful then any other Iowa species. 
Its vicious nntiire, general distribution and the large numbers which 
are often encountered make it a very important Iowa pest. 
Aedes vexans (I'eigen) 
Culex Texans Meigen. Syst. Deschr. Bek. Bur. Zwaifl. Ins. 6:241. 1830. 
Recognition characters; This is a medium-sised brownish mosquito 
with very narrow b»isal vriiite bands on the tarsi. Proboscis black, fioso-
notum entirely covered with narrow brown scales, sometimes lighter in 
color on the rntesoutellnr space, 'bdominal segments black-scpled with 
wid% bfisal, white bpndsj these bands usually have a V-shaped notch on 
the median line. The wing scales pre dark. 
The clflsper of the male is furcpte on the distpl end. The side-
pieces are unique in that neither the apical nor basal lobes are distinct. 
The claspette is without a filament. 
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The ITT* hes »t lenst Z of the distal peoten teeth detnched from the 
rest. The PHBI seEment is not ringed by the plnte end the gills Kre longer 
thsn the rnnl segment. Upper hepd hrirs multiple, lower ones double. 
Leterpl nbdominHl hrirs on the first pnd second sogments multiple, on 
the third to fifth double, on the sixth single. 
Distribution; ". vexms occurs throughout the stete. 
Biological notes: This species spends the winter in the egg stnge 
in the mud of pools nnd depressions of grpssy open inepdowa. Most workers 
Bgroe thft ell of the eggs do not hntch pt one flooding and thpt there 
may be successive '.i^'tches of eggs of the some pge. Thus whenever a 
regular breeding arep becoraos flooded P new brood of Iprvpe pppesr. 
"Aorkers nre not in sgreeiaont, however, PS to whether or not the eggs 
will hptch during the seme yecr in which they are oviposited, lienrle 
(1926) pnd Mail (1934) reported thst freezing temperatures appeered to 
be necessary before hrtohing of the eggs oould tpke plpoe. On the other 
hand, Freeborn (1926) and Clark (1936) reported that the eggs will hatch 
during the same season in which they pro laid if covered with water. 
Adults may be found in lomra throughout the sum^er; our earliest 
record is for April SO end the Iptest November 3. The females pre quite 
aggressive and will liite whenever they are encoimtei^d. They hpve not 
been found biting indoors. 
The eerliost record for larval breeding in Iowa is April 5 and the 
latest October 3, Collections of larvae vrere taken from many types of 
habitpts such as narshes, streambed pools, mnrgins of perinanent ponds, 
woodland pools and oven artificial receptacles. Perhaps the most favored 
habitat, however, was that of temporary water on low areas of open pastures. 
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In suoh plftees they w«re often found in unuaunl numbers nnd in appnrently 
pure populations. In the spring they wsre generally found essocinting 
with larvpe of T. inorn>'tf? and during the 8u;;.r,Rr «nd e»rly fall with 
those of triviti.ftua, C, tprsalis, punctipennis, P. ciliatf and 
Importpnoe; Aedes vexana ia a very important Iowa mosquito. Not 
only is it the major pest species but it has been shown by Ten Broeok 
and Lierrill (19S5) ^ nd D^vis (1940) to be able -co transmit experiinente 1 ly 
the virus of equine enoephflonyelitis. Should vexpns prove to be a 
natural vector of this disense its abundrnoe end widespread distribution 
within RHE strte would create P serious problem in the control of this 
diaepse. 
Genua Culex Linnaeua 
Culex Linnaeua. Syat. Nat. ed. 10:602. 1758. 
The members of this genus may be aepnrpted from those of other Iowa 
genera by the presence of the following combinntion of chrrpcters: 
Adult with 8 trilobed scutellum; pbdomen of the femple bluntly rounded 
et the tip; spirrculpr pnd post-spireculpr bristles absent; lower 
mesepiiernl bristles usually 1 (r^^rely 2 or 3); second morginal cell 
more than hp If PS long as its petiole. In the terminal appendages of 
the male the claspettes uid basal lobes of the sidepieces are lacking. 
The airtube of the larva is usually long and slender and beers several 
hair tufts or long, single heirs. 
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This is a lurge genus of world-wide distribution, being especially 
rich in speoies in the tropics* In loirn, 6 species are known to occur* 
The femnles of some of -chose, prrticulprly £, pipiens, C. restuans end 
C« SfllinTius, are often quite siinilpr in appearance and unless the 
speoinens pt hand are typicplly mprked it is necessary to rely on the 
terminelie of The mples for positive identification. 
Key to the Species of lown Culex - Females 
1* Frobosois and tarsal segments ringed v/ith white socles 
tarsalls Coquillett* 
Proboscis and tarsi not ringed with white scales... 2. 
2* Outstanding scples on the branches of the second vein distinctly 
broadened; small dark species with broad, pppresaed, dusky or 
pale scales on the occiput erraticus (Pypr and Kneb). 
Outstanding scries on the branches of the second vein long and 
slender; scales of the occiput mostly slender end curved; larger 
speoies; thorax light brown to reddish............... 3* 
3* Dorsal surfaces of abdominal segments with narrow, apical bands 
of white scales... apioa.lis Adams* 
Ko apical bands on the dorsal surface of abdaminal segments.. 4, 
4* Dorsal surface of abdominal segments unbended or with faint, 
basal bands of yellowish scales; mesonotum reddish, evenly 
covered with uniform, minute, reddish scales... salinariuB Coquillett, 
Dorsal surface of abdominal segments with prominent basal bands of 
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5* &i»ao(notum bronn in ground color, covered with uniformly-colored 
yellowish-brown, small, slender scales; Bbdominol bands usually 
rounded on their posterior mrrgins, nnrrcwer toward the sides 
• pipiens Linnaeus 
Jtosonotum reddish-brown in groimd color v/ith reddish and yellowish-
white scales; the yellowish-white SCPIQS usually present along the 
sides, on the antesoutellpr space and on 2 spots near the 
middle; abdominal bnnds not rounded or narrowed at the sides 
restuenc Theobald 
Key to the Species of Iowa Culex - Kales 
1* Lateral plates of mesosome v/ithout processes, united by a 
slender bridge some distance before their apices; apices bearing 
several small, rounded tubercles... apicalis Adams 
Lateral plrtes of mesosome with processes; not united by a 
slender bridge 2 
2. /pical lobe of sidepiece divided; posterior division with 5 
or 6 slender filaments and f broad, fan-shpped one; anterior 
division vfith 2 strong tuberacles each terminating in a long, 
stout, capitpte filament erraticus (Dyer and Knab) 
Apical lobe of sidepiece not divided..... 3 
3. Epical lobe with 8 appendages; base of tenth stemite extended 
on each side forming a short, nearly straight arm., pipiens Linnaeus 
Apicftl lobe of sidepiece with 5 or 6 appendages; basal arms of 
tentli stemite long and curved..... 4 
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4. Itososome divided, eaoh Isteral piste oonsisting of 2 long, eword-like, 
medlvn prooesees end a shorter Ipteral branch with 4 stout teeth 
teraelig Coquillett. 
UoBOBomal plntes without long sword-llke, r><edlen processes 5. 
5. h'«ao8omel plfite with a row of 6 or 7 stout teeth on the epexj 
dorsnl rrm of the plpte bent pt P right angle in the middle, 
thumb-like, shprply pointed salinpriua Coquillett. 
Meaosomcl pl^te without apical teoth; enoh plate oonsisting of a 
long, blvintly-tipped, terminal erm and e shorter curved lateral 
arm. restuana Theobald. 
Key to the Species of Iowa Culex - Larvae (fourth-etrge) 
1* Antenna with the hair tuft plpoed pt or nenr the middle 
restuana Theobald. 
Antenna with hair tuft placed well beyond the middle 2. 
2. Both pair of head hairs not multiple 3. 
Doth pp.ir of heed heirs multiple.. 4. 
3m Both pair of head hnirs single apicplis Mams. 
Lower head hnirs single, upper ones short and multiple 
.erratious (Dyar and Knab). 
4. ^ irtube '.vith 5 ppirs of hair tufts which pre long and ferthored, 
none out of line teraalis Coquillett. 
Airtube with 4 or 5 pairs of heir tufts; the next to the Inst 
pair more dorselly placed and out of lino vrith the rest.. 5* 
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5. /Irtube 1 or Q times rs long es wide; upper head ht^irs usually 
in threes salinprius Coquillett, 
.'irtribe obout 4 times es long as wide; upper heed hsirs usunlly in 
fives pip lens Linnaeus • 
Culex apioalis Adams 
Culex epioelis AdPins. Kans. Univ. Sci, Bui. 2i26. 1903* 
The species described PS C. territcna "piker by Howard, Dyar and 
Knab in their }.?onogrflph of 1915 and ns C. testpceua Vpn der "Ailp by 
Dyar (1922) and Heerle (1926) v/ere those of C. apioplis fdaua. 
Kecognition char^'cters; This is a small broivnish mosquito. Both 
m«les and femples mpy bo ensily recognized by tho npicpl brnds of white 
scples on the dorsvim ol the Bbdominpl segments. These bands are some­
times represented by only P few white scries pnd epical white spots on 
the sides of each segment. 
The sidepieces of the male pre rpther long p.nd tapering, ''pical 
lobe with 2 oppitnte rods end nbout 5 bristles. Lnteral plptes of the 
mesosome with s group of smpll, rounded tubercles at their ppices; 
the pletes pre connected by a slender bridge neer their distpl hp If. 
The he*^d of the Iprvp is distinctly wider then long, /ntennp long 
and covered v/ith smell spinesj the tiift Inrg© end situnted beyond the 
middle. Both ppirs of hesd hpirs single. Lptoral hairs of abdominpl 
segments multiple on the first pnd second, double on the third to sixth. 
Airtube long and slender with tho pecten repching over tho bnspl one-
third and with b uair tults, tho Ipst one subepical. 
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PlBtrlbutlom C* apioplis occurs throughout the state. 
BiologlcBl notes; This species passes the winter »s hibemsting 
adults urtiioh beconw potive BS warm weather approaohes in the spring* 
Records of the sorisonal occurrence of the adults, based upon trap catches, 
indicate them to be rctive from June 1 \intil September 28. There are 
evidently sever"! gonorationa annually. This species was not ta]wn in 
any of the biting collections. 
Larvae were trken from April 14 until September 26. Most of the 
oollections were from permanent or intermittont ponds and iwrshes but 
in a fev; inst-nces the Inrvae were found in strer-nibed pools fnd along 
the grpssy borders of slow, pasture strepjns. These habitats were 
situf^ted in open country, woods ^nd populpted Rress. Other species 
whose Irrvae v/ere ol'ten found pssociating with those of apicrlis were 
A, ptmctipemiis, C. tsrsalis, quadrimaculntus, C^. salinarius, IJ. 
sapphirina md inomata« 
Importance; llie females of this species were not collected while 
biting. Shannon (1915) reported catching adults uriiile they were feeding 
on bullfrogs; it is possible that the cold~blooded vertebrptes are the 
preferred host of this species. C. apicplis is unimportant as P pest in 
Iowa. 
Culex erraticus (Dyar and Knab) 
Mochloetyrax erraticus Dyar and Knab, Jour. N, Y. Ent. Soo. 
14T224. 1906. 
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Recognition oharpoterst This is a smnll drrJc brown mosquito with 
most of the outstnndlng v/lng sceles distinctly broadened, especially 
those on the brsnohes of the 3eoond voin. Groxmd color of the i;«80notum 
dark brovm; scries yellov.'ish-brown to dark brown. Dorse 1 surfaces of 
the abdominal segments ooverod with dprk bronty scnles; there may be 
•mall bas^l spots of white sot^les along the median line ol' some segments* 
Occiput v/ith a centrpl triangulnr rrea of nerroir, yellow scales: these 
soples pre flunked on each side by areas of broad, dusky to white, 
appressed scales. 
In the mple the apical lobe of the sidepieoe is divided; the distal 
division has a broad, fen-shaped leaf pnd 7 filamentsj the proximal 
division has 2 stout tubercles each ending in a long, cpjiitnte filament. 
Inner mesosomal plate with 2 short, dorsally-extended projections and a 
long, ventrelly-extended, curved arm. 
The thorfix rnd abdomen of the larva are covered with very short, 
fine pile. Upper hepd hairs much shorter than the Iwer ones and 
multiple; lower head hpirs single, Airtube 5 or 6 times as long as wide 
with 5 pairs ol' hpir tufts beyond the pecten. The hair tufts become 
gradually smaller from the base toward the apex. 
Distribution; This species was taken generally over the state 
south of oodbury, Boone, Black Hawk pnd Dubuque Countios. 
Biological notes; "dults of erroticus were taken from J\me 29 
until .'ugust 4. In most cases they were encountered, in small numbers, 
in wooded sections near periiinnent ponds or marshes. The winter months 
are spent as hibernoting adults. 
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ThB lenree were found from Jiaie 5 xmtil September 15, being niuch 
more conuion in September, t.ost of the collections v/ere from permanent 
ponds contrining nbundnnt growths of floating squptic plsnts. In A few 
instnnces Irrvre were found in permanent njprshes end in tho nrrrow, mprshy 
borders fround Ipkss. Most of those hpbitrts were situated in or near 
wooded sreps. Generr^lly spepking the Ipirvrl hebitets of errrticus 
olosely resemble tliose of qupdrirapculyituB. Lervpe of other species 
most com:-only found fissooioting with those of errrtious were f .quwdri-
mpculrtus, /• punctipennis, £• apicplis, tprsplis and IJ, anpphirina. 
Importance; The females timidly attempted to bite on a few occcsions 
when they were encountered in the field, C. erreticus is not considered 
an important Iowa pest. 
Culex pipiens Linnaeus 
Culex pipiens Linnaeus. Syst. Nat. ed. 10:602. 1758. 
Recognition charBcters; The femnles of pipiens are often very 
difficult to sepfrrt© from those of C. rostuans, especially if the 
specimens at hand pre not t;vpically mariced. The following chprpcters 
may be used v/ith some success to identify this species. T'esonotum brovm 
in ground color, tho icples generally golden brown except for P few on 
the pnteacutellpr space v/hioh may be yellowish. 'Vhite bands on the dorsum 
of Rbdominal segiaents rounded on their posterior margins, becoming 
nprrower on the sides. 
In the male, the spicel lobe of the sidepiece bears 8 filaments--
'6 rods, 3 sharply-pointed bristles, a flpttened filament end a leaf-like 
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filnment. Leteral »nn of tenth sternite short nnd nearly straight, Inner 
mesosomal plpte with 2 long prms, one extending; dorsplly end one Inter-
ally from the msin body of the piste, 
Ihe IprvB hfls both psirs of head hnirs multiple. Antennsl tuft 
large situj'ted beyond the middle, Laterpl abdominal hairs multiple 
on the first and second, double on the third to sixth segments, ^irtube 
about 4 or 5 times as long as wide. Four hair tufts present, the next 
to the last one dorsad of the rest rnd out of line. 
Distribution; This species w»>8 found in all sections of the state. 
It undoubtedly breeds wherever its favored habitats occur. 
Biological notes; The v/inter is passed in the adult stnge in 
places affording protection froin the cold. The nature of the hiber­
nating quarters in lov^a has not been investigated. In Kinneaota, Ov/en 
(1937) reported finding enormous numbers of hibernating adults in a 
large mushrooa cave, in cellars, basements and other wnria places near 
hxanan habitations. It is likely thrt in lovfa they seek similar places 
in which to spend xhe winter. Lecords indicrte that the adults are 
active throughout •che se'^son, the earliost record boing May 31 and the 
latest October 26. There are several generations annually. 
Larvae were found from liny 10 until September 30. Habitat records 
show that pipiens breeds heavily in rain-barrels and in intermittent or 
permanent water of ponds, pools and artificial receptacles "round dumping 
grounds and sewers. In a few instances the lajrvae were found in 
interndttent pools and strearibed pools not associated with dumpage. 
Lajrvae of ••. punctipennis, C. rosturns and C, trrsalis were oom;!!only 
found associating; v/ith those of pipiens. 
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Importpnoet C^, pipiena is known as the con on house mosquito of 
northern United Stntes. It readily enters houses in senrch of food 
during the evening hours end is e serious problem in son® ol' the larger 
industrial cities of the country. In IOWA it is en rnnoying pest in 
soma of the Isrger cities along tho "ississippi RiTer, In eddition 
to its iir.portpnce PS B pest, pipiens is KNO-I-M ^0 become reedily in­
fected with the peresitic orgnnisins of bird melerie and Kligler et al« 
(1929) have shown thet the virus of fowl-poic can be transmitted by 
this species* 
Culex restuans Theobald 
Culex restuans 'Jheobnld. Mon. Cul. 2:142* 1901. 
In many of the /.merican publications on mosquitoes this species 
hPS been described under tho npme Culex territans ".'filker, the name 
Culex restuans Theobrld usually being considered synonymous with 
territans. In 1932 r.dwards reported thrt the synonyny of territans and 
restuans was doubtful and that the npme £. rosturns Theobsld should 
be restored. 
Recognition chrrrcters; The adults of this species are easily 
confused with those of C. pipiens end _G. SPlinprius. Typicpl specimens 
may usuplly be recognized by the presence of the follov/ing oharocters: 
Mesonotum reddish-brown in ground color with small reddish-brown scales 
and somewhat longer yellowish ones. The yellowish scales pre usually a-
loig the anterior margin, along the sides, on the antescutellar space 
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end on 2 round spots neer the middle of the mesonotrua. liRSftl white 
b-^nds of the ebdominpl segments somewhet irregular on their posterior 
murgins. Ugurlly they "re equslly "s wide pt the sides of the seginonts 
fls on the medisn line. 
The epicpl lobe of the sidepiece berrs 6 filrments—2 slender 
bristles, 3 rods snd a lesif, Mesosomnl plrte with no teeth on the 
apiopl portion but v/ith e long posterior snn pnd p shorter, curved, 
dorso-lnternl pirm. Tenth sternite crowned with s dense cluster of 
short, shprply-pointed spines. 
The entennr of the Iprvu hps the hoir tuft situpted at the middle. 
Upper end lower hepd hpirs Inrge, multiple pnd fenthered. A ppir of 
small tufts, usually of 2 or 3 hPirs, pre present in front of the upper 
head-hpirs. Airtube "bout 4 tidies as long es wide, with a small tuft 
on the epicpl third nnti with 2 or 3 ppirs of irregulrrly placed long 
single hPirs. 
Distribution: C, restusns occurs oomnonly throughout the state. 
Bioloi-;ioal notes: The overwintering females emerge from their 
hibernpting cuprtors pt the onset of wprm weather in the spring. The 
earliest record of acquits is May 6 pnd the Irtest October 2. There 
are apparently seveml genorptions annually. 
Lervae were found from Liey 4 until Septeriber 26, being more common 
in May and June, The larval hpbitats are similar to those of pipiens. 
Larvae were almost always found in dujnping ponds, sewers and artificial 
containers. They were also found to inheoit stroambed pools, intorinittent 
and permanent ponds, marshes and woodland pools much more frequently 
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thBn wore those of piplens* Lftrvee of punctipennie, £. tarspllB, 
_C. ecllnnrlus, C. pipisna, Inornptr, Texnns pnd C. aploBlis were 
oommonly found in pssoclfition with reetupna Iri-vne, 
Importpnce; Clnrke (1940) pnd IVfinn (1940), v/orking in Illinois 
and Cennds r 8i)ectively, reported C. restupns to be rn uniniportnnt pest 
beceuse of the rprity with which it bites human beings. Their views 
fire not ahnred by other v/or.cers such PS Dypr (1928), Mstheson (1929), 
Owens (I0i57), Jiinfj, Urndley pnd L'clioel (1939) find others who regnrd 
restupns PS pn annoying humpn pest. In lowa this species wes cpught 
while biting on several oocnsions pnd it is believed to be n troublesome 
pest in tho Irrger lows cities, 
Culex selinprius Coquillett 
Culex BPlinprius Coquillett, Knt, Kews 16:73. 1904, 
Recognition chnrfcters; In genernl appearpnoe the feitiples of 
salinprius resemble those of pipiens and rostupns. The mesonotum of 
SBlinnrius, howovor, is reddish pnd quite evenly covered with very smpll, 
uniformly-sized, reddish series. Usuolly only a few Iprger yellowish 
sonles on the antescutellpr sppce pnd above the wing break the uniformity 
of the :icsonotp.l scplrtion. The pbdoninal segments are usually unbended 
but there mpy be a frint band of yollowish scples bnsplly. The posterior 
merijins of the tergites usually bepr a row of fpirly strong yellowish 
hairs. 
The apical lobe of the laple sidepiece hps 5 filniiients—*a leaf, 
2 slender bristles end 3 rods. Mesosome divided, each half consisting 
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of 2 pletes* Th« lim r plete hns an nplctil group of stout, short spines; 
a dorselly-produoed curved thumb-like process ond long snn. extends 
posteriorly from the inner surfnee. 
The Birtube of the Iprvr is very long end slender, nbout 7 or 8 
times as long as wide. Four hnir tufts nre present, the next to the 
last one more dorsally plpced pnd out of line. Head hrirs multiple, 
'ntennfl hair tuft situated beyond the middle. 
Distribution; C. splinarius was found to occur in ell sections of 
the stnte. 
Biological notes: Culex salinwrius pnssea the winter in the adult 
stage. The hibernating quarters in lowa hare not been investigated 
but ;;hey probably include outhouses, cellnrs, culverts, eves, etc. 
v/hich offer adequrte protection. Adults wore pctive throughout the 
season, ohe o'^rliost record being May 10 and the latest October 25. 
The Irrvpe were found from May 11 until September 26. They connBonly 
inhabit permanent ponds and .itf-rshes but were not infrequently found 
in intermittent ponds, streruibed pools, artificial receptacles, etc. 
In f few instances larvae occurred in unused dumping ponds but they w»r« 
not found in seweis. lecords indicate thrt splinarius prefers clean, 
permanent ponds or mrrshea as Irrval habitats. Most commonly found 
associating with the larvae of s^linarius were t'nose of ®. punctipennis, 
C. tarsalia, _C. restuans, Bpicalis, T^. inomata and quadrimaculatus. 
Importnnce; The females of sslin^rius were often encountered 
during late afternoon and evening hours. They attack quietly «>nd the 
bite, although annoying, is not so severe as those of the Aedes species. 
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This species undoubtedly causes considerable snnoyence to people in 
the Isrger cities of Io*r«, especinlly those nlong the Mississippi 
iiiver, 
Culex twrsBlts Coquillett 
Culex twrsBlia Coquillett. Cnn. Ent. 28:43. 1896. 
Recognition chernctersi Both the mrles end femples ere easily 
recognized by tho white brnds on both ends of the hind tprssl segments 
end the white ring on the proboscis. 
The Rpiorl lobe of the iai»le sidepiece beers 5 f  ilrments—« lesf, 
2 slender brisxles snd 2 rods. Tenth sternite long, curved end henvily 
sclerotized terininottng in P crowm of dense short bristles; the ends of 
the outer bristles ere bluntly rounded. Tesosonie divided; ench helf 
has 2 long, sword-like, median processes »nd B shorter Isterpl process 
with 4 stout teoth. 
The Firtube of the lfinrr> is pbout 4 times ps long r.s wide. It 
hr>s 5 ppir ol' h»'ir tufts; none nre displfced or out of line nnd the 
proxiir,f>l one is attnched before the end of the pecten. Upper end lower 
hend heirs multiple. Letersl hnirs of the nbdominol segments usuelly 
triple on the first to sixth segments. 
Distribution; C. tprsclis was comionly found in nil perts of the 
stpte. 
Biologioal notes; During the winter months the adults of tprsalis 
hibernpte in protected places, becoming active pgein PS warm weather 
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•ppronohei in the spring. The earliest pdult record Is for Mf»y 3 «nd 
th« Iptest October 26« There ere seveml genorfttions each aenson. 
Lnrvee were foimd from the esrly d»te of April 5 until :>epterl)or 30. 
Nearly b11 typos of h^bitnts pppesr suitnble for the Iprvpe. ermrnent 
ponds, intorraittent ponds, jiisrshes, stresJubed pools, woodlpnd pools rnd 
slow posture strepias often eontpined cho Irrvse of this species. They 
were occpsionplly found in sewers end prtificipl receptacles. ITobPbly 
the most preferred habit'^t of twrselis Irrvpe sre the intenrdttent ponds 
which are produced by hopvy sum-er rpins. Such ponds occur eveirywhere 
in •che state and usuplly last from 3 to 6 weeks. The Iprvae of other 
species coni'^only found nssocinting with those of tprselis were C. sal-
inpriUB, 0. ppicplis, T. inomatp, A. veacrns, quadrinipculptus and 
_C. restunns. 
Importpnce; Unlike tho femples of pipiens and C, restuans which 
were usually encountered in popu.l«"tod ero-s, those of tPrselis were more 
frequently cpptured in open rurpl soctions. C. tprsplis is ono of the 
most iuiportrnt lowe mosquitoes because of its widesprepd distribution 
and beopuse it is a host of tho viiois of equine encephalomyelitis. Its 
relRtionship to the western equine and St. Louis strpins of this viru* 
was reported by Hemraon et al, (1941). 
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ECOLOaiCAL RELATIONSHIPS 
Some Factors Influencing Mosquito Breeding 
The larvae and pupae of mosquitoes live only in water. For this 
reason, the numbers occurring in an area are proportional to the 
extensiveness of suitable aqu^itio habitats# Moat ajuatic situations, 
with the notablo exceptions of open surface areas of larger lakes and 
the main bodies of flowing streams, serve as breeding places for some 
species of moBquitoos. In general tr.ese breeding places may b© produced 
by tidal flooding or by accumulations ol surface water resulting from 
precipitation. In Iowa, the aquatic habitats in which mosquitoes 
breed are all directly or indirectly produced by precipitation, .ihile 
this factor is the most important one affecting the production of Iowa 
mosquitoes, certain other factors such as evaporation, topography, 
vegetation, temperature, ate. are extremely important in regard to the 
numbers and species of mosquitoes which occur. 
Precipitation 
Over the 68-yoar period from lb73 to 1940 the annual precipitation 
in Iowa ranged from extremes of 12.11 inches to 58.80 inches, the 
average for this p^riod being 31.44 incnes. The amount of annual 
precipitation urtiich occurs in various parts of the state varies con­
siderably. Roughly, in the areas lyin^ east of a line between 
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Allamakee and Mills Counties, it normally ranges from 32 to 36 inches} 
in the area west of that line the nonnal amount is from 26 to 32 inches. 
Summer rainfall* 
The precipitation which occurs during the mosquito breeding season, 
generally from April to September inclusive, is probably more imoortsuat 
with regard to the abunaance of mosquitoes than is the total annual 
precipitation. The normal summer rainfall in Iowa ranges from somewhat 
less than 20 inches in parts of Lyon, ^jioux and Plymouth Counties to 
more than 24 inches in the southernmoat tier of counties from Fremont 
to Vam ; uren. Over the greater ^art of the state it ranges from 22 to 
24 inchas. The distribution of sum.';iRr rainfall over the six-month 
period is also important, especially in regard to the species of mosqui­
toes which are likoly to be abundant. Usually periods of increased 
precipitation during any part of the breeding season may result in the 
increased abundance of certain species such as Aedes vexam. heavy 
precipitation in late summer or early fall, however, is more favorable 
to the increased abundance of the species which overwinter in tho adult 
stage as do Culex and Anopheles. An abundance of certain woodland and 
flood water spocies, Aedes stioticus for instance, usually follows 
unusual amounts of precipitation in the sprinji. 
The 68-year averages of the rainfall for the months of April to 
September are given below along with tho totals for those months for 1940. 
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Average for 6S Years 1940 
April 2.73 inches 3.22 inches 
May 4.03 2.07 " 
June 3.67 " 
July 3.67 " 4.57 " 
August 3.61 " 6.44 " 
September 3.76 " 0.94 " 
As would be expected from the above monthly totals of 1940, there was 
a pronounced increase of mosquito abundance during September following 
the hoavy rains of august. Aedes vexans and Culex tarsalis were the 
predominant species. 
Length of rain periods. 
Another important factor influencing the abvmdance of mosquitoes 
is the length or continuity of summer rain periods. This factor is 
more fully discussed in a subsequ nt section dealing with population 
studies. In genjral, ooriods of increased mosjuito abundance are more 
frequent following light continuous rains of several days duration than 
followini;; short heavy downpours w ich are preceded and followed by clear, 
warm weather. 
Evaporation 
The evaporation rate which occurs during and following periods of 
increased precipitation is a very importiint factor affecting the 
abundance of pest mosquitoes, especially Aedes and Psorophora. 
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Periods of inoreased abundance of these mosquitoes may be expected 
following;; poriods of increased ralnfiill, providing the total evaoorutlon 
for the same period does not grs^^tly excotjd or is 1<9Sb than the total 
precipitation. This is illustrated in table 1 which gives tho rainfall, 
eTaporation and mosquito populations which occurred during tho breeding 
season of 1940 at Ames suid Des Moines. The high mosquito populations 
which occurred in September resulted from increased precipitation 
during August wiiich was the only month in which the total precipitation 
exceeded the total evaporation. 
Topography 
Accumulations of shallow, temporary bodies of water are very 
suitable places for tho breeding of certain species of mosquitoes. 
Such watered areas are likely to be more numerous and extensive wi-.ere 
the topography is flut or gently rollin, than where it is hilly or 
mountainous. Certain sections of northeastern, eastern ana southern 
Iowa are fairly hilly. Over most of the state, however, the topography 
is gently rolling and temporary surface pools are quite numerous following 
summer rains. 
Predominant Vegetation 
It is well known that the various vagotational regions such as the 
coniferous forest, the prairie, the deoiduous forest, etc. have 
characteristic mosquito faunas, -i. discussion of the mosquito fauna of 
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Table 1« A ooa^arlson of the rainfall^ eraperatlon and mosquito populations 
at Ansa and Des Moines during the breeding season of 1940. 
Anes 
April May June July August Septeober 
Rainfall (inches) 3.27 2.43 3.93 6.38 6.67 0.44 
Eraporntion (inches) 4.33 6.34 9.08 10.26 5.22 5.31 
Mosquito populations loir loir low loir low high 
Des Moizws 
Rainfall (inches) 3.18 2.08 1.68 3.87 6.72 0.35 
Evaporation (inchea)* 4.33 6.34 9.08 10.26 5.22 5.31 
Mosquito populations lor loir loir low losr high 
* Records from the Ames weather stetlon. 
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a partioular area, therefore, inevitably leads to a consideration of 
the gross vegetational regions present. Iowa is situ-^ted in the transi­
tional Bone between the deciduous forest and the grassland prairie 
regions* Considerable aroas of deciduous woodlands orij^ionally occurred 
in Iowa, especially in the oasteru half of tho stite. At the pres'^nt 
time, however, woodland aroas are relatively small and are limited 
mainly to the borders of the larger streajus. Lying between the wooded 
streams, the more open aroas were or5£,inally grasslamds but due to 
extensive agricultural developments the grasslands have b'^en replaced 
by cultivated fields and pastures. 
Species of mosquitoes which are characteristic of both prairie and 
forest regions occur in Iowa, Over much of the state these species may 
be found breeding together in woods or in opnn areas (table 3). Such 
associations of woodland and prairie species are quite nutural in em 
area where there is no sharp break between theie vegetational regions. 
However, this overlapping of mosquito faunas in lovja has undoubtedly 
been increased by th^j extensive utilization of prairie and wooded 
regions for agricultural purposes. Specisss which normally inhabit 
deciduous forests sucn as Aedes stimulans, Aedes canadensis, aodes 
stioticus, Aedes cin^reus, ttedes trtsoriatus, l^sorophora horrida and 
Paorophora forox are more common in the extrei^e eastern part of Iowa. 
In the extreme western sections the species w ich inhabit the open 
prairiei^ as do Aedes nlgromaculis, Aedes dorsalis, iiedes spenceri, 
Aedes flavescens and Psorophora signipennis, are more abundant. 
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Temperatur* 
This enviroiumntal factor greatly lafluenoas the hatching of 
mosquito 9gg», the rate of larval and pupal deTelopment, and the 
mortality of overwintering females. In certain spncles, especially the 
single-brooded Aedea, the eggs apparently require a period of exposure 
to low temnaratures before they will hatch. The eggs of other species 
hatch readily if they have been continually exposed to relatively high 
temperatures. The development of larvae and pupae is usually much 
more rapid during the wjrmer months than during spring .uid fall periods. 
It is doubtful that under natural conditions ths temperature in mosquito 
breeding pools rar'=2ly becomns so hi^h as to prevent larval development. 
Normal growth of certain Aedes larvae has often been observed in very 
small pools and potholss wiiich were fully exposed to the hot sun of 
July 8ind August. In the other extreme, larvae of other species 
may be found developing normally in water from meltinj;; snow. Optimum 
temperatures for the development of the larvae of mosquitoes probably 
vary considerably with the species. Relatively little is known regard­
ing these temperatures. The extremely low temporsitures which sometimes 
oocur during the winter months undoubtedly cause considerable mortality 
among overwinterin;; females. Ths effect of such temperatures upon 
hibernating females in lowa his not been studied. In Minnesota, Owen 
(1937) reported considerable mortality amoni; Culex females overwintering 
in caves during the sovsrely cold winters of 1935 and 1936. 
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In the past 68 years air temperatures have ranged from eztremea 
of -47® F, to 118° F., the avgrage of the mlnimums being -30° F. and 
the average of the maximums 104® V. The average date of the last killing 
frost in Iowa is May 2 and that of the first killing frost is October 7. 
The 68-year average monthly moan temperatures for the breeding season, 
April to September, are given below* 
April 48.7® F. July 74.7® F. 
May 60.1® F. August 72.1® F. 
June 69.6® F. September 63.9® F* 
Larval Habitats and Associations 
It is well known that the larvae of the various mosquito species 
tend to occur in particular types of aquatic situations. In many cases 
the knowledge of the oviposition habits of the species is so limited 
that it is not known whether this tandency is a result of oviposition 
preferences of the females or whether it is a matter of larval survival. 
The regularity with which the larvae are found in particular habitats 
in the field, howover, loads one to believe that females of most of the 
species choose definite types of habitats in which to oviposit. During 
these Investigations larvae were collected from approximately 650 
aquatic habitats. Based upon gross environmental characteristics 
summarized from field notes these habitats are grouped into 12 types. 
Table 2 shows the number of times larvae of the various speciss were 
foimd in each type of habitat. 
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Permanent pondg. (Figures 15 and 16) 
Thasa habitats are usually small bodies of water contained within 
more or less well-defined basins. The water larels may fluctuate 
considerably over thg course of a season but only in rare instances 
do they become dry. Most of tViese iionds support luxuriant girowths of 
submerged aquatic plants such as Potomogeton, Ceratophyllum, fjajas, etc. 
and floating plants euch e.s Lemna, Marsilia, Riccia, leaves of water 
lilies, mats of filaraontous algae, etc. These plants serve as pro­
tective cov<>rs for mosquito larvae shielding them from predaceous insect 
larvae which also abound in these places. Table 2 shows the species 
of mosquitoes which were comaionly found in p'^rmanent ponds; of these, 
A. quadrimuculis, U. sapphirina and C. erraticus appear to have a 
distinct preference for this type of habitat. 
Semipermanent ponds. (Figures 17 and 18) 
During the summer months numerous low areas along highways, in 
pastures, alon(^ small streams and elsewhere become filled with water 
from heavy rains. At the start thos:? ponded areas vary in depth from 
about 16 to 30 inches, gradually becoming shallower and finally drying 
completely after a period of from 3 to 6 weeks, buch habitats have been 
termed intermittent ponds. Aquatic plants such as those found in 
permanent ponds are not present but the low are^is mirking those 
habitats frequently support thick growths of Polygonum, water-loving 
grasses and Carex. This typo of habitat is suitable for the breeding 
of several species of mosquitoes. At their beginning the ponds usually 
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Table 2* The frequencies with which Isirvfte of lows mosquitoes were found 
in various habitets* 
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Aedes campestris 
Aedes ORnadensis 1 4 5 1 1 
Aedes oinereus 1 2 3 1 
Aedes dorsalis 1 1 9 2 
/ledes fitohi 4 
/<ede8 flflvescens 2 
Aedes impiger 3 1 
Aedes nigromaculis 1 13 2 
i^edes ripnrius 1 1 
'edes spenceri 1 
Aedes sticticus 4 5 
Aedes stimulans 3 2 2 
Aedes trivittwtus 1 1 1 22 7 2 
Aedes vext*ns 10 15 12 11 7 25 79 22 29 1 1 
Anopheles Occidentalis 2 2 1 
•*jaophele8 punctipennis 46 28 15 12 34 2 9 8 31 3 2 
Anopheles qupdriBiaculatus 37 4 7 1 14 
Anopheles wfilksri 2 1 5 
Culex apicalis 32 11 2 8 12 7 3 33 
Culex errfiticus 16 1 8 
Culex pipiens 8 3 2 4 10 4 
Culex restupns 11 9 3 14 5 9 4 15 6 6 
Culex salinf^rius 20 10 3 8 3 2 20 1 3 
Culex tarsnlis 27 43 2 7 20 7 1 9 10 51 4 
Psorophora ciliats 2 2 2 28 6 2 
Fsorophora columbiae 1 
Fsorophorp ferox 1 1 
Psorophora horrida* 1» 
Psorophora signipennis 1 6 1 1 
Theobaldia inorripta 17 20 18 16 IS 28 7 6 50 1 1 
TheobPldia morsitRns 2 
Uranotaenia sppphirina 18 1 3 1 13 
Record is besed on the capture of newly emerged adults. 
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Figure 15. Permanent pond showin,; mats of fila­
mentous algae• 
Figure IS. A lar^^e permaaent ponJ ahowintj the floating 
letives of water lilios and otlier plants. 
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Figure 17. A semiparaiatient pond along a pasture stre«im 
Figure Iti. A sgmiperriiaiient pond Ln u. low pasture 
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contain thousands of larvae of A» vexang and P. oiliata and in their later 
stages they were found to support good populations of A. punotipennis «uid 
£• 'fc*r»ali8» 
Streams. (Figure 19) 
This type of habitat includes the slow, sluggish pasture streams and 
creeks which have become choked with vegetation. In some of these the 
channels ffiay be comparatively free but the edges are naarly always overhung 
with grasses and other plants, as shoTm in table 2, few species were found 
in this type of habitat. It is, however, a favorite one of punctipennis; 
soma of the largest populations of this species were teiken from the gras y 
borders of slow moving streams. 
Oxbows. (Figure 20) 
Oxbows or old stream channels are abxindant along the lar^^er rivers of 
lovia. In some rospoets they resemble permanent ponds but in most instances 
they are void of submerged aquatic plants and from time to time become 
freshened by overflow from the main streams. Driftwood and other debris 
often cover the surface of those habitats and in soma instances emergent 
aquatic plants such as Sa^ittaria, Kleocharis, etc. lino the margins. 
Populations of mosquito larvae, with the exception of punctipaniiis, are 
usually small in these habitats during, the sumT.er months. In the spring 
they usually contain fairly large populations of T. inornata and A. vexans. 
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Figure 19. A sluggish pasture stream, 
Figure 20. An oxbow. 
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Streambed pools. (Figure 21) 
These habitats ars small pools which occur in the beds of streams* 
They are more or 1?)S3 connected with the main channolSf but tre usually 
very small and shallow* Sometimes the pools are situated between the large 
rocks strewn sdong the streambedsj others are isolated from the main stream 
channels by small sand bars and in some oases they are raorely grassy 
depressions througii which small trickles of water may flow. During most 
of the season little or no aquatic ve^jetation is prnsent in these pools 
but in late sumiier small mats of algae usually a pear in those situated in 
sandy or rocky streambeds. Most of the Culex species were comiRonly found 
in this typo of habitat. It anpeara to be a favorite type for the breeding 
of C. restuans, punctiponnis and, in wooded areas, A. canadensis. 
Woodland pools. (Figure 22) 
Those habitats are mainly temporary or intermittent pools situated 
in wooded areas. In most instances they are completely shaded and the 
bottoms are usually covered with thick mats of leaves and decaying debris. 
In the springtime the pools are filled with water from melting snow and 
during the summer by heavy rains and surface runoff. In April and May 
larvae of inornata, _A. vexans, A. canadensis, A. cinereus, A. sticticug 
and lim stimulans inhabit these pools and during summer months A. punctipennia 
and several of the Culex species breed in them. 
Early spring pools. 
In March and April small depressions and low swails of all sizes and 
depths become filled with water from melting snow and, in some cases, early 
spring rains. They are usually temporary in nature and occur everywhere. 
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Figure 21. Grassy streaiubod poola along a small p^sturs 
atrsarn. 
figure 22. A vraodland oool in tho sarly spring. 
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In these pools larvae of ^  Inomata almost invariably occur together with 
those of the single-brooded species of Aedea--A» oinareus, fitohi« 
A. Impiger, A. apenoeri and others. A, vexans is also liksly to be 
present. 
Rain pools and sh^et water. (Figures 23 and 24) 
During the summer months, pools of various sizes and low areas covered 
with sheets of shallow water occur following periods of heavy rains. Ihe 
water in such places usually remains for periods of a few days to 2 or 3 
weeks and repeated floodings may occur over the same areas durini^ a single 
season. The areas which become flooded in this manner are usually not 
marked with any definite type of vegetation but the more regularly flooded 
spots often support growths of smartweed or sedges. In these habitats 
enormous numbers of mosquito larvae often occur. Thoy appear to be ideal 
places for the larvae of _A. vexans, trivittatus, A. nigromaculls, 
A. dorsalis, ciliata and signipennls. 
Flood water pools. 
These pools usually occur along the larger rivers of the state during 
spring flood periods. In some places, especially along the Wapsipinicon, 
Yellow and Maquokata Rivers, considerable areas of woodland along the 
lower portions become flooded. In these flood waters larvae of k. sticti-
cus and A. vexans aro usually very abundant. 
Marshes. (Figures 25 and 26) 
This type of habitat is characterized by luxuriant growths of 
emergent aquatic plants such as Typha, Spargsmium and Scirpus. The 
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Figure 23. .i typical rain pool 
Figure 24. Sheet water in a pasture. 
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Figure 25. ii seiaiprirmanent msirsh naar ! ui uque, Iowa 
Figure 26. A large permanent marsh near Sabula, Iowa. 
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surfaces of the larger marshes and tha marshy areas around lakes are 
permanently covered with water varying in depth from a few inches to 2 
or 3 feet. Many of the smaller m-irshes have beon partially drained and 
the surfaces of those become dry during certain parts of tho year; they 
are, however, usually covered with several inches of water throughout 
most of the season. Marshes serve as suitable breeding habitats for a 
large number of Iowa mosquitoes* In the penuatient ones are comnionly 
found larvae of Anopheles, Culax, Theobaldia and Uranotaenla; those of 
A, walkeri show a distinct preference for this type of habitat. In the 
simipermanent mitrshes larvae ol' A. vox&na, a, flavescens, n, dorsalis and 
other Aedes may be found at certain times of the y®ar together with those 
of Anophsles, Culex, etc. 
Foul pools and sewers. 
Near many of the larger cities in Iowa, ponds and pools are used as 
dumping places; these soon become stagnant and foul. In certain cities 
open sewers, sewer outlets and cesspools are not uncomiiion. Such habitats 
are suitable for a few specias of mosquito larvae and some species thrive 
in these places. C^. pipions and £. restuans have been found in large 
numbers in these habitats in certain Iowa cities. 
Artificial receptacles. 
All types and s i z e s  of receptacles that become filled with water 
following rains are suitable breeding places for certain mosquitoes. 
These are often strewn about in city dumps, around manufacturing plants, 
residences and gardens. In many cases a small amount of water contained 
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within a sntall reoeptacle is sufficient to produoe unbeliovable numbors 
of C. pipians and £. restuans. 
Table 2 shows the frequencias with which the larvae of various species 
were found in the different types of habitats* Several species, e.g. Aedes 
vexans, Anophalea punctipunnia, Culex apicalis, Culex restuans, Culex 
•alinarius, Culex tarsalis and Thaobaldia Inornata, were found to inliabit 
nearly all of the different typos. They are apparently much less selective 
in their choice of breeding habitats than are other species. This is 
further emphasiaed in table 3 w! ich gives the frequencies with which 
thes:; species were foiind associatins together and with other species 
more selective in their choice of larval habitats. Such species as 
Psorophora ciliata, Aedes trivitbatus, .-iedes canadensis and Aedes oinereus 
were also found to breed in quite a number of difforont types of habitats, 
but appear to prefer those in which the water is mora temporary or 
fluctuating. On the other hand. Anopheles quadrimaculatus, Anoph'^les 
walkeri, Culex erraticus and Uranotaenia sanphirina have a decided pre­
ference for p manent aiuatic habitats. Two species, Aedes sticticus and 
Aedes stiraulans, were found only in temporary aquitic habitats in wooded 
areas and Aedes spenceri, Aedes riparius, aodes impiger, nedes campestris 
and Aedes dorsalis wore found mainly in temporary pools in open prairie 
regions. 
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T«bl« 8., Th« fraquenoiM with which iHrrat of th« Tarioua speeiaa ««r« found in aasoeiation 
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ADULT POPULATION STUDIES 
During the aummar of 1940 studies were made of the numbers, seasonal 
occurrence and species of mosquitoes in 10 Iowa cities. Light traps wer® 
used to sample the adult populations which occurred. These traps were 
operated by unpaid cooprarators at Lansing, Dubuque, Davenport, Muscatine, 
Burlington, Ames, Des Moines, Council Blutfs, Sioux City and Ruthven. 
A Consideration of the Species Taken 
Table 4 shows the total number and species of mosquitoes taken in 
all the trap catches. Table 5 gives the frequencies with which various 
species were taken in the traps and of those taken in biting collections. 
It is believed thit the biting collections indicate to a fair degree the 
comparative importance of the species as pests in Iowa. Thus A, vexans, 
A. trivittatus, and A. sticticus rank high in importance followed by 
JC. tarsails, nigromaculis, £. ciliata, £. salinarlus, punctipeonis, 
P. horrida, sLgnipennls, A. triaeriatus, ferox, ate. In the trap 
catches A. vexans was again the highest in frequmcy of catch but 
A. trivittatus euid A. stictlcus wore very low as were P. ciliata, 
P. horrida and P. ferox. The Culex species were much higher in fre­
quency in the trap catches than in the bitinj^ colloctions. These trap 
catches give a fairly accurate picture of the populations of important 
species which occurred in the trap vicinities; they should not, however, 
be expected to give a picture aoplicable to the whole state. If traps 
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Table 4. Total mosquitoes trtken in 783 trap-night oetohes et 10 loira 
looplities, 1940. 
Species 
t 
: Males 
• 
• 
t i 
i Females 
t i 
Total 
Aedes oampestris 8 3 11 
Aedes dorslis 64 26 90 
Aedes dupreei 0 1 1 
'"•edes nigromeoulis 69 88 167 
Aedes spencer! 0 1 1 
Aedes sticticus 1 6 7 
Aedes triserintus 14 4 18 
Aedes trivittstus 132 183 315 
Aedes vexms 27,162 30,684 57,836 
Ajaopheles punctipennis 72 208 280 
Ajiophelea qup.drimficulwtus 4 126 130 
Anopheles wnlkerl S 77 80 
Culex flpioolis 166 144 309 
Culex errfltious 7 11 18 
Culex plpiens 3,653 2,066 5,719 
Culex resturns 806 677 1,482 
Culex sfllinnrius 2,042 3,410 6,452 
Culex trrselis 5,990 7,210 13,210 
Mensonia perturbans 51 48 99 
Orthopodomyia nlba* 0 1 1 
rsorophom cillnta 2 19 21 
i'sorophorR colundiiae 4 3 7 
Psoroj liora ferox 0 1 1 
Fsorophora horrida 1 2 3 
Fsorophore signipennis 6 88 93 
Theobnldia irupptlens* 0 6 6 
Theobeldia inorneta 176 243 419 
Uranotaenifl sapphirina 147 317 464 
Damaged 920 646 1,466 
Total 4I,49V iSTW 
» Mew records for Iowa 
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Table 6. A oosqparlson of the frequencies of occurrence in light trap catches 
nnd biting collections of Iowa mosquitoes (females). 
1 Light trap cetches : Biting collections 
t Total 783 Total 113 
Species : Hxanber of : % at Nuinber of ; % of 
itiines teksns Total Times collected : Total 
Aedes aurifer none 1 0.09 
Aedes can^stris 3 0.4 5 4.4 
Aedes opnadensis none 1 0.09 
AedoB cinereus none 2 1.7 
Aedes dorse lis 16 2.2 7 6.2 
'edes dupreei 1 0.1 none 
Aedes flavescens noxie 2 1.7 
'edes nigroinaculis 67 7.2 15 13.2 
Aedes spenceri 2 0.25 2 1.7 
Aedes sticticvts 4 0.5 26 23.0 
/edes stiinulans none 11 9.7 
Aedes triseriatus 4 0.5 9 7.9 
Aedes trivittetus 71 9.2 45 39.8 
Aodes •vexsns 635 81.0 83 73.4 
Anopheles punctipennis 109 13.9 11 9.7 
Anopheles qurdrimaculatus 75 9.5 2 1.7 
Anopheles v/plkeri 34 4.3 4 3.5 
Culex ppicalis 87 11.1 none 
Culex errpticus 10 1.2 1 0.09 
Culex pipiens 235 30.0 5 4.4 
Culex restuans 270 30.4 6 5.3 
Culex splinnrius 509 65.0 12 10.6 
Culex t^rsplis 515 65.7 15 13.2 
Msneonin perturbuns 27 3.4 none 
Orthopodomyip nlba 1 0.1 none 
Psorophora ciliata 16 2.0 14 12.3 
Psorophora colunbiae 3 0.3 none 
Psorophorp ferox 1 0.1 8 7.0 
isorophore horrida 2 0.25 10 8.8 
Psorophora sicnipennis 50 6.3 10 8.8 
Theobsldia impptiens 4 0.5 none 
Theobcildia inornate 91 11.6 none 
Uranotsenie snpphirina 122 15.5 none 
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had been operated in all sections of the state and in all types of habitats 
the ninnbers of some important species would probably have been much higher. 
It is believed that A. trivittatus and A. sticticus are much more concnon 
and occur in larger numbers than is indicated in those trap catches. 
Trap Catches in Relation to Hxaaan Comfort 
Probably the most importajit activity of mosquito control work is 
that directed toward the elimination of larval breeding areas* This 
task is often complicated because such areas are sometimes well hidden 
and in out-of-the-way places, emd bocause certain mosquitoes fly con­
siderable distances from their breading grounds. However, with a 
thorough knowledge of the breeding and flight habits of the species in 
a given area, fairly accurate judgments can be made regarding their 
sources. Prior to about 1927 knovjledge of the compositions and densities 
of mosquito faunas were largely based on adult catches made by human 
collectors. It soon became evident that data taken in this manner were 
inaccurate due to differences in the attractiveness to mosquitoes, skill 
in catching and diligence among the collectors. To overcome this 
inaccuracy and to provide aduitional means of sampling adult populations, 
the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station developed a mechanical 
trap that would catch mosquitoes in a unilorm manner under all conditions. 
At least 6 types vers made over a period of 8 years, each one an 
improvement over the previous one. In 1933 the Model 50 was completed 
suad has been used, with perhaps minor changes, by many mosquito control 
associations since that date. 
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A reTlew of the development of mosquito traps and data regarding the 
interpretation of trap catches were published by Headlee (1932) cuad 
Mulhern (1934). It was found that most important in the use of traps as 
sampling devises was the proper evaluation of trap catches with regard 
to human comfort. Headlee (1932) presented considerable data to show that, 
under New Jersey conditions, the mechanical trap caught twico as many 
mosquitoes for the same period as were caught by an expert collector. 
Also that a fairly accurate picture of their actual abundance could be 
derived from the trap catches. A catch of 24 females per night was 
equivalent to the same density present when one fimale could be caught 
each 15 minute period by an export. The 24 female trap catch was con­
sidered, and has been used for several years, as the point of minimum 
density at which the average individual becomes conscious of mosquito 
annoyance. It is obvious thiit such an annoyance figure might be a variable 
one according to the locality in which traps wore operated. VanDerwerker 
(1937) published data to show that this figure may be as low as 8 females 
in metropoliteui areas having extensive control work and as high as 40 
in areas where no control work had bean done. He also pointed out that 
a catch of 5 or even 3 females of certain species might indicate 
sumoyance in some situations. 
Studies are in progress to dstarraine a trap-annoyance figure for 
Iowa conditions, a limited amount of data at hand sujj;g0st8 that during 
periods of increased mosquito abundance, initial complaints by the public 
are produced when trap catches are somewhat higher thaji 24. However, 
when general awareness to annoyance is aroused, complaints are comtuon 
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whon catchei are less than 24. Until suffloiant data have been taken 
to permit the establishment of a definite trap-annoyance figure for 
Iowa, that of 24 females per night has been adopted. 
Factors Influencing Trap Catches 
Mosquito workers in general realize that several factors greatly 
influence the activity of the adults, and recognize that a close relation­
ship exists between these factors and the ni>?htly fluctuations of 
trap catches. Headlee (1932) showed that adult activity, m/'asured by 
light trap catches, was greater in the evening hours before about 
9 p.m. and again in the early morning hours at dawn. It is obvious 
that the inhibition of adult activity during these periods would pro­
duce lower catches in the traps. The general effect of certain factors 
upon the adult activity during the dusk and dawn periods is known but 
the ditta on specific factors is somewhat limited, fleadlee's studies 
indicate that mosquitoes fly with light winds but cease to fly when 
the velocity rises above 10 miles oer Vioxir. Also that high atmospherie 
moisture favors flight but that rain causes a reduction in adult 
activity. He stated further that temoeratures lower than 60® F. 
inhibited mosquito flight. VanDerwerker (1939) pointed out that when 
mosquito abundance is to bo measured by trap catches, considerable care 
should be exercised in the choice of trap locations. He emphasized 
the importance of placing the traps in protected spots preferably 
on the outskirts of a town, and in the proper position with regard 
to wind direction, to permit the interception of mosquitoes flying 
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into * populated area* He also stressed temperature as an Important 
factor in trap catches and presented data to support a theory that the 
annoyance figure (for Union County, Hew Jersey) appeared to vary 2 
mosquitoes per Fahrenheit degree of temperature cantge, increasing 
with high minimum and decreasing with lower minimum tomper-itures. 
It is evident that the correct interpretation and evaluatiori of 
the trap oatoh, as an index to mosquito density can be made only vjhen 
all the factors existing in the trap area and influencing the catch 
are Icnown# During these studies an effort was made to place the trsipB 
in protected places as close to r<38idential ureas as possible. 
Descriptions of these areas ars included under the trap record discus­
sions. Funds were not available, however, to permit detailed studies 
of mosquito breeding or the recording of olimatological data at the 
site of the traps. Most of the trap areas were visited twice sach 
month for a general check on the larval breeding occurring within an 
area of about S miles of the traps. iSo Inspections however were made 
of the islands lying in the Mississippi River and undoubtedly mosquitoes 
produced on those entered the traps operated in the eastern cities. 
Climatololaical data used in the discussions of seasonal occurrence 
included herein were taken from thi U. S. Aeather Heports for each 
trap locality except as otherwise stated. In view of the limited amount 
of data at hand on the factors which influenced these trap catches, no 
attempt has been made to definitely account for the nightly fluctuations 
of the catches. The seasonal records are intended to be of a general 
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informative nature rather than & critical analysis of the factors which 
produced the catch fluctuations* 
Trap Records 
Records for Lansing. 
Lansing, Iowa,is a small town of about 1300 people in the northeastern 
part of the state. It is situated on the wast bank of the Mississippi 
River in the mouth of a narrow valley which extends westward. The 
country northwest, west and south of the town is very hilly and wooded) 
tha-t to tho north is largely marshes, lakes and bayous in the river 
bottoms; and to tho east and southeast is the river with numerous 
wooded islands. The trap was placed under a row of tall trees near 
the shore of the river a short distance from ths boat houses of the 
Iowa Conservation Commission. Littlo or no shrubbery or tall plant 
growth was near tho trap, but the trees and buildings gave some pro­
tection from wind. No survey for larvae breeding was made but from 
their general appearances, the areas northeast and southeast of the 
trap were believed to be the ones most likely to produce mosquitoes. 
The mosquitoes caught during 77 trap-nights are shown on table 6. 
veians was by far the most com;non species, C. salinarius was second 
and quadrlmaculatus third. The average nightly catch was more than 
3 times as high in August as in July or oeptember, that for the entire 
season was 41. Of the total number taken, 87 percent were Aedes, 
11 percent Culex and 2 percent Anopheles. Species which habitually 
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Table 6« Trap oatohes for Lansing, loim, 1940 (females). 
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bits huoana nuula up 99 percent of the total catch and on 20 out of 77 
nights, or 24 percent, 24 or more females were taken. 
The seasonal record is shown on figure 27. Two p^^riods of increased 
moaquito abundance were recorded, Au^^ust 9 to 14 and September 6 to 13. 
Both of these were due to A. vexans. The first peak followed a precipita­
tion period from July 26 to August 4 and the second following heavy 
rains on .^.ugust 25 to 28. Conditions wore favorable for flii;;ht during 
the August peak when fairly high temperatures prevailed (Decorah records) 
and the rains were scattered. During the September peak, however, the 
temperatures were very low, the minimums being below 40® F. from 
September 10 to 13. The prevailing direction of wind for June, July 
and September was southwest, or in an unfavorable direction with regards 
to the probable breeding area. In august it was from the southeast^ or 
in a favorable direction. 
Records for Dubuque. 
The trap was located in the eastern part of the city (near the 
Junction of 4th and Pine Streets) in a commercial area situated on the 
bottom lands bordering the Mississippi River. The site of the trap was 
a vacant lot choked with tall weeds aud shrubs; several trees were also 
present a distance of about 100 f^^et away. The main business district 
was about a quarter-mile west of the trap, the eastern residential 
district 1 to 3 milss north, euid tho western residential district, on 
wooded bluffs overlooking ths river, 1 to 3 miles west. Numerous ponds 
of various sizes were scattered throughout the area in the vicinity of 
the trap, most of which supported dense growths of aquatic floating 
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Trap records, precipitation and temperatures for 
Lansing, Iowa, 1940. Mosquito catches are averaged 
for 5-day periods; precioitation is totaled for the 
same periods and temperatures are daily means. 
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plants emd were bordered by cattails, willows emd other shrubs* Some 
of the ponds were used for dumping areas. 
Table 7 shows the composition and numbers of females taken on 49 
trap-nights. Motor trouble prevented the successful operation of the 
trap during Hugust and it was r\in only 2 nights. An average nightly 
catch of 111 was about the same for June and July; for the entire porlod 
it was 91. On 34 nights, or 64 percent of the total, 24 or more females 
were taken. More k, vexans were taken than any other species, but 
only 34 percent of the total were nedes while 56 percent were Culex. 
It appears that much of the mosquito annoyance at Dubuque io duo to 
Culex species breeding In the ponds In the eastern part of the city. 
There is no doubt that control measures applied to these ponds would 
relieve much of the annoyance. Not only could the Culax breeding be 
•topped but also the considerable Aedes breeding which occurs around 
their edges could be reduced. 
Figure 28 shows the seasonal record of female catches, together 
with precipitation and mean daily temperatures. Four periods of in­
creased mosquito activity are evident. The first period, June 5 to 10, 
was largely due to an vexans flight which occurred on June 6 and 7, 
following a period of precipitation In the latter part of May (not 
shown). This was the only porlod during which tha bulk of tha catches 
were Aedes. The later peaks of activity, June 25 to 30, July b to 10 and 
July 30 to August 4, were caused by the increased breeding of Culex. 
It is Interesting to note that periods of increased mosquito activity 
were generally those of higher mean temperatures. Considerable rain 
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Tebl« 7. Trap oetohse for Dubuque, Iowa, 1940 (fenmles). 
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Figure 28. Trap records, precipitation and temperatures for 
Dubuque, Iowa, 1940, Mosquito catches are averaged 
for 5-day periods; precipitation is totaled for the 
same periods and temperatures are daily mesuis. 
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fall in the periods Jvme 20 to 25 and July 2f) to 50 *hioh probably-
Interfered with adult moaquito activity. 
Records for Davenport* 
Davenport Is one of the largest oommereial and industrial oities of 
Iowa with a population of about 66,000* It is located on the northern 
banks of the Mississippi River, about midway between the north and south 
borders of the state* The city is situated on the bottom land adjacent 
to the river and on the bluffs to tho north; the western section Is 
partly industrial and partly rasidential. The trap was located in this 
area at the city sewage disposal plant; its site was that of a small 
well-kept garden of flowers and shrubs. South of the trap, a distance 
of about 200 feet, was the willow-lined flood plain of the river; 
southwest about 1.5 miles, was a large, flat, wooded island mdilch has 
been made into a city park, ^xtsnding west of the trap was a low, vacant 
area and to tha north an industrial residential district. Consider­
able Culex and Anopheles breeding occurred in a large pond a short 
distance north of tho trap, and in the bayous along the river. Con­
centrated Aedes breeding was found, during certain periods, on the island 
and in the vacant district west of the trap. 
Table 8 shows the composition and numbers of females taken on 90 
nights of trap operation. The bulk of the total catch was A. vexans; 
C. tarsalis and C. salinarius also wore taken in considerable numbers. 
Of the total catch 59 percent were aedes, 59 pnrc-^nt Culex, and Anopheles 
comprised only 0.3 p-^rcent. Probably tho most intarestinji feature of the 
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Ttiblto 8. Trap eat«h*a for Damiport, Iowa, 1940 (faoaloa)* 
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oatoh record was that on 73 percent of total trap-nights, 24 or mora 
females wore taken; all of these were species which habitually attack 
humans* 
The seasonal occurrence of mosquitoes recorded by the Duvenport 
trap for 90 nif.hts of operation between May 31 and September 3 is shown 
on figure 29. During this time 2 periods of increased abundance occurred. 
The first, which began about June 22 and reached a peak on July 8, was 
largely due to vex'ms produced by 2 precipitation periods which 
occurred between June 11 and Jvme 23. The 15-day period preceding this 
peak was favorable to mosquito flight. The second piriod began July 20 
with a peak on July 27, It was also caused by A, vexans which started 
following a precipitation of about 1 inch on July 11. During the last 
2 daya (July 26 to 27) of this period, however, considerable rain fell 
irtiich probably interfered with the adult activity. The periods of 
extensive rainfall during August undoubtedly produced another peak of 
abundance in September as was the case in some of the other traps (Ames 
and Des Moines). This is sug^iested in the rise between September 3 and 
8. Southwest winds during July, August and September favored the flight 
of Aedes from their breeding areas toward the city. 
Records for Muscatine. 
Muscatine, Iowa, has a population of 18,000 and is located on the 
Mississippi River about 30 miles west of Davenport. The main residential 
and business districts are situated on the sides of the bluffs overlooking 
the river. Mear the southwest part of the city the river bends southward 
Ftmal« mo«quito«s 
Rainfall 
Temperatur* 
60Q 
50a 
"—f 
400. _ .2 
30Q 
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lOQ 
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Figure 29. Trap records, precipitation and temperatures for 
Davenport, Iowa, 1940, Mosquito catches are averaged 
for 5-day periods; precipitation is totaled for the 
same periods and temperatures are daily means. 
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Amy froa the bluri'a producing a riither broad flat •allayt th€> southw«»t 
residential district axtend# into this \'alley for aoae distanoo. The 
trap was loo&tad In thia residential district ^t the home of Clayton 
Uaveaann, 1020 iiebraaka otreet* It was si tasted in a gurdsn containing 
the usual flowers, atirubs, trees, ato. (ligure 3). The known oosquito 
breeding areas >thlch wore exp'^oted to influence the catches were located 
west and southwest of the tr^ip within a radius oi 3 miles* inese were 
mainly i ntennittant narshy aroas borderinj; the Muscatine iJlough, and 
oceupylni; low swails wnicK marV od pravicus strearu chanj els. In the riyer 
about a half'^lo east of the trap «ras & siseable island ^Tov^aad Island) 
w^ ich was not axaiuined for mosquito breedinj^. The area south of ths trap 
was lar^i^ely agricultural and industrial and contained no important 
breeding areas. 
Table 9 is a summary of the trap oatohes for 86 trap-nif.hts. 
km ypxane was tho doiaiaant sp'^cies and of the total trap eatch, S5 per­
cent ware Aedea, 30 percent Culex and only Z percer^t Anopheles* The 
a-verage nl^tly catch was only 30 females, tino on 50 paroant of the 
nights 24 or more wore taken, 'd. perturbans were taken in lijrger ntimbera 
in this trap than in any otherj the record of 0, alba ia new and the 
only oni? froffi the state. 
The trap catches for the S6 days of opflreition, between May 27 and 
August 30 were risther small. Figure 50 shows that no periods of unusual 
mosquito abundance were recorded. The low peaks of June 30 and July 10 
were largely due to vexatis w'ich were produced by precipitation on 
June 11 to 12 and on June 18. The lover arerage catch for the 6 days 
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taibte 9. Trap oat«h«* for Huaoatlno, lora^ 1940 (fwMlta}* 
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Trap records, precipitation and temperatures for 
Muscatine, Iowa, 1940. Mosquito catches are averaged 
for 5-day periods; precipitation is totaled for the 
same periods and temperatures are daily means. 
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sndlng Jiily 5 is partially explained by the lower temperatures of July 2, 
3 and 4, the minimums of which were 54®, 56® and 59® F, respectively. 
On August 31 the motor of this trap burned out and could not be replaced. 
It is known from field studiss, ha«ever, that porhaps the largest peak 
of abundance occurred in September, following the heavy rains of August. 
The prevailin^; winds in Juno, Jxxly and September were from the south and 
in August from the east. These directions were unfavorable for flights 
into the oity from the westena breeding areas. 
Records for Burlington. 
Burlington is a city of about 26,000 people located in southeastern 
Iowa about 45 miles from the southern border of the state. It is situated 
on the weeded bluffs overlooking the Miysissippi River. South of the city 
the river valley is comparatively narrow, but to the north it widens to 
include flat agricultural bottom Ismds. Nvmierous wooded islands occur 
in the river within a radius of 5 to 10 miles north of the city. The 
trap was located in a residential district in the northern part of the 
town and was situated on the edge of the bluff amonj; donso shrubbery and 
trees. The breeding ureas wiiich produce most of the mosquitoes affecting 
this city are in the valley and on tho islands in the river. 
The trap was operated for only 19 days, 13 of which were in June 
and 6 in July. Such a limited number of trap-nights is insufficient to 
give a seasonal record or an adequate account of the numbers and speoies 
which occurred. The trap records for the 19 nights are included in 
table 10. 
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10* Trap ««toh«a for Burlinsfean, Io»«, 1940 (fraMlea)* 
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Records for Ames. 
Ames has a population of about 12,000 and is located near the center 
of the state. It is surrounded by gently rolling farm land and winding 
creeks. About a mile to tha east is the Skunk River and through the 
city toward the southeast runs Squaw Creek. Several sm/iller creeks flow­
ing eastward enter Squaw Creek near th'^ city. The banks of these are 
wooded and num-^rous low areas occur along their beds which become flooded 
during heavy rains. Other low areas are present in w ,ich rain water 
stands for considerable periods, but most of the mosquito breeding 
occurred on areas flooded by tho crceks. The tra; was situated in the 
northwest part of tho city on tho cumpus of Iowa State College. It 
was within 1 mila of Squaw Crsek, Clear Crook suid College Creekj and 
within 3 miles of Onion Creek and the Skunk River. 
A sumraary of tho catches taken on 124 trap-ni-^hts is given in 
table 11. nbout 80 percent of the entire catch were Aedes of which 79 
percent were A. vexans, 17 percent were Culex and only 1 percent 
Anopheles. The average nij^btly catch was 48 females, and on 30 percent 
of the trap-nights 24 or more were taken. 
The seasonal record of catches between May 6 and September 28 is 
given on figure 31. Four poriods of rainfall are shown but only one 
period of increased mosquito abundance was recorded. The precipitation 
peaks shown for May 21 and June 25 were due to short, heavy rains which 
fell on May 18 and on June 22 aud 23. The peak on June 30 represents 
a 4-day rain and those from August 14 to 24 accumulations over a 15-day 
period. 
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Tabl* 11* Trap eatohaa for Aii»g» lom* 1940 (f«Mlo*)» 
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Figure 31. Trap records, precipitation and tempera.tures for krms,  Iowa, 
1940. Mosquito catches are averaged for 5-day p'?riods; 
precipitation is totaled for the same periods and teraperatures 
are daily means. 
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It is probahlfl that tha prwolritiitlon pariods of both July and 
August mrs responsible for the inereased mosquito period which began 
about Auf,u8t 26 and rsach.ed a peak on oeptombar 7» Coniiitlons were 
farorable for adult activity during this period except on oeptember 10, 
11, 12 and from September 25 to 20 when the moan tenpcraturos fell below 
60® F. 
Records for Dos Molne»« 
Des Molnss, the capital city of lowa with a population of about 
160,000, is located in the south central part of the state. It is 
situated at the jiinotion of the Dos Moines and Raccoon Kivers, part of 
the city being in the river vulleys and part on the rolling wooded hills 
to the south and *est» rh<i tra ms located in the north central 
residential cistrict ngar Union i'arlc, in a shaded garden containing 
numerous shrubs, trees and flowers* The Capitol i;;round8 and aialn business 
district were within a 2-ialle rad.us, thi :;tate Fair grounds within a 
SHDile radius and '^Iraenwood Park within a 4<Haile radius of the trap. 
Aside froa small rain pools, the heaviest breeding areas were along the 
Des koines and Raccoon Rivsrs in northwest, southeast and southom 
directions from Union Hark. 
The trap catohss for 105 trap-nights are suwaarized in tablo 12. 
A, vexans were q^it^ abundant in Juofl, July «uid August and considerably 
so in oeptemberj trivittatus was caught fairly often in Au^^ust and 
aoptember. The record of dupreei is n^w and the only one from the 
state. Aedes made u . ^>0 percent of the total c&toh, Culax 8 paroent. 
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fthim !£• Trap eat«haa for Daa Itoinaa, Iowa, 1940 (famlaa) 
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and Anopheles 1 percent. The average nightly catch was 100 females and 
on 73 percent of the nights 24 or more were taken. 
The seasonal record of catches from May 30 to September 8 is shovm 
In figure 32. There were 6 principal periods of precipitation. The 
peak of May 21 repros^;nts a rather hoavy one-day rain, that of June 25 
small rains over a period of 3 days and that of July 10 to 15 2 rains of 
1 day each. The July 30 peak is for a 5-day rainy period, that of August 14 
a 6-day rain and that of August 24 to 29 a 4-day rain. Two periods of 
increased mosquito abundance are shown, both of which were largely vexans. 
The first, represented by a short peaJc on Jione 30, began about June 20 
and lasted until July 7 with the lar;;est catch on June 29. It wus 
started by the rains waich began on June 21. The second one, much 
longer and of greater density than the first, started about August 12 
and was at its peak on about L.ept'jmber 8, During the first part of this 
period, August 12 to 24, adult activity was restrained by heavy rains 
and lower temperatures (minimums from iiuj^ust 18 to 24 below 60® F.). The 
lower catch average for the 5-day period ending September 3 can partially 
be explained by the lower temperatures of august 30 to September 2 
(minimums bslow 60° F.). 
Records for Council Blt^ffs. 
Council Bluffs, a city of 43,000 people, is in the southwestern 
section of Iowa in the flat valley of the Missouri River. The valley in 
this vicinity varies in width from 4 to 8 miles and is agricultural land. 
Dense tree growths, so characteristic of river valleys in the eastern 
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part of the state, do not occur* Tho trap waa located near the western 
reaidentia.1 district and park irea at the river pumping station of the 
city waterworks department. It was situated in a wrell-kept garden of 
lawns, shrubs and hedges. '.Vith respect to tho trap, various parts of the 
city were located as followa: Dodge Park, 1 mils south; Lakeview Park, 
2 miles northeast; main business district, 3 miles "ast; f'airmount Park, 
3.5 miles southeast; Lake Manawa, 5 miles southeast; ^ nd the Carr's 
Lake and Mosquito Creek areas, 6 rail 'S southeast. Considerable Quiex 
breeding occurred throughout most of the season in Big Lake (Lakeview 
Park) and in Carr'a Lake. Aedes breeding was quite hf^avy in the Carr's 
Lake and Mosquito Creek areas in Juno. 
Table 13 shows the total catch for 99 trap-nights. The mosquito 
density was evidently very low throughout th- entire period, _C. tarsalis 
and A. vaxans made up tho bulk of the catches, being taken in about equal 
numbers. Culex, however, comprised 66 percent of the total catch, Aedea 
30 percent and Anopholes 1 percont. The average nightly catch wi».s only 
7 females and on only 2 nights did they exceed 24. 
Seasonal records, figure 33, show no 5-day periods for which the 
average catch «as greater than 15 females. The low catches for the season 
up to July 25 is explained by the nature of the rainfall wt.ich was 
scattered and did not exceed 0.6 inches for any one day. The rains in 
late July emd August did not occur over periods longer than 3 consecutive 
days and were with the exception of August 11 and 25 less than 0.6 
inches each. This may partially account for the low catches in August. 
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f«bl« IS* Trap oatohas for Counoil Bluffs, lew*, 1940 (fomilof) 
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ReoordB for Sioux City. 
Siovut City is located on the banks of the Missouri River in the west 
central part of Iowa. It is a city of about 82,000 people, situated at 
the junction of the Kloyd and Missouri River valleys. The eastern and 
western rosidential districts are on the bluffs overlooking the river. 
About 3 miles west of the main business district and situated in the 
narrow Bi^ Sioux hiver valley is a lirge woo ;ed park and playground 
area which is maintained by tho city. The trap was op-irated in this 
park. Several small areas in the park and on the fair grounds south of 
the park become flooded during rainy poriods and serve as Aedes breeding 
places. 
The catches for 51 trap-nights are summarised in table 14. These 
nights were scattered over a period of more than 3 months and are there­
fore considered inadequate to express the numbers or seasonal occurrence 
of mosquitoes which may have occurred in tho vicinity. For the 51 
nights of operation the averajje nightly catch was 9 females and on only 
12 percent of the nights 24 or more were taken. Aedes made up 4d 
percent of the total catch, Gulex 35 percent and /inopholes 0.3 percent. 
Records for Ruthven. 
Ruthven is a rural community of about 900 people located in north­
west Iowa. It is surrounded by flat to somewhat undulating farm land. 
Several small lakes lying within a radius of 10 mil?s are situated south 
and northwest of the town, .-ibout 5 miles northwest of town. Lost Island 
Lake, Mud Lake, Round Lake and Trumbull Lake serve as fishing and hunting 
grounds for many sportsmen; numerous summer cottages nearby are used by 
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vaoationists from many parts of Iowa. In general this trap area is 
typical of the Iowa lake region in Dickinson, iinniet. Clay and Palo Alto 
Counties. Most of the lakes are shallow and the permanent or intermittent 
marshes lying between them cover many acres. The trap was situated on the 
west shore of Lost Island Lake about 4 miles northwest of Ruthven. 
Extensive mosquito breeding areas were on all sides and within a 5-mlle 
radius. 
The summary of trap catches for 85 nights is given in table 15. The 
predominauat species was vexans but numf^rous C. tarsal is were also taken. 
The record of T. impatlens is the only one from the state. Aedes made up 
55 percent of tha total catch, Culex 43 percent and Anoph :les (chiefly 
walkeri) about 1 percent. The average nightly catch was 110 and on 47 
percent of the nijhts 24 or more fc-males were taken. 
Figure 34 shows that most of the rainfall for t.his area (precipitation 
and temperature records are for Spencer, Iowa) occurred between June 4 and 
July 29 with heaviest rains on June 4, 21 and 23 and on July 29. Those 
of May and August were small and scattered. There was a general period 
of increased mosquito abundance from June 12 to July 23 with prominent 
peaks on June 16, July 5 aiid Ju]y 20. These were due to A. vexans and 
tarsalis. During the peak periods conditions were generally favorabls 
for flij^ht and during periods between peak catches, rain and lower 
temperatures occurred. 
Summary of trap catches. 
The i^ew Jersey mosquito trap was used during the breeding season of 
1940 to sample the composition and density of female mosquitoes in 10 loira. 
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oitie*. Table 16 is a summary of the trap records taken during these 
Investi gatlons. 
Of the total females taken in the traps, 67 percsnt were Aedes, 
99 percent of these being A, vexans; 29 percent were Culex and about 1 
percent were Anopheles. With the exception of 2 traps. Council Bluffs 
and Dubuque, catches of Aedes were higher than were those of Culex« 
Average nightly catches ranged from 7 at Council Fluffs to 110 at 
Ruthren. These catches were considorably higher for the traps along the 
Mississippi River than for those along the Missouri River. 
The percfintiiges of trap-niijhts during which 24 females were taJcen 
are given as follows: Davenport, 73; Des Moines, 73j Dubuque, 64} 
Muscatine, 50j Ruthven, 47; Burlington, 37; Ames, 30; Lansing, 24; Sioux 
City, 12; and Council .Huffs, 2. 
The data on seasonal occurrence indicate that poriods of increased 
•oaquito abundance follow within 10 to 20 days after p'^riods of increased 
precipitation. tiij;her populations occurred following prolonged periods 
of heavy rains. 
The mean teiuparaturos were relatively high on nights wVien the larger 
catches were taken and, dxiring periods of increased abundance, the smaller 
catches were generally on nights with lower mean temperatures. 
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